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Module 1. Basic concept of thermodynamics

Lesson 1

THERMODYNAMIC SYSTEM & ITS PROPERTIES

1.1 Introduction

1.2 Application of Thermodynamics

1.3 Thermodynamic System

1.3.1 Thermodynamic medium or working medium

1.3.2 Equilibrium of a system

1.4 Properties of a System

 1.4.1 Temperature (t)

 1.4.1.1 Absolute temperature (T)

 1.4.2 Pressure (P)

 1.4.3 Absolute volume (V)

 1.4.3.1 Specific volume (v)

1.1 Introduction

The field of science, which deals with energies possessed and exchanged by a system of gases and vapors, their

conversion in terms of heat and work and their relationship with properties of system is called thermodynamics. Thus

in thermodynamics, we deal with conversion of energy from one form to the other, mainly heat into work or vice

versa. In this context, we must know the overall scenario of conversion of available forms of energy into usable forms

as shown below:
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Fig.1.1 Energy conversion chart

1.2 Application of Thermodynamics

Ø  Power Generation (Thermal/Nuclear Power plants)

Ø  Automobiles (Petrol/ Diesel/LPG/CNG engines)

Ø  Processing Industries (Steam generation, Refrigeration systems)

Ø  Gas Compressors (Air compressors)

As far as a dairy/food processing industry is concerned, we know that heating and cooling are two main processes.

Heating is generally carried out by steam which is separately prepared in an industrial boiler by combustion of

coal/oil. Thus chemical energy of fossil fuels is converted to heat energy which is carried to the required place by

steam. Cooling is provided by means of mechanical refrigeration equipment which consumes electricity and produce
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cooling. During the power off period, electricity is generated by a generator, which is run by a diesel engine. The

transport tankers are also driven by a petrol/diesel engine. These engines burn petrol/diesel/gas and convert heat

energy produced into mechanical power to be used in any application. In a plant, compressed air is also required to

operate different types of automatic valves and other instrumentation. Air is compressed by a mechanical

compressor, which converts mechanical energy into pressure energy. In this way, the application of thermodynamics

comes in the study of all said equipment like boilers, refrigeration plants, air/refrigerant compressors, and internal

combustion engines etc which are extensively used in a dairy processing plant.

1.3 Thermodynamic System

It refers to a space or any matter (gas/vapor) within a prescribed boundary (which may be real or imaginary) upon

which attention is focused for study e.g. a gas bounded by inner surface of a vessel may be called a thermodynamic

system. This system carries out the job of energy conversion. A thermodynamic system may be of various types:-

a)      Closed system

b)      Open system

c)      Isolated system

d)     Adiabatic system

e)      Homogeneous system

f)    Heterogeneous system

(Fig. 1.2 :Thermodynamic system)

a. Closed system : is one, the boundary of which, are closed or continuous so that no mass can enter or exit out of

the system. However, the energy transfer between system and its surroundings can take place across the boundary

of system.

 

Fig. 1.3 (a) Closed thermodynamic system

For example: A thermos-flask filled with hot tea - over a period of time, the content gets cooled because the heat is

transferred to the surroundings.

 

b.   Open system : is one, the boundary of which, is not closed or continuous, but has one or more openings through

which mass transfer may also take place in addition to energy transfer between system and its surroundings e.g. a

compressor shown in Fig. 1.3 (b) is an open system. A water pump is also an example of open system.
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 If rate of mass & energy transfer is constant it is called steady flow system, otherwise it is called unsteady flow

system.

 

c. Isolated system: A system, which is not influenced by surroundings in any way, i.e. neither the mass nor the

energy crosses the boundary of the system and it remains isolated from its surroundings e.g. a system with completely

enclosed and insulated boundaries.

 

d. Adiabatic system: A system which is thermally insulated at its boundaries such that it is unable to exchange heat

energy with its surroundings is called adiabatic system. However, an adiabatic system can exchange work or

mechanical energy.

 

e. Homogeneous system: A system in which the working medium is chemically and physically homogeneous

throughout is called homogeneous system.

 

f. Heterogeneous system: A system which consists of two or more, physically or chemically different phases of

working medium is called heterogeneous system e.g. water and steam or water and oil.

1.3.1 Thermodynamic medium or working medium

Every thermodynamic equipment or system makes use of a working substance which acts as a medium for energy

conversion. For example in IC engine, the medium used or working substance is air and fuel vapors, in power generation it is

steam, in refrigeration system it is any refrigerant like R-11, R-12, ammonia etc. This medium is named as working medium

and chosen for any specific thermodynamic application because of its specific properties. Thus the choice of working medium

in a thermodynamic system or equipment is very much important.

1.3.2 Equilibrium of a system            

 A system is said to be at equilibrium if it does not tend to undergo any further change of its own accord. This

equilibrium is between the system and its surroundings. Type of equilibrium depends on type of change as given

below:

·         Mechanical equilibrium is reached when there is no unbalancing of forces between system and surroundings.

·         Thermal equilibrium is reached when there is no change in temperature of system with respect to time.

·         Chemical equilibrium is reached when there is no chemical change in system with respect to time.

1.4 Properties of a System

A property of a system is any characteristic of the system which can be measured directly or indirectly, while the

system remains at equilibrium. The properties of a system may be classified into two groups as:

                         (a) Intensive or Intrinsic properties

 (b) Extensive or Extrinsic properties

(a) Intrinsic properties are those properties which are independent of the mass of system. These properties are

inherent and do not depend on mass of the system e.g. temperature, pressure, specific volume, density, viscosity etc.

(b)  Extrinsic properties are those which are dependent on mass of the system. Values of these properties depend

directly on mass of the system. Value of extrinsic properties increases with increase in mass of system e.g. total or net

volume, energy, weight.

1.4.1 Temperature (t)
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It determines the level of heat intensity or thermal energy of a body/system. The difference in temperature of two

bodies shows that the body with higher temperature is hotter than the body with lower temperature or the body with

lower temperature is colder than the body with higher temperature. It is measured with the help of a thermometer

which may be of many types.

The commonly used unit of temperature is “Celsius (°C)”. 10C is 1/100th of the difference between boiling point &

freezing point of water where freezing point is taken as 0ºC. Another unit of temperature used in English speaking

countries is “Fahrenheit”.

            Temperature in °F = 1.8 x Temperature in °C + 32

In SI system of units the unit of temperature used is Kelvin (K), which is actually the unit of absolute temperature as

mentioned below:

1.4.1.1 Absolute temperature (T)

The zero chosen on Celsius or Fahrenheit scale is quite arbitrary and these scales are useful only when we have to

consider the change in temperature or we have to compare the temperature of two different bodies. Otherwise these

scales of temperature do not show the absolute value of thermal energy inside the body i.e. 0ºC temperature does not

mean that the body has zero value of thermal energy or zero intensity of heat. The absolute zero temperature shown

on the Kelvin scale means the temperature at which there is no heat intensity or thermal energy in the body. It is the

temperature at which a gas will not occupy any volume and it occurs at -273.15°C. Thus, 0°C equals to 273.15 K.

 

Thus absolute zero temperature (0 K) is that temperature, below which the temperature of any substance cannot fall

and the temperature measured above this zero is called absolute temperature given in K. One degree on Celsius scale

and Kelvin scale is same.

            Temperature in K = 273.15 + Temperature in °C

1.4.2 Pressure (P)

 It is defined as the force per unit area exerted by a body/matter/system on its surface in a direction normal to the

surface. When a force is exerted on a fluid this force is transmitted throughout the fluid and is exerted in all direction

with equal intensity. It is measured by pressure gauge which shows the pressure above the atmospheric pressure

because atmospheric pressure always acts on the pressure gauge when it shows zero on the pressure scale. And any

value shown on the scale is always the pressure above atmospheric pressure, which is called gauge pressure.

Thus Absolute pressure = Atmospheric Pressure + Gauge Pressure.

            Or        Pabs   = Patm + Pg

For pressure below atmospheric, gauge pressure would be negative and is termed as vacuum.

            Thus, Pabs   = Patm - Vacuum.

In SI system of units the units of pressure is Pascal (Pa) such that

1 Pa = 1 N/m2  

1 bar = 105 N/m2

Pressure can also be measured in terms of height of column of a liquid. For example, the pressure exerted by a height

‘h’ of column of a liquid of density ‘ρ’ filled in a tube/pipe over the area A of the bottom end of the tube will be

weight of liquid column upon area, A, if top end of tube is closed. In this case pressure can be calculated by knowing

the weight of liquid and area A of tube:
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As the value of density, ρ for a given liquid is constant and ‘g’ is also an absolute constant, the pressure can indirectly

be indicated in terms of height of column of a specified liquid. One commonly used unit of pressure in terms of height

of mercury (Hg) column is given as:

1 mm of Hg = 1 Torr = 0.001 m of Hg

= 0.001× 13600 × 9.81 = 133.41 Pa

 Standard Atmospheric Pressure = 760 mm of Hg

                                                     = 760 × 133.41 Pa

                                                     = 101300 Pa

                                                     = 1.013bar

1.4.3 Absolute volume (V)

 It is defined as three dimensional space occupied by matter i.e. gas or liquid. It is measured in m3.

1.4.3.1 Specific volume (v)

 It is defined as the volume occupied per unit mass of a gas/ fluid. It is reciprocal of the density. Unit of sp. vol. in S.I.

system of units is m3/kg. 
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Module 1. Basic concept of thermodynamics

Lesson 2

THERMODYNAMIC CYCLE & ENERGY OF THERMODYNAMIC SYSTEM

2.1 State of a System

2.2 Thermodynamic Process

2.2.1 Point or path function

2.3 Thermodynamic Cycle

2.4 Reversible & Irreversible Processe
2.5 Reversible & Irreversible Cycles

2.6 Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics
2.7 Energy, Work and Heat

2.7.1 Internal energy (u)

2.7.2 Heat energy (Q)

2.7.3 Work energy (W)

2.8 Other Forms of Energy

2.8.1 Potential energy (P.E.)

2.8.2 Kinetic energy (KE)

2.8.3 Flow energy (FE)

2.1 State of a System

It is the condition of a system at any particular moment which can be defined by a set of properties e.g.

pressure, temperature, volume etc. The system may remain in a constant state under equilibrium position e.g.

a gas filled in a cylinder of volume 1 m3 at pressure 10 bar and at atmospheric temperature is at a state

defined by values of its pressure, volume and temperature. A state is represented by a point on the property

charts like Pressure-Volume (P-V), and Temperature-Entropy (T-S) diagrams etc. Point 1 and 2 as shown in

fig 2.1 represent state of gas.

Fig. 2.1 Non-flow Isentropic Compression Process in a closed system

2.2 Thermodynamic Process

The continuous series of states followed by a working medium as it liberates, absorbs or transforms energy is

defined as thermodynamic process. A thermodynamic process has some initial state and then a final state.

During this process, the system may exchange the energy with the surroundings either in the form of heat or
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work or both e.g. if a gas, initially present at a state of 5 bar pressure and 2 m3 volume is compressed to a

final state of 1 m3 volume and 12 bar pressure, it undergoes a series of states collectively named as a

compression process. A process is represented by a straight or curved line on the property charts of the

working medium i.e. the gas being compressed e.g. curve 1-2 indicates an isentropic compression process on

pressure volume and temperature-entropy charts as shown in fig 2.1.

2.2.1 Point or path function

From all the above discussions one more consequence is that the change in value of a property of a system

depends only on end states of the process and not on path of process e.g. a gas being compressed from 2 m3

to 1 m3 undergoes a change in volume by 1 m3 irrespective of the states in between the end states of this

compression process. Thus property of system is always a point function. On the other hand some quantities

like heat/work exchange depend on the path or process followed by the system and so these are path

functions.

2.3 Thermodynamic Cycle

When a gas present at some initial state undergoes a series of processes and finally it returns back to same

initial state then it is said to have completed a cycle. Thus a thermodynamic cycle means a series of

processes, as shown on the P-V diagram below, such that the initial state of first process is same as the final

state of last process. A thermodynamic cycle 1-2-3-4 is as shown in fig 2.2

Fig. 2.2 Thermodynamic cycle

2.4 Reversible & Irreversible Processes

A reversible process also known as quasi-static process is one which can be reversed at any stage to the

same initial condition and also leaving no effect on the surroundings.

That means after completely reversing the process, the system and surroundings are exactly restored to ‘their’

initial condition. Hence a reversible process has following characteristics:

 

1)      It must pass through the same states on the reversed path as were initially visited on the forward

path.
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2)       This process when undergoes will leave no history of events in the surroundings.

3)       It must pass through a continuous series of equilibrium states.

No real process is truly reversible but some processes may approach reversibility to close approximation.

An irreversible process is one which cannot be reversed or which is not reversible e.g. heat transferred

through a finite temperature difference or work done on a gas enclosed in cylinder piston arrangement etc.

 2.5 Reversible & Irreversible Cycles

A cycle containing all the reversible processes is reversible cycle.

A cycle containing one or more irreversible process is known as irreversible cycle.

In reality, a reversible cycle is not possible and is only of theoretical importance. In real practice, every

thermodynamic device is based on any irreversible cycle.

2.6 Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics

Temperature Equality and Inequality:  When two bodies or system come in contact with each other and if

their thermal equilibrium is disturbed i.e. there is some change in properties then it is said that they have

unequal temperature or temperature inequality. But after a substantial long time the change in properties is no

more and the systems  are again in thermal equilibrium then it can be said that now they have equal

temperature i.e. temperature equality.              

On this concept of temperature equality & inequality & thermal equilibrium, “Zeroth law of

Thermodynamics” states that when two systems ‘A’ and ‘B’ have thermal equilibrium separately with a third

system ‘C’, then ‘A’ and ‘B’ also must be in thermal equilibrium with each other.  It is clearly shown in figure

2.3

Fig 2.3 Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics

2.7 Energy, Work and Heat

Energy is a general term and in a very simple way, it is defined as the capacity of an agent to do work. In

general we feel energy when it is in transition i.e. being transferred from one medium to other medium. E.g.

heat transferred from one body to other body or work done on a gas to compress it to a lower volume or

moving of wheels of car by its engine etc. The other phase of energy is stored energy which cannot be visible

or felt e.g. chemical energy of fossil fuel, potential energy of a body placed at some height etc. In this way

broadly, energy can be classified in two forms as (i) Transit energy and (ii) Stored energy, which can
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transform into each other.

In thermodynamics, we deal with both types of energies possessed or transformed by the working substance

and their types are as given below:

(i)        Stored Energy – Internal Energy

(ii)      Transit Energy – Heat & work

2.7.1 Internal energy (u)

Internal energy is that energy which remains stored in the working substance in the form of thermal energy,

which is due to molecular activity or lattice vibrations etc. and it is measured or indicated by the temperature

of substance. Internal energy is directly proportional to temperature of substance, which is also called Joule’s

Law. So it is a quantity depending on the state of the system.

            U α T

            ΔU α ΔT

            ΔU = m Cv ΔT

Where, ΔU = Change in internal energy in Joules of the working medium in the system due to change in its

temperature, ΔT

             m = Mass of the working medium in kg

            Cv = Specific heat at constant volume of the medium in J/ kg.K

2.7.2 Heat energy (Q)

It actually means thermal energy in transit i.e. heat exchanged by the system with its surroundings. The word

‘heat’ alone is seldom used and commonly used term is heat exchanged or heat absorbed or heat liberated

etc. This exchange of heat between system and surroundings may be by any mode of heat transfer i.e.

conduction, convection or radiation. Its intensity is directly proportional to difference in temperature of system

and surrounding. The heat absorbed by the system is taken as positive and heat liberated by the system is

taken as negative. It is a quantity, which depends on the process or path followed by the system.

2.7.3 Work energy (W)

It is the energy in transit and occurs when a body is moving some distance under some force. Mathematically,

it is force multiplied by displacement. In thermodynamics, work is there when there is some displacement on

the boundaries of the system. When the boundaries of the system expand i.e. displace the surroundings, the

work is taken as positive and when by some external pressure the boundaries of the system contracts, the

work is taken as negative. Thus positive work means system is producing or doing work and negative work

means work is being done on the system by some external agency or surroundings. In real thermodynamic

application, mechanical work is exchanged through a rotating shaft crossing the boundary of system.  It is also

a quantity depending on the process or path followed by the system.

 

Units: In MKS system of units, unit of heat is Calorie (Cal) which is defined as amount of heat (thermal

energy) required in raising the temperature of 1 gram of water by 1°C. And unit of work is kgf-m, which

occurs, when one kg force moves a body by a distance of one meter.  But in SI system of units, the units of

heat and work are not different as both are different form of energies and also interchangeable. Here unit of
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heat is taken same as unit of work and it is Joule. One Joule (J) = One Newton x Meter (N-m)

Conversion factor of heat energy to work energy as given by Joules (from MKS to SI) is 1 Cal = 4.187 J.

2.8 Other Forms of Energy

2.8.1 Potential energy (P.E.)

It is due to position of some mass and is given by “m.g.h” where, m is the mass of the body having P.E., g is

the acceleration due to gravity and h is the height of body reference to datum.

2.8.2 Kinetic energy (KE)

It is due to motion of mass and is equal to, ½ mv2 where m is the mass of the moving body/ matter and v is

its velocity.

2.8.3 Flow energy (FE)

It is due to flow of mass across the boundary of system e.g. in open system, where mass continuously flow in

& out of system, the energy contained by that mass also flows in or out of the system. If V is the volume flow

rate of the medium (fluid/gas/vapor) at pressure P, then flow energy is given by ‘P.V’. It is also a form of

work as:

            P.V      = P (A.L)

= (P.A).L

= F.l (Force × Distance)

In actual this energy is a kind of stored energy of gases/vapors indicated by a certain volume of gas at certain

pressure. But as the gases flow their energies also flow.
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Module 2.  Ideal gases

 

Lesson 3

LAWS OF IDEAL GASES: COMPRESSION AND EXPANSION OF GASES

3.1 Introduction

3.2 Difference Between a Gas and Vapour

3.3 Ideal Gas

3.4 Laws of Perfect Gases

3.4.1 Boyle’s law

3.4.2 Charles’s law
3.5 Equation of State of a Perfect Gas

3.6 Universal Gas Constant (Ru)
3.7 Specific Heat

3.7.1 Molar specific heats

3.8 Compression and Expansion of Gases

3.9 Numerical Problems

3.1 Introduction

In the last chapter we studied the thermodynamic system containing working medium which is either a gas or

vapor. Thermodynamic process is an energy exchange process and depends on the properties of working

medium. Thus to know about the working medium, may be an ideal gas or a real gas or vapour, their

properties and their behavior during energy exchange process is very important in thermodynamics.

3.2 Difference Between a Gas and Vapour

The gas is termed as the dry saturated or superheated state of a substance, in which the evaporation from

liquid state is very much complete e.g. oxygen, nitrogen, air etc. at atmospheric temperature are considered

as gases.

The vapors on the other hand may be defined as partially evaporated liquid i.e. the state of a substance, in

which gaseous form consists of particles of liquid in suspension e.g. Wet Steam.

When these vapors are further heated, the remaining liquid particles also get evaporated at same temperature

and on 100% evaporation, vapors becomes dry saturated.

On further heating the temperature of dry vapors increases and they become superheated. More and more,

the vapors are superheated i.e. their temperature is increased beyond the evaporation temperature, their

behavior approaches as that of a gas.

3.3 Ideal Gas

An ideal gas or a perfect gas is one which obeys all gas laws under all conditions of temperature and

pressure. However, practically no gas is perfect because it does not strictly obey the gas laws.

However within the temperature limits of applied thermodynamics, many gases like hydrogen, oxygen and

even air etc. may be considered as perfect gases.

3.4 Laws of Perfect Gases
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Ideal gases or perfect gases are always considered to follow these laws while undergoing different

thermodynamic processes.

 3.4.1 Boyle’s law

It states that the volume of a given mass of a gas varies inversely as its absolute pressure, provided the

temperature remains constant i.e.

            

Or             

                                                                                                                

                                                                             ……… (Eq. 3.1)

This is also shown in fig 3.1 as: Area 1-a-o-b = Area 2-c-o-d

Fig. 3.1 Isothermal process

 3.4.2 Charles’s law

It states that volume of a given mass of a gas varies directly as its absolute temperature provided the pressure

is kept constant, i.e  

            

   

                                                                                                                                       ……… (Eq. 3.2) 

3.5 Equation of State of a Perfect Gas

By combining the Boyle’s law and Charle’s law, the equation of state for a perfect gas can be derived.

For example: consider a perfect gas initially at a state of absolute pressure P1, absolute temperature T1 and

specific volume v1. Let it be expanded or compressed at constant temperature to a new state of absolute

pressure P2 and specific volume v1′. Then by Boyle’s law    
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            P1v1 = P2 v1′

                                                                                                                                                 

                                                  [Sub Eq. (i)]

Let after this state, the gas is further expanded or compressed such that the pressure P2 remains constant. Let

the new state is of specific volume v2 and absolute temperature T2. Then by Charle’s Law:

            

            

                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                         [Sub Eq. (ii)]

Now, putting the value of v1′ in sub-equation (i)

      

            

Where, ‘R’ is known as characteristics gas constant.

Above equation can be re-written as       

             

 

                                                                                                                                                    

                                                ……… (Eq. 3.3)

It is called the equation of state of a perfect gas.

From the equation of state, the units of ‘R’ are J/ kg K.

For atmospheric air, value of ‘R’ is 287 J/ kg K.

3.6 Universal Gas Constant (Ru)

We know that one kg-mole of a gas is equal to M kg of the gas where M = molecular weight of gas

Let mass ‘m’ contains ‘n’ no. of kg moles, then m = n. M

From the equation of state we know that       
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                                                                                    ……… (Eq. 3.4)

It is found that Ru = M.R = 8314 J/ kg mole K

Thus equation of state can be re-written in terms of number of kg moles as

              

                                                                                                                                                     

                                                ……… (Eq. 3.5)

This is called as universal gas equation

3.7 Specific Heat

The specific heat of a substance is defined as the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of a unit

mass of the substance through a unit degree. It is denoted as ‘C’.

If the unit mass of substance is a gas then specific heat is of two types: as specific heat at constant pressure

‘CP’ and specific heat at constant volume, ‘Cv’.

Specific heat at constant volume, ‘Cv’ for a gas is the heat energy required to be supplied to unit mass of

gas for unit degree rise in its temperature by keeping it at constant volume in a fixed volume container. While

specific heat at constant pressure, ‘Cp’ for a gas is the heat energy required to be supplied to unit mass of

gas for unit degree rise in its temperature by keeping it at constant pressure in a container, one boundary of

which can move to allow for expansion of gas and hence to keep its pressure at a constant level.

CP is always more than CV and for a particular gas the ratio of CP and Cv i.e. γ (γ = CP/Cv)   remains

constant. By Regnault’s law, both types of specific heats remain constant with varying temperature and

pressure. But this is only approximately true. In actual practice value of specific heats vary with varying

temperature. Also for real gases CP & Cv increases considerably with increase in temperature.

Thus to calculate the quantity of heat exchanged only for a small temperature change, the following formula

can be used

Q = m C Δt

Where, Q = Heat Exchanged

m = Mass of gas

C = Specific heat of gas

Now by Avogadro Law, equal volume of different perfect gases at the same temperature and pressure

contain equal number of molecules or equal number of kg-moles. Thus by this rule if we see the equation of

state given above for two different gases at same pressure, volume and temperature and so the same number

of moles, the value of MR will also be same for these two gases. So the product of M & R, molecular weight

and characteristics gas constant of any perfect gas is always constant and is named as universal gas constant

(Ru).
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Δt = Temperature change of gas

Cp for air = 1.004 kJ/kg K

Cv for air = 0.7178 kJ/kg K

 3.7.1 Molar specific heats

The molar specific heat of a substance is defined as the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of

one mole of a substance through a unit degree. Now the mass of one mole is M kg where, M is molecular

weight of the substance.

            Thus Cp-mol = M.Cp   and Cv-mol = M.Cv

3.8 Compression and Expansion of Gases

When the volume occupied by a gas is shrinked or decreased by external means, the process is called

compression of gas. If it is an ideal gas, it always follows the gas law or gas equation and the new value of its

properties may be calculated by applying gas equation to new state. As the volume is decreased, pressure of

gas increases and so temperature also increases. Thus external work is required against this increase in

pressure, which actually is stored in the form of increased pressure and temperature of gas.

When some mass of gas is stored in a closed container at some higher pressure than its surroundings, it has

ability to do some work through expansion. If any of the boundaries of system is movable or stretchable then

gas inside at higher pressure may be able to move or stretch away this boundary against lower pressure of

surroundings outside.

In this way volume occupied by gas will increase and so its pressure and temperature will decrease according

to gas law. This process of increase in volume occupied by gas due to its own higher pressure is called

expansion process (Fig. 3.2). During expansion, the internal energy and pressure energy of gas decrease and

spent in the form of work energy at the movable or stretchable boundary of the system.

Thus it is either the compression or expansion process of a gas by which work is converted to heat energy or

heat is converted to work energy.

3.9 Numerical Problems

3.9.1. Calculate the mass of air filled in a cylinder of volume 1 m3 and having 5 bar gauge pressure

at a temperature of 27oC.

Solution:  Given that          

            Gauge pressure of air, Pg = 5 bar = 5 x 105 N/ m2

            Volume of air = 1 m3

            Temperature of air = 27oC          

            So, Absolute pressure of air = (5+1.013) bar
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            = 6.013 x 105 N/ m2

            Absolute temperature of air = 27oC + 273 = 300 K

            Also we know that characteristics gas constant of air, R = 287 J/ kg-K

            Now as per the equation of state of a perfect gas, 

            Putting given values in this equation,      

Answer: 6.98 kg

3.9.2. One m3 of a gas is compressed from its initial condition of 2 bar absolute pressure and 30oC

temperature to final condition of 5 bar abs. pressure and 60oC temperature. What should be its

final volume?

Solution:    

Initial conditions of gas:

            Absolute Pressure, P1 = 2 bar = 2 x 105 N/ m2   

            Absolute temperature, T1 = 30 + 273 = 303 K

            Total volume of gas, V1 = 1 m3

Final conditions of gas:

            Absolute Pressure, P2 = 5 bar = 5 x 105 N/ m2   

            Absolute temperature, T2 = 60 + 273 = 333 K

            Total volume of gas, V2 =?

 Perfect gas law is                 

 Putting the given values of initial and final condition :

            

            Answer = 0.44 m3
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Module 3.  First law of thermodynamics

Lesson 4

FIRST LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS & NON FLOW PROCESSES

4.1 Introduction

4.2 First Law of Thermodynamics

4.2.1 Applied to a thermodynamic cycle

4.2.2 Applied to a thermodynamic process

4.3 Internal Energy (U)
4.4 Enthalpy (H)

4.5 Non-Flow Reversible Processes
4.5.1 Constant volume heating/cooling process

4.5.2 Constant pressure process

4.5.3 Constant temperature process (Isothermal Process)

4.1 Introduction

The first law of thermodynamics is basically a form of law of conservation of energy i.e. energy can neither be

created nor be destroyed and only it can be transformed from one form to the other.

It is actually a precise statement of law of conservation of energy in particular reference to heat energy and

work energy which are our subject of study in thermodynamics. So whenever a thermodynamic system

undergoes a thermodynamic process or cycle first law of thermodynamics is always to be followed. This law

actually justifies or gives answer to any difference coming between heat exchange and work exchange of a

system. Thus the calculation of any energy exchange in a thermodynamic process or cycle is based on this

law.

4.2 First Law of Thermodynamics

4.2.1 Applied to a thermodynamic cycle

It states that when a system undergoes a cycle, then the net heat supplied to the system from its surroundings

is equal to net work done by the system on its surroundings or net work done on the system is equal to the

net heat rejected by the system.

i.e.        

or Cyclic Integral of Heat Exchange = Cyclic Integral of Work Exchange

Corollary

A device or machine is impossible, which can produce work continuously without absorbing energy from its

surroundings.

4.2.2 Applied to a thermodynamic process

If the first law is applied to a thermodynamic process in which initial and final state of the system are different,

then it can be stated that the net heat exchange between system and surroundings is equal to the sum of net

                                                                                                                                               

                                                ………(Eq. 4.1)
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work exchange between system and surrounding and change in its internal energy (U).

                

Or          Q = W + ∆U

                                                                                                                                               

                                                ……….(Eq.4.2)

Heat Exchanged in a process = Work Exchange + Change in Internal Energy

As shown in figure 4.1, the quantity Q is taken as positive if the systems absorbs or takes heat from its

surroundings and negative if the system rejects heat to the surroundings. Unlike to that, the quantity W is

taken as positive if the system is doing work on its surroundings and negative if the work is being done on the

system by some external agency. The quantity ∆U, change in internal energy of the system is taken as positive

or negative depending on its increase or decrease.

Fig. 4.1 Closed System

For a cycle, initial state is same as final state and as internal energy is a point function depending on state only,

so net change in internal energy in a complete cycle is zero.

By putting 

4.3 Internal Energy (U)

It has already been discussed in the first chapter that the internal energy is a property of the system and

depends on temperature only. From the first law of thermodynamics as discussed in previous article

            Q = W + dU    

If there is a case when heat is supplied to a fix volume of gas (thermodynamic system) confined in fix

boundary of the system i.e. there is no change in volume of gas during supplying of heat, then there will not be

any work. So

            W = 0 and dU = Q

As Q is heat supplied to gas keeping it at constant volume, it can be calculated as mCvdt. Thus change in

internal energy is heat exchanged at constant volume and can be calculated as  

                

 

∆U = 0 in equation 4.2, it is reduced to equation 4.1 which is applicable to a cycle.
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Change in internal energy per unit mass i.e.

            

                                                                                             

                                                                        ……… (Eq. 4.3)

Thus internal energy is a property derived from first law of thermodynamics. It accounts for the difference

between heat exchange and work exchange and shows that energy cannot be created nor be destroyed.

Change in specific internal energy of a system is always calculated as Cvdt i.e. as a function of temperature

change.  

4.4 Enthalpy (H)

It is also a property of thermodynamic system which is calculated in terms of other properties. It is defined as

the sum of internal energy and product of pressure and volume of a thermodynamic system. Thus it is a

calculated property and loosely defined as total heat content of the system. It is denoted by ‘H’.

            H = U + PV

            And dH = dU + d (PV)

            dH = dU + P.dV + V. dP

 Enthalpy like internal energy is also a mass dependent property and enthalpy per unit mass is named as

specific enthalpy and denoted as ‘h’.

                

            Where m = mass of the system

 If we consider a fixed mass ‘m’ of a gas confined in closed boundaries and remaining at constant pressure P,

while absorbing heat Q. The temperature of gas will increase and simultaneously it will expand from initial

volume V1 to final volume V2. So, by ‘first law of thermodynamics’.

            Q = W + ∆U

Or

mCp(T2 – T1) = (U2 – U1) + P(V2 V1)                                                                                               

                                                                                    ……… (i)

Also enthalpy change during this constant pressure process 1- 2

                

= (U2 – U1) + P(V2 V1)               

                                                                                                                       

                                                           ……… (ii)
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[

From (i) & (ii)        

                

                

4.5 Non-Flow Reversible Processes (Heating/Cooling and Expansion/Compression of Gases)

 Until now we have studied that thermodynamic system of a gas is used to convert heat energy into work

energy or vice versa which is required in a number of practical applications.

Thermodynamic system is also of many types. Here we will study a closed system which can exchange

energy with surroundings but not the mass. Thus mass does not flow in or out of the system and so the

processes of heating/cooling/compression/expansion etc are undergone by this fix mass of gas confined in

continuous closed boundary are called Non-flow processes. In these processes some property of the gas

may change and some may not change based on which a particular process is characterized. By applying first

law of thermodynamics, the various forms of energy exchange can be calculated considering the processes as

reversible i.e. taking all internal/external losses due to friction etc as nil.

For this let us consider a fix quantity of an ideal gas filled in a metallic cylinder as shown in fig. 4.2, one side of

which is covered or fixed by a solid end plate and other side is covered by a moving piston. The outer wall of

piston matches with inner wall of cylinder such that it makes a leak proof sliding joint. This moving piston

makes one of the boundaries of system as moving or flexible.

∴ P1=P2 in constant pressure process]                     

            

                                                                                                                                                              

………(Eq. 4.4)

Thus change in enthalpy is also dependent on temperature only and is always calculated as Cp∆T.
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Fig. 4.2 Closed system of gas filled in metallic cylinder

When infinitely small heat ‘�Q’ is supplied to gas from outside through the wall of cylinder, the gas tends to

expand and forces the piston weight ‘F’ to move up. Let piston moves by a short distance, dl. Then the

infinitesimal work done can be calculated as

                

                

                

            = Pressure × Change in volume             

Total work during a non-flow process 1-2 i.e. compression or expansion of gases can be calculated as taking

integral of P.dV

                                                 

                                                                                                                                                                                                ……… (Eq.

4.5)

All these reversible processes of heat exchange (Heating or Cooling) and work exchange (compression or

expansion) by a system of ideal gas with its surroundings can take place in various ways as discussed below:

4.5.1 Constant volume heating/cooling process

Let the piston is fixed at one point in the walls of cylinder such that volume V = Constant

So the ideal gas law PV/T = Constant will reduce to 

            

 Now let a small increment of heat �Q is supplied to the gas. As per 1st law of thermodynamics

                

                

            As V = Constant, �W = P.dV = 0

                                                                                                                                    

                                                ………(Eq. 4.6)

Thus knowing the values of �Q and Cv, ∆T (Increase in temperature) can be calculated and so ∆P can also

be calculated from eqn 4.5. By measuring the small increment in temperature and pressure of system, the

quantity �Q & ∆U can also be calculated.

4.5.2 Constant pressure process

Let the piston is free to move in the cylinder and force, F or pressure, P on the piston remains constant. So
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now the boundaries of the system can move and so the gas can expand or can be compressed i.e. the system

is able to exchange work.

Now let a small quantity of heat, �Q is supplied to the gas through the walls of cylinder.

On absorbing this heat, the temperature of gas will tend to increase and simultaneously the gas will tend to

expand against force F on the piston. Applying 1st law of thermodynamic to this process.

                

or         δQ = P.dV + mCvdT 

                                                                                                                                                                              

                                                ……… (Eq. 4.7)

or         Cp = R + Cv

or         Cp − Cv = R     

Thus characteristic gas constant of an ideal gas is the difference between specific heat at constant pressure

(Cp) and at constant volume (Cv).

The ratio of specific heats Cp/Cv is denoted as γ.

The physical meaning of R or γ can be taken as the characteristic of an ideal gas to expand under the

influence of heat or we can say the increase in product of pressure and volume PV with increase in T.

Also by ideal gas law,  

As pressure, P = Constant, the gas law reduce to V/T = Constant

Thus the increase in volume of gas due to expansion and increase in temperature are interrelated and if one

can be measured the other can be found and the quantities W, ∆U and so Q can be calculated from equation

4.7 as

                

4.5.3 Constant temperature process (Isothermal Process)

The beauty of isothermal expansion or compression process is that the internal energy remains constant and

so whole of the heat exchange by system is converted to work and vice versa. However the process is

difficult to visualize while thinking that when the system (gas filled behind piston in the cylinder) absorbs heat,

its temperature should always increase. But what happens in the isothermal process that while absorbing heat,

simultaneously the gas expands thus decrease in its pressure and temperature takes place and the net change

in temperature is zero. While expanding, the gas gives positive work equal to the heat supplied. Conversely

also if the gas is compressed by doing extra work on the gas, its pressure and temperature tends to increase,

but simultaneously if the gas is cooled in such proportion that the net change in temperature remains zero, the
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compression process becomes isothermal. In this isothermal compression process, again the work supplied to

the gas is given away by the system in the form of heat.

Applying first law of thermodynamics to this isothermal process in which dU=0, because dT=0,

												�Q = �W = P.dV

            

                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

……… (Eq. 4.8)

From gas law 

                

            At T= constant

Gas law reduces to PV = constant or P1V1 = P2V2 = PV

Putting this in equation 4.8

                                                        

By using this equation we can calculate the work exchange or heat exchange during isothermal process if we

know the change in volume.

Also in case of Isothermal process we know that      

P1V1 = P2V2

Putting in eq. (4.9)

                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                 ……… (Eq. 4.10)

By using this equation, we can calculate the work exchange or heat exchange if we know the change in

pressure.

   

                                                                                                                                           

                                                ……… (Eq. 4.9)
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Module 3. First law of thermodynamics

Lesson 5

NON-FLOW AND FLOW PROCESSES

5.1 Non-Flow Processes

5.1.1 Adiabatic process

5.1.2 Polytropic process

5.1.2.1 Heat / work exchange

5.2 Flow Processes
5.2.1 Steady flow systems

5.2.1.1 Analysis of steady flow system
5.2.2 Un-steady flow system

5.3 Internal Energy and Enthalpy of an Ideal Gas

5.1 Non-Flow Processes

 5.1.1 Adiabatic process

 Adiabatic process is one in which there is no exchange of heat between system and surroundings

 i.e.      Q= 0.

Applying first law of thermodynamics to this process

0 = δW + dU or δW = -dU

So,       dU = −δW = −P.dV 

                                                                                                                                   

                                                ……… (Eq. 5.1)

Or in specific terms du = - 

Also from the definition of enthalpy, the change in specific enthalpy is

             

                                                                                                                                                       ………

(Eq. 5.2)

dh = vdP

Thus in an adiabatic process

And     dh = CpdT =

v.dP                                                                                                                                          

δw = - P.dv   

 

Putting eq 5.1 into eq 5.2

                                                         

                                                                                                                                    ……… (Eq. 5.3)
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                                                ……… (Eq. 5.4)

Dividing eq 5.4 by eq 5.3

           

or                                    

 

or

Integrating on both sides

or

or

or

or

            

                                                                                                                                     

                                                ……… (Eq. 5.5)

This represents a reversible adiabatic process: 1-2

From gas law

or

            

                                                                                                                                                        

                                                ……… (Eq. 5.6)

=Constant
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or           

Putting the value of P1/P2 from equation eq 5.5

Thus the overall relation between initial and final properties (Pressure, volume and temperature) in an

adiabatic process 1-2 is

                                                 

                                                                                                                        ……… (Eq. 5.7)

Work exchange

We know that work exchange during a non-flow process is given as

W=

Thus work during non-flow reversible adiabatic process 1-2 is

                                                                                                                                                                                         ……… from

(Eq. 5.5)
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Specific work i.e. work per unit mass will be

If work exchange comes as positive that means gas is doing work on its surrounding during the process and if

it comes as negative, the work is being done on the gas.

Also in the reversible adiabatic process 1-2, Q = 0 (no heat exchange) so as per first law of thermodynamics:

∆U = -W

Or

           

                                                                                                                                        

                                               ……… (Eq. 5.9)

 5.1.2 Polytropic process

In real practice it is found that an ideal gas while undergoing a non-flow process which may be any one or

combination of two of the heating / cooling and compression / expansion processes, follows the law.

PVn = Constant

Where ‘n’ is known as index of compression or expansion. (Fig. 5.1)

It is a general form of any non-flow process and the value of n decides the particular type of process. For

example

·    If n = 0 ↔ then PV0 = constant Or P = constant

↔ constant pressure process.

·    If n = ∞  then PV∞ = constant

    or P1/∞.V = constant or P0V = constant or V = constant

↔ constant volume process 

 

 

 

                                  

                                                                                                                          

……… (Eq. 5.8)
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·    If n = 1   then PV1 = PV = Constant.

              Mixing it with ideal gas law 

            If PV = Constant, then T = constant

⟷ constant temperature process

·    If n = γ  then P

↔ adiabatic process

·    If n has any other value except 0, 1, γ and ∞

↔ polytrophic process

Depending on the value of n, all these processes can be represented on the PV- diagram in Fig. 5.2 as

follows.

Combining the polytrophic process law PVn = Constant with the ideal gas law

the relation between initial and final properties (pressure, volume and temperature) in a polytropic process1-2

can be derived as

                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                ……… (Eq. 5.10)

  5.1.2.1 Heat / work exchange

The difference in mathematical law governing an adiabatic and polytropic process is only of ‘γ’ and ‘n’. So

work exchange in a polytropic process can also be similarly derived as in case of adiabatic process and it will

be

And specific work,    

 

                                                                                                                                                                                             

               ……… (Eq. 5.11)

 Applying first law of thermodynamics to the polytropic process 1-2                                               

Q = W + ∆U

	= Constant 
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……… (Eq. 5.12)

5.2 Flow Processes

The processes which happen in an open system are called flow processes. As already studied, an open

thermodynamic system is one in which there is not a fixed quantity or mass of gas/vapours but the working

substance continuously flow in or out of the system. When this flowing substance or fluid exchange heat &

work energy with the surrounding, the process is called flow process. Examples of this type of system are IC

engines, centrifugal pump, steam turbines, water turbines etc. These flow systems may further be of the two

types as steady flow system and unsteady flow system as discussed below:

 5.2.1 Steady flow systems

The system through which the mass flow rate is constant i.e.

Mass Input = Mass Output

is a steady flow system. The state of working substance at any point in this system remains constant.

Examples: Most actual thermodynamic equipment work as steady flow system under steady state conditions.

Examples are IC engine, Compressors, steam turbines etc.

  5.2.1.1 Analysis of steady flow system

Under steady state,    Total Inlet Energy = Total Outlet Energy

Now Total Energy = I.E. + F.E + K.E + P.E

 Where

                        I.E. = Internal Energy = mu

                        F.E. = Flow Energy = mPv

                        K.E. = Kinetic Energy = 

                        P.E. = Potential Energy = mgZ
mV2
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So,     

In steady flow system the rate of mass flow is constant.

i.e.        Mass Input = Mass output

Or                      m1 = m2

 

Fig. 5.3 Open system

Also let the height of working substance at any point in the system remains constant. i.e.  

z1 = z2.

 And the kinetic energy is usually so small w.r.t. heat, work & enthalpy term, it can also be neglected.

Also taking U1 + P1V1 = h1 (enthalpy)

H1 + Q = H2 + W

Or        Q = dH + W                                                                                              

                                                                                                     ……… (Eq. 5.13)

Or        dH = δQ – δW

Or        dU + P.dV + V.dP = dU + P.dV−dW

Or        V.dP = −dW

So work done in a flow process is given as          

                                                                                                                              ……… (Eq. 5.14)
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‘-ve’ sign indicates that work is ‘+ve’ during expansion i.e. when pressure decreases or dP is negative. And

when during compression dP is positive, work will be negative.

 5.2.2 Un-steady flow system

The open system through which the mass flow rate of working substance is not constant is un-steady flow

system. Here the study of unsteady flow system is beyond the scope of syllabus. 

5.3 Internal Energy and Enthalpy of an Ideal Gas

We know that internal energy is the function of temperature only i.e. U = f (t)

To find that function use the relation for sp. heat at constant volume

As u is a function of temp only and ∂u/∂t	is same for any pressure or volume and either one of them vary or

remain constant.

Thus

                                                              

                                                                                                    ……… (Eq. 5.15)

Thus the change in internal energy of an ideal gas for a particular change in temperature is always the same,

whatever the process may be. For an ideal gas

sp enthalpy,    h = u + Pv

                          = u +RT            (for an ideal gas)

                          = f1 (t) + f2 (t)

So, specific enthalpy of an ideal gas is also a function of temperature only i.e.  

h = f (t)

To find this function use the relation for specific heat at constant pressure.

As the enthalpy is a function of temperature only for an ideal gas i.e. the change in enthalpy for a particular

change in temperature is always the same irrespective of the type of process

So  

                                                                                             

                                                                                                      ……… (Eq. 5.16)
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Module 3. First law of thermodynamics

Lesson 6

NUMERICAL PROBLEMS

6.1 Numerical Problems
6.1.1
6.1.2

6.1.3
6.1.4

6.2 Unsolved Problems  

6.1 Numerical Problems

6.1.1 In an air motor, the compressed air, at internal energy 500 kJ/kg is expanded in the motor cylinder. During expansion,

130 kJ of heat per kg of air is rejected to the surrounding and work of 150 kJ/kg of air is done. What will be the final

internal energy of air?

Solution

Given that

Specific Internal energy at beginning of expansion,

u1 = 500 kJ/kg

Heat rejected by air during expansion process

Q = -130 kJ/kg     (-ve sign is there because heat is rejected)

Work done by air during expansion

W = 150 kJ/kg (expansion work is positive)

Applying first law of thermodynamics to the expansion process 1-2

Q = W + (u2-u1)

-130 = 150 + (u2 – 500)

Or

u2= 500-130-150= 220 kJ/kg

Hence final internal energy of air = 220 kJ/ kg                        (Ans.)

6.1.2 In an air compressor (reciprocating type), air is alternatively sucked & compressed by reciprocating piston in the

cylinder. After one suction stroke, air is at a state of 105 Pa of pressure, 270C of temperature and 0.86 m3/kg of specific

volume. If it is compressed to a final pressure of 6 x 105 Pa and compression process is assumed as isothermal. Determine:

(i) Work done; (ii) Change in internal energy; (iii) Heat transferred.

Solution

Let the isothermal compression process of air is from state 1 to state 2.

Initial State 1 is given as:
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Absolute Pressure, P1 = 105 Pa

Absolute temperature, T1 = 27 + 273 = 300 K

Specific volume, v1 = 0.86 m3/kg

As the process is isothermal so final temperature is same as initial temperature

i.e. T2 = T1 = 300 K

Find pressure, P2 = 6 x 105 Pa

Also during isothermal process

PV = Constant or P1V1 = P2V2 for an ideal gas

Applying first law of thermodynamics to this reversible non-flow isothermal process in which change in internal energy is

zero.

Q = W + ∆u

Or        Q = W                                           

                                                                                                                             ……… (i)   (∆u = 0 in isothermal

Process)

           

                             

                      

     (-ve sign indicates that work is done on the air.)

Thus work done on the air =154 kJ/kg                                     (Ans.)

Also heat transferred,

           Q = W = -154 kJ/kg   (-ve heat transferred means heat is rejected by air.)

Thus heat rejected by air = 154 kJ/kg                        (Ans.)

6.1.3 One kg of a perfect gas is compressed from an initial state of 1 bar pressure and 25oC temperature to a final pressure

of 6 bars. The index of compression, n=1.25. Considering the process as reversible, determine: (i) Change in internal

energy; (ii) Compression work; (iii) Heat transferred by gas. Given that molecular weight of gas = 30; Specific heat of gas at

constant pressure, CP = 1.7 kJ/kg K
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Solution

Given that:

Mass of gas, m=1kg

Initial Pressure, P1 = 1 bar = 105Pa

Final Pressure, P2 = 6 bar = 6×105Pa

Initial temperature, T1 = 25 + 273 = 298 K

Index of compression, ‘n’ = 1.25

So Law of polytropic compression is PV1.25 = Const.

Ru = 8314 J/kg K                                                                                (Universal Gas Constant)

Mol. Weight, M of gas = 30

So, the characteristic gas constant is equal to

 

Also Cp is given = 1.7 KJ/kg K=1700J/kg K. So  

            Cv = Cp – R

     = 1700-277.13

                 = 1422.86J/kg K

We know that during a polytropic process 1-2 the relation between initial & final properties is as

Change in Internal Energy

We know that change in internal energy during a process 1-2 is calculated as

U2-U1= mCv(T2-T1)                

        

Thus increase in internal energy of gas = 182.736 kJ                                     (Ans.)

Compression Work

In a reversible polytropic process, work exchange is calculated as
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-ve sign indicate the work is done on the gas. So, compression work = 142.367 kJ

Heat Transferred by gas:

By first law of thermodynamics

Q = W + ∆U= -142.367 + 182.736 = 40.37 kJ

As this quality is positive so heat is absorbed by gas and is equal to 40.37 kJ           (Ans.)

6.1.4 In an air compressor, air flows steadily at the rate of 0.2 kg/s. The condition of air at the inlet of compressor is given

as: pressure = 0.9 bars; specific volume = 0.9 m3/kg; flow velocity = 5 m/s and temperature = 15oC. The condition of air at

the discharge point is measured as 7.2 bars with specific volume of 0.2 m3/kg, temperature 225oC and flow velocity 4m/s.

Heat taken away by cooling water from the compressor cylinder is 30 KJ/s. Calculate the power required to derive the

compressor. Take specific heat at constant volume, CV for air =717 J/kg K

Solution

Given data is

Air mass flow rate in the compressor, m= 0.2 kg/s

Velocity of air at the inlet of compressor, C1 = 5 m/s

Velocity of air at the outlet of compressor, C2 = 4 m/s

Pressure of air at the inlet of compressor, P1 = 0.9 x 105 Pa

Pressure of air at the outlet of compressor, P2 = 7.2 x 105 Pa

Specific volume of air at the inlet to compressor, v1=0.9 m3/kg

Specific volume of air at the outlet to compressor, v2=0.2 m3/kg

Temperature of air at the inlet to compressor, T1 = 15 + 273=288K

Temperature of air at the outlet to compressor, T2 =225 + 273=498K

Heat rejection rate of compressor = 30 KJ/s = 30/0.2 = 150 kJ/kg

Power required to derive the compressor

Using the steady flow energy equation:
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(-ve sign means work will be done on the air to compress it)

 So, the power required to compress 0.2 kg of air per second will be

P = 63565.5 x 0.2 =12713 J/s = 12713 W or 12.713 kW                                           (Ans).

6.2  Unsolved Problems

6.2.1 A closed system of constant volume experiences a temperature rise of 200C when a certain process occurs.

The heat transferred in the process is 18 kJ. The specific heat at constant volume for the pure substance comprising

the system is 1.2 kJ/ kg 0C, and the system contains 2 kg of this substance. Determine the change in internal energy

and the work done.

[Ans. 

6.2.2 A stationary mass of gas is compressed without friction from an initial state of 2 m3 and 2 

[Ans. 

6.2.3 A system receives 42 kJ of heat while expanding with volume change of 0.123 m3 against an atmosphere of

12 N/ cm2. A mass of 80 kg in the surroundings is also lifted by a distance of 6 meters.

  i.      Find the change in energy of the system.

ii.      The system is returned to its initial volume by an adiabatic process which requires 100 kJ of work. Find the

change in energy of the system.

iii.      Determine the total change in energy of the system.

[Ans. (i) 22.54 kJ, (ii) 100 kJ, (iii) 122.54 kJ]

6.2.4 In the compression stroke of an internal-combustion engine, the heat rejected to the cooling water is 45 kJ/ kg

and the work input is 90 kJ/ kg. Calculate the change in internal energy of the working fluid stating whether it is a

gain or loss.

    [Ans. 45 kJ/kg (gain)]

6.2.5 85 kJ of heat is supplied to a system at constant volume. The system rejects 90 kJ of heat at constant pressure

and 20 kJ of work is done on it. The system is brought to its original state by adiabatic process. Determine the

adiabatic work done. Determine also the value of internal energy at all end states if initial value is 100 kJ.

[Ans. W = 15 kJ; U1 = 100 kJ, U2 = 185 kJ, U3 = 115 kJ]  

∆U = 48 kJ; W = -30 kJ]

× 105 N/m2 to a

finial state of 1 m3 and 2  105 N/m2, the pressure remaining the same. There is a transfer of 360 kJ of heat from

the gas during the process. How much does the internal energy of the gas change?
×

∆U = -160 kJ]
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6.2.6 An air compressor takes in air at 105 Pa and 270 C having volume of 1.5 m3/kg and compresses it to 4.5

[Ans. -225 kJ; -225 kJ; 

6.2.7 A cylinder fitted with piston contains 0.2 kg of N2 at 100 kPa and 300C. The piston is moved compressing

N2 until the pressure becomes 1 MPa and temperature becomes 1500 C. The work done during the process is 20

kJ. Determine the heat transferred from N2 to the surroundings. Take Cv = 0.75 kJ/kg K for N2

[Ans. -2 kJ]

6.2.8 The specific heat at constant pressure of one kg fluid undergoing a non-flow constant pressure process is

given by

Where, T is in 0C.

The pressure during the process is maintained at 2 bars and volume changes from 1 m3 to 1.8 m3 and temperature

changes from 500C to 4500C. Determine 

(i)                 Heat added                                             (ii)  Work Done

(iii)      Change in internal energy                      (iv) Change in enthalpy.

[Ans. (i) 1076 kJ ; (ii) 160 kJ ; (iii) 916 kJ ; (iv) 1076 kJ]

6.2.9 Air at 1.02 bar, 220 C, initially occupying a cylinder volume of 0.015 m3, is compressed reversibly and

adiabatically by a piston to a pressure of 6.8 bar. Calculate:

(i)                 The final temperature                     (ii)        The final volume

(iii) The work done on the mass of air in the cylinder.

[Ans. (i) 234.50C, (ii) 0.00388 m3, (iii) 2.76 kJ]

6.2.10 One kg of a perfect gas is compressed from 1.1 bar, 270 C according to a 1aw pv1.3 = constant, until the

pressure is 6.6 bar. Calculate the heat flow to or from the cylinder walls,

(i) When the gas is ethane (molecular weight 30), which has

                          Cp = 1.75 kJ/kg K.

(ii) When the gas is argon (molecular weight 40), which has

                            Cp = 0.515 kJ/kg K.

[Ans. (i) 84.5 kJ/kg, (ii) -59.4 kJ/kg]  

× 105 Pa. Find the work done, heat transfer and change in internal energy if the compression is isothermal.

∆U =0]
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Module 4. Second law of thermodynamics

Lesson 7

SECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS, ENTROPY, CARNOT CYCLE

7.1 Introduction

7.2 Statements of Second Law of Thermodynamics

7.2.1 Kelvin-Planck statement

7.2.2 Classius statement

7.3 Heat Engine
7.3.1 Reversible heat engine

7.3.2 Corollary of 2nd law of thermodynamics
7.4 Carnot Cycle/Carnot Engine

7.4.1 Carnot efficiency

7.5 Classius Equality & Inequality

7.6 Concept of Entropy

7.6.1 Specific entropy

7.1 Introduction

In the last chapter we studied that heat and work are different forms of energy and are convertible in to each

other. During this conversion, law of conservation of energy i.e. first law of thermodynamics is followed. But

this law has limitation in depicting the fraction of heat energy of a system or supplied to system which can be

converted to work. Also it does not specify the conditions under which conversion of heat in to work is

possible. Second law of thermodynamics removes this limitation and tells under what conditions, in what

direction of heat flow and how much of it can maximum be converted in to work.

7.2 Statements of Second Law of Thermodynamics

7.2.1 Kelvin-Planck statement

“It is impossible to construct a thermodynamic system or device which operates in a cycle and

produce no effect other than the production of work by exchange of heat with a single reservoir”. Or

in simple terms it states that all the heat from a single heat reservoir cannot be converted to work.

In detail, the meaning of statement is that there is no such device possible which can continuously take heat

from heat reservoir on one side and convert all of it into work on the other side. But only a part of heat

energy while flowing from high temperature reservoir to low temperature reservoir can be converted to work

and the remaining part must be rejected to low temperature reservoir i.e. atmosphere. Therefore only a part

of heat energy while in transition from high temperature to low temperature is possible to be converted in to

work.

7.2.2 Classius statement

This statement is regarding the conversion of work in to heat and it states that (“it is impossible to construct

a thermodynamic system or device which, while operating in cycle (i.e. working continuously),

transfers heat from low temperature reservoir to high temperature reservoir without taking help or

absorbing work from some external agency.)
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In detail, the meaning of statement is that heat can be made to flow from low temperature to high temperature

only by applying external work.

7.3 Heat Engine

It is a thermodynamic system or device which can continuously convert heat energy into work energy or we

can say thermal energy in to mechanical energy. We know that to work continuously, anything has to operate

in a cycle. Therefore heat engine is also a thermodynamic device operating in a cycle. The performance of a

heat engine is measured in terms of its thermal efficiency which is the ratio of work output to heat absorbed

by engine, i.e.

Where W = Rate of mechanical work done by engine

Q = Heat absorbed by engine or rate of heat supplied to engine.

7.3.1 Reversible heat engine

A heat engine which operates through a reversible cycle is called Reversible Heat Engine. As per second law

of thermodynamics, heat engine absorbs heat Qh from a high temperature source, converts a part of it into

Mechanical work ‘W’ and rejects the remaining part of heat ‘Qc’ to a low temperature heat sink as shown in

Fig. 7.1. If the heat engine is reversible i.e. all its processes are reversible, then it can be operated on the

reverse cycle in reverse direction with the same performance. Then it will start taking heat ‘Qc’ back from

low temperature heat source by absorbing same amount of work ‘W’ from some external agency and reject

the sum of heat absorbed and work absorbed in the form of heat ‘Qh’ to high temperature heat source. This

reversed heat engine will be called heat pump as shown in Fig. 7.1. If this heat pump is used for the purpose

of extracting heat from a low temperature body, it is called a refrigerator.

7.3.2 Corollary of 2nd law of thermodynamics

No heat engine operating between two heat reservoirs, always operating at constant temperature, can be

more efficient than a reversible heat engine operating between the same temperature limits. Also all types of

reversible heat engines operating between same temperature limits will have the same efficiency. It can also be

proved with a simple logic. Let us say, there is an irreversible engine having more efficiency than that of a

reversible engine operating between same temperature limits. Let irreversible engine produces work ‘W’irr

and reversible engine produces work Wrev (such that Wirr>Wrev) by absorbing heat Qh from heat source at

temperature Th and rejecting heat Qc to heat reservoir at temperature Tc. Now if we operate reversible

engine in reverse direction like a heat pump taking work ‘Wrev’ from the work produced by irreversible

engine and absorbing heat Qc back from heat reservoir at temperature Tc and rejecting back heat Qh to heat

reservoir at temperature Th as shown in fig 7.2. We will find that a net positive work, W = Wirr - Wrev

should be produced continuously without any effect or any net heat exchanged with reservoirs which is

completely opposite to the law of conservation of energy i.e. energy cannot be produced without its
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expenditure.

Fig. 7.2 Reversible and irreversible heat engines

In this way, our assumption that an irreversible engine is more efficient than a reversible engine is totally

wrong. Hence

Wrev > Wirrev

One more fact about a reversible heat engine is that it does not exist in reality. But the idea of reversible heat

engine is completely hypothetical in which the heat exchange process is thought as reversible without any

change in temperature. Otherwise heat exchanged in a medium is irreversible and taken as Q = m.C.ΔT,

m = mass

C = Specific heat

ΔT = temperature change.

When some heat flows from a high temperature body to low temperature body, change in their temperatures

occurs i.e. hot body becomes somewhat cool and cool body becomes somewhat hot, but now this heat

cannot come back from cold body to hot body i.e. it is an irreversible process.

So, with ΔT = 0 i.e. heat exchanged without change in temperature can only be visualized in a way that the

heat reservoirs and working medium in the reversible heat engine, which is exchanging heat with heat

reservoirs, both are of infinite heat capacity and there is no change in their temperature and the amount of heat

exchanged depends on the absolute temperature of reservoirs at which heat is being exchanged i.e. Q ∝ T.

So in a reversible heat exchange process happening at constant temperature, heat exchanged is proportional

to absolute temperature. This is also named as CLASSIUS statement.

7.4 Carnot Cycle/Carnot Engine
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Carnot suggested a reversible cycle comprising of two reversible isothermal heat exchange processes and

two reversible adiabatic expansion/compression processes as shown on P-V and T-S charts in Fig 7.3 (a)

 

Fig. 7.3 (b) Carnot cycle

Carnot Engine is the reversible heat engine working on Carnot cycle 1-2-3-4 as explained below:

Process 1-2: Reversible isothermal heat addition: Heat, Qh is transferred to the working substance

from the high temperature reservoir at temperature Th = T1 =T2. The heat transfer is reversible and

isothermal. Expansion of gas takes places i.e. heat energy is converted to work but the internal energy of

system remains constant.

Process 2-3: Reversible adiabatic expansion: During the expansion process, the system is thermally

insulated so that Q = 0. The temperature of the working substance decreases from high temperature, Th to

low temperature, Tc = T3 = T4. Expansion of gas takes place at the expense of its own internal energy.

Process 3-4: Reversible isothermal heat rejection: Heat Qc is transferred from the working substance

(gas) to low temperature heat reservoir (sink) at constant temperature ‘Tc’. Heat transfer is isothermal &

reversible. Gas is compressed by spending of external work and equivalent heat to this work is rejected to

heat sink. Internal energy remains constant.

Process 4-1: Reversible adiabatic compression: During the compression process, the system is thermally

insulated, so Q =0. Temperature of working substance increases from Tc to Th. So internal energy of the

system increases by an equal amount to the compression work done on the system.

7.4.1 Carnot efficiency

An engine operating on the Carnot cycle has maximum efficiency.
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                                                                                                                                 ……… (Eq. 7.1)

 Now, Qh ∝ Th, Absolute temperature of hot reservoir

Qc ∝ Tc, Absolute temperature of cold reservoir

Thus,

                                                                             

                                                                                   ……… (Eq. 7.2)

Thus, the Carnot efficiency does not depend on the type of working substance but only on the absolute

temperature of hot & cold reservoirs.

7.5 Classius Equality & Inequality

As per corollary of 2nd law of thermodynamics all the reversible engines operating between two heat

reservoirs at the same temperature, have the same efficiency, irrespective of the working substance used.

That means between the temperature th & tc the value of Qh & Qc are always same for any reversible

engine.

The function ‘f’ proposed by Kelvin and subsequently accepted is given by the simple relation.

Where ‘C’ is a constant and Th & Tc are the absolute or thermodynamic temperatures on thermodynamic

temperature scale.

Or

            

 

                              

                                                                                                                   ……… (i)
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or

It is called Classius equality for a reversible cycle.

In case of an irreversible cycle for a heat engine,

Wirrev < Wrev

Or        Qh - Qirr < Qh – Qrev

(for the same amount of heat absorbed, Qh in both cases)

Or      Qc irr > Qc rev

Or        

which is called Classius inequality.

Thus Classius Equality and In- equality statements can be combined in mathematical terms as:

7.6 Concept of Entropy

As the first law of thermodynamics introduces a property named as internal energy. Second law of

thermodynamics, when applied to a process, introduces the property named as entropy, which is of extensive

type.

The physical significance of entropy is somewhat difficult to imagine, but if we start from the very basic, it will

definitely give an idea of entropy and also its importance in thermodynamic calculations.

Now consider a reversible cycle “1A2B1” having two reversible processes A & B between the states 1 & 2

and another reversible cycle “1A2C1” having two reversible processes A and C between the same states 1

& 2, as shown in fig 7.4.

 

 ,

                                                                                                                                                     

                        ……… (Eq. 7.3) 
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Fig. 7.4 Reversible cycles

Applying Classius equality to reversible cycles 1A2B1 and 1A2C1

From the above two equations:

Thus, we see that  for any reversible process between state 1 & 2 is same i.e. independent of path

followed B or C or any other path (process) and depends only on states 1 & 2. Thus it is a point function and

hence is a property called entropy (S), such that a change in this property,   Hence change in

entropy during a process 1-2 is given as:

 

                                                                                       

                                                                        ……… (Eq. 7.4)

Thus, entropy of a system may be defined as a property such that change in it from one state to other is

always equal to integral of heat exchanged divided by absolute temperature, at which heat is exchanged,

during any reversible process between the states.

7.6.1 Specific entropy

Entropy per unit mass is called specific entropy. It is denoted by small letter ‘s’.

Conclusion: For a reversible process in a closed system

a)   Entropy increases if heat is added
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b)  Entropy decrease if heat is rejected

c)   Entropy remains constant if there is no heat transfer.
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Module 4. Second law of thermodynamics

Lesson 8

ENTROPY AND AVAILABILITY

8.1 Entropy Change for an Irreversible Process in a Closed System
8.2 Carnot Cycle on Temperature- Entropy Chart

8.3 Availability

8.3.1 Real conditions affecting the availability

8.1 Entropy Change for an Irreversible Process in a Closed System

First of all, it may be made clear here that, entropy is a property and any change in it between two states is

always constant irrespective of the type of process between these states.

Let us consider a reversible cycle 1A2B1 formed by two reversible processes A and B between state 1 & 2

and an irreversible cycle 1A2C1 formed by one reversible process A and other irreversible process C

between states 1 & 2 as shown in Fig 8.1.

Fig. 8.1 Irreversible cycle

            Applying Classius equality & inequality to both cycle (1A2B1)rev & (1A2C1)irr

 

                                                                                                                                                               

                                                                ……… (i)

            0 

                                                                                                                                                                                                               

         ……… (ii)
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From (i) and (ii)

It is due to –ve sign otherwise the numerical value of is high.

Now

Thus for the irreversible process C, change in entropy

So even if Q =0 for irreversible process, the entropy will always increase. It can be taken mathematically as

Where, δI is the rise in entropy due to irreversibility factor

By integrating the total change in entropy during an irreversible process is

                                                                                                                                                                                                               

……… (Eq. 8.1)

The effect of this irreversible term ‘I’ is always to increase some entropy whether the heat is added or

rejected or not exchanged.

Conclusion

For an Irreversible Process

1.      If heat is added, entropy increases due to heat addition and irreversibility.

2.      If there is no heat transfer, the entropy still increases due to irreversibility.

3.      If heat is rejected, entropy decreases due to heat rejection and increases due to irreversibly. Net effect

may be +ve or –ve.

General mathematical statement for change in entropy between two states is

             

                                                                                                                    

                                                 ……… (Eq. 8.2)

Where
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“=” sign is for Reversible process between the given states.

‘>’ Sign is for Irreversible Process between the given states.

It can be understood more clearly with the help of fig. 8.2 as given below:

Fig. 8.2 Relationship of change in entropy with heat exchange during reversible and irreversible

processes

8.2 Carnot Cycle on Temperature- Entropy Chart

As the entropy is a property, it can be tabulated for a pure substance as a function of two other independent

properties.

Also, as it is a property it can be plotted on a chart with another property. Most common charts that are used

in thermodynamics are T-s charts. Area under the curve on T-s chart gives directly the heat added or

rejected for a reversible process.           

Thus Carnot cycle can also be represented more conveniently on a T-s chart because it is comprised of two

isothermal (constant temperature) processes and two reversible adiabatic (constant entropy) processes. It is

shown in Fig. 8.3  as 1-2-3-4. Four processes of Carnot cycle are as follows:

Process 1-2: Isothermal heat absorption. Heat absorption is given by area under line 1-2.

Process 2-3: Reversible adiabatic expansion Process, δQ = 0, so dS = 0

Process 3-4: Isothermal Heat Rejection. Heat rejection is given by area under line 3-4.

Process 4-1: Reversible adiabatic compression, δQ =0, so dS = 0

Heat Absorption, Qh = Th∆S               (Area under line 1-2)

Heat Rejection, Qc = Tc∆S                 (Area under line 3-4)

 So, Net work of cycle, W = Qh – Qc = (Th-Tc) ∆S (Area covered by cycle 1-2-3-4 on T-S chart)

Thermal efficiency of Carnot cycle is given as

Thus it is easier to draw, analyze the Carnot cycle and find its thermal efficiency on a T-S chart.
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8.3 Availability

It is the work potential of any source of energy at some specified state. It is also referred to as exergy. It is

represented as available energy, which is the maximum possible work that can be extracted from a heat

source at temperature, Th by introducing a reversible heat engine taking heat from it and rejecting remaining

heat to surroundings at temperature, Tc. (Fig. 8.4)

If Q is the amount of heat available with heat reservoir at temp Th, then

                  Available Energy,            A.E = (

                  And Unavailable Energy, U.E = Q - A.E.

From fig 8.3

                                              Area 1- 2- S1- S2, = Qh = Heat absorbed

                                                     Area 1-2-3-4 = W = Available Energy (A.E.)

                                           Area----3- 4- S1- S2 = QC = Unavailable Energy (U.E.)

Thus,

            

                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                ……… (Eq. 8.3)

                 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                ……… (Eq. 8.4)

If Th increases A.E increases & if Th decreases, A.E decreases. (Fig.8.5)

8.3.1 Real conditions affecting the availability

Condition-1: If the temperature of heat source does not remain same while supplying a given amount of heat,

Qh to the system, then the available energy reduces as shown on T-S diagram in figure 8.4

.
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Fig. 8.6 Reduction in A.E. due to decrease in temperature of heat source

If, we apply a number of reversible engines, each taking heat, 

Where, m & C are the mass and specific heat of matter working as heat source.

It will be clear by solving the numerical problem given below.

Total energy supplied by heat source, Q is shown by area “a-b-e-f” on T-S chart shown in fig 8.6.

Available Energy, A.E. is shown by area a-b-c-d on T-S chart shown in fig 8.6

Unavailable Energy, U.E. is shown by area c-d-e-f on T-S chart shown in fig 8.6

Example: Estimate the A.E contained in 1 Kg of water at 1000C and 1 atm pressure with respect to

surroundings at 300C.

Solution: Let the water be cooled from 1000C (373K) to 300C (303K) while supplying heat in a number of

steps to reversible heat engines, operating in series and rejecting heat to surroundings at temperature 30°C.

 So temperature, T of heat source (water) is varying. And temperature, TC of surroundings (heat sink) is

30°C.

Then available energy of a reversible heat engine absorbing heat 

Therefore total maximum work, which can be available from water cooled from 1000C to 300C will be

δQ from the source at constant temperature T

but which is different for each engine and vary between Ta to Tb for different engines. Then the A.E can be

determined by integrating δQ – TC.dS between the initial and final temperatures of heat sources.

 

 

δQ from heat source at temperature, T and

rejecting at Tc is given by
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Thus in this case available energy is only about 10% of total energy.

Condition-2

In real conditions, heat is transferred from heat source to working substance only when there is some finite

temperature difference between both. So, there is loss of available energy due to heat transfer through a finite

temperature difference.

If there is no temperature difference between heat reservoir and working substance of heat engine and heat

given by reservoir at temperature Th is Q when the surrounding is at temperature,  Tc then,

But, if there is finite temperature difference, such that working substance is at temperature lower than Th of

heat source then for the same heat Q given to heat engine, the entropy change of working substance in heat

engine will be more as shown in Fig. 8.7.

As Q = Th ∆S = Th
′ ∆S′

So if Th
′ < Th then ∆S′ > ∆S

And the available energy, A.E., in case the heat engine absorbs heat at temperature will be

Loss in A.E

  

For the same heat absorbed,   

                      (Shown by shaded region in Fig. 8.7)

 Example: In a boiler for generating steam, water is evaporated at 200oC while the combustion gases are
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cooled from 1350oC to 350oC. The specific heat of gases at constant pressure is 1.1 kJ/ kg K. The

surroundings are at 30oC. Determine the loss in A.E.

Solution: Had the heat transfer from hot gases to water been reversible and water/steam would have been

heated from ‘b’ to ‘a’ and expanded from ‘a’ to ‘3’ as shown in fig 8.6 then the resulting U.E would have

been as shown by area:    

Fig. 8.8 Loss in A. E. and Increase in U. E.

But in actual the water is being heated at 2000C from 1 to 2.

So, Heat Rejected by hot gases (Area a-b-c-d) = Heat absorbed by water (Area 1-2-e-c)

Due to decrease in temperature of hot gases, there is direct loss in A.E shown by shaded area a-0-b.

Due to the finite temperature difference between the gases and water, there will be loss in A.E or gain in U.E

shown by shaded area 

To calculate this, we require finding the difference between entropy change of gases and water.

Entropy increase for 1 kg of water

Where, hfg = Latent heat of water at saturation temperature of 200o C

By doing energy balance in boiler, mass of hot gases used per kg of water can be calculated as:

    mg (1.1). (1350-350) = 1938.50

    or mgas = 1.762 kg / kg of water

Entropy decrease of gases
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Difference in entropy change of water and hot gases, ∆S = 4.1 – 1.8557 = 2.244 kJ/kg K

 

= 303x 2.244 = 679.93 kJ / kg of water

 So, due to temperature difference, increase in Un-available Energy 

                                                                                                              = 303x 2.338

                                                                                                              = 708.414 kJ/ kgK    (Ans)       
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Module 4. Second law of thermodynamics

Lesson 9

GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR CHANGE IN ENTROPY, NUMERICAL PROBLEMS

9.1 General Expression for Change in Entropy of a Perfect Gas during a Non Flow process
9.1.1 Change of entropy during a polytropic process

9.2 Numerical Problems

9.3 Unsolved Problems

9.1 General Expression for Change in Entropy of a Perfect Gas during a Non Flow process

We know that first law of thermodynamics applied to a non-flow reversible process is:

δQ = dU + δW

Or        δQ = mCv∆T + P.dV

Incremental change in Entropy during a reversible process is given as:   

               

          

Total change in entropy during process 1-2 will be

                                                                                                                                                                                                  ………

(Eq. 9.1)

 By equation 9.1, we can calculate change in entropy in terms of change in temperature and change in volume

during a non flow reversible process 1-2.

 From the perfect gas equation, we know that  

Putting it in eq 9.1
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                                                                                                                        ……… (Eq. 9.2)

By equation 9.2, we can calculate the change in entropy in terms of change in temperature and change in

pressure during a non flow reversible process 1-2

            

            

             

                                                                                                                                                        

……… (Eq. 9.3)

With the help of equation 9.3, we can calculate change in Entropy in terms of change in pressure and change

in volume during a non-flow reversible process 1-2.

9.1.1 Change of entropy during a polytropic process

We know that a small heat exchange, δQ during a polytropic process is given as

            

 

                                                                                                                           

                                                ……… (Eq. 9.4)

 This is the expression for change in entropy in terms of change in volume only

We know that during a polytropc process, 

Putting this value in eq 9.4
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 ;

            

                                                                                                                         

                                                                         ……… (Eq. 9.5)

This is the expression for change in entropy in terms of change in temperature only.

  Putting these values

 

             
                                                                                                
                                                                        ……… (Eq. 9.6)

This is the expression for change in entropy in terms of change in pressure only.

Putting these values

 

                                                                                                                        

                                                ……… (Eq. 9.7)

9.2 Numerical Problems

9.2.1 A cyclic heat engine operates between a heat source temperature of 900o C and heat sink temperature
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of 30oC. Find the least rate of heat rejection per kW of net power output produced by the engine.

Solution

Given that

                Absolute temperature of source

                  Th = 900 + 273 = 1173 K

                 Absolute temperature of heat sink,

                   Tc = 30 + 273 = 303 K

Now the least rate of heat rejection will only come in case of reversible heat engine, because it has the highest

efficiency to convert heat from heat source into work.

Efficiency of reversible heat engine between the given source & sink temperatures is calculated as:

Hence the least heat rejected will be equal to

Qc = Qh – W

                = 1.35 – 1

                = 0.35 kW = 350 W (Ans)

9.2.2 Air at 15oC and 1.05 bar occupies 0.02 m3. The air is heated at constant volume until the pressure is

4.2 bar, and then cooled at constant pressure back to its original temperature. Calculate the net heat flow to

or from the air and net entropy change.

Solution

The two processes are ‘constant volume heating’, and then ‘constant pressure cooling’ to the same initial

temperature 150C

Initial conditions of air are given as

                             Pressure, P1 = 1.05 x 105 Pa

                        Temperature T1 = 15+273 = 288 K

                              Volume, V1 = 0.02 m3

Thus heat absorbed from heat source for producing 1 kW of power
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Conditions after constant volume heating are given as

                                             P2 = 4.2 x 105 Pa

                                            V2 = V1 = 0.02 m3

Final temperature,

T2 can be calculated from gas law  

                      = 1152 K

Then the air undergoes the constant pressure cooling process 2-3 and conditions after that will be

P3 = P2 = 4.2 x 105 Pa (Constant Pressure Process)

T3 = T1 = 288 K          (Given)

V3 can be calculated from gas law

Mass of air can be calculated by the given conditions at any state as.

     = 0.0254 kg

Net Heat Exchanged by air

Heat absorbed during constant volume heating

= mCv (T2−T1)

= .0254 x 717 x (1152-288)

= 15735 J

 Heat rejected during constant pressure cooling

= mCp (T2−T3)

= .0254 x 1005 x (1152-288)

= 22055 J
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 Net heat exchange = Heat Rejected – Heat absorbed

= 22055 – 15735

= 6320 J

i.e.          Net heat rejected by air = 6320 J (Ans)

 Net Entropy Change of Air:-

Entropy change during Constant Volume process 1-2 is given as

Entropy change during constant pressure process 2-3 is given as

Net Entropy Change = S3 – S1

 = .0254 (-0.399) = -0.0101 kJ/K= (Ans)

Negative sign means the entropy of air is decreasing.

9.2.3 Equal masses of a certain gas at same pressures but at different temperatures T1 and T2 (T1> T2) are

mixed in a thermally insulated system. Find the net change in entropy of the Universe due to change in entropy

of the system. Show that change is necessarily positive.

Solution

Let after mixing, the temperature of mixture is Tc

Now change in entropy of gas mass whose temperature has decreased from T1 to Tc

                                                                                                                                                                  

……… [Sub Eq. (i)]

Change in entropy of gas mass whose temperature has increased from T2 to Tc
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  ……… [Sub Eq. (ii)]

So Net Change in Entropy of System

= ds1 +ds2

               

            

Also, we know that A.M (Arithmetic mean) is always greater then G.M (Geometric mean). So change is

always +ve. Hence it is proved that change is necessarily positive.

9.2.4 0.2 kg of air at pressure = 1.5 bar and temperature = 300 K is compressed to a pressure of 15 bar

according to the law PV1.25 = Constant, Determine:

(i) Initial and final parameters of air, (ii) Work done on or by air (iii) Heat flow to or from the air, (iv) Change

of entropy

Solution

m= 0.2 kg;  P1 = 1.5 x 105  Pa;  T1= 300o K;   P2 = 15x105 Pa;   n =1.25

(i)                 For a polytrophic process with value of n = 1.25,   

      = 0.115 m3 (Ans)

Also
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       = 0.018 m3 Ans

(ii)               Work exchange during a polytropic process is given as

               

               = - 40285.6 J

               = - 40.28 kJ (Ans)

 Negative value of work exchange shows that work is done on the gas.

(iii)       Heat Flow during polytropic process

= -15 kJ (Ans)

Negative value of heat exchange shows that heat is rejected by the gas

(iv)      Change in Entropy for a polytropic process

= -39.9 ≈ - 40J/o K or -.04 kJ/o K   (Decrease in Entropy)

                                                                           (Ans)

9.3 Unsolved Problems

9.3.1 A Carnot cycle operates between source and sink temperatures of 2600 C and – 17.8°C. If the system

receives 100 kJ from the source, find (i) efficiency of the system, (ii) the net work transfer, (iii) heat rejected

to the sink.        

[Ans. 52.2%; 52.2 kJ; 47.8 kJ]

9.3.2 Source A can supply energy at a rate of 11,000 kJ/min at 3200C. A second source B can supply

energy at a rate 110,000 kJ/min at 680C. Which source A or B, would you choose to supply energy to an

ideal reversible engine that is to produce large amount of power if the temperature of the surroundings is

400C?
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[Ans. Source B]  

9.3.3 A heat engine is supplied with 278 kJ/s of heat at a constant fixed temperature of 2830C and the heat

rejection takes place at 50C. The following results were reported: (i) 208 kJ/s are rejected, (ii) 139 kJ/s are

rejected, (ii) 70 kJ/s are rejected.

Classify which of the results report a reversible cycle or irreversible cycle or impossible results.

[Ans. (i) Irreversible (ii) Reversible (iii) Impossible]   

9.3.4 0.03m3 of nitrogen contained in a cylinder behind a piston is initially at 1.05 bar and 150C. The gas is

compressed isothermally and reversibly until the pressure is 4.2 bar. Calculate the change of entropy, the heat

flow, and the work done, and sketch the process on P-v and T-s diagrams. Assume nitrogen to act as a

perfect gas. Molecular weight of nitrogen = 28.

[Ans. 0.01516 kJ/K (decrease) ; 4.37 kJ (heat rejected) ; 4.37 kJ]

9.3.5 0.05 kg of carbon dioxide (molecular weight = 44) is compressed from 1 bar and 150 C, until the

pressure is 8.3 bar, and the volume is then 0.004 m3. Calculate the change of entropy. Take cp for carbon

dioxide as 0.88 kJ/kg K, and assume carbon dioxide to be a perfect gas.

[Ans. 0.0113 kJ/K (decrease)]

9.3.6 A rigid cylinder containing 0.006 m3 of nitrogen (molecular weight 28) at 1.04 bar, 150C, is heated

reversibly until the temperature is 900 C. Calculate the change of entropy and the heat supplied. Sketch the

process on T-s diagram. Take the isentropic index, γ, for nitrogen as 1.4, and assume that nitrogen is a

perfect gas.

[Ans. 0.00125 kJ/K; 0.407 kJ]

9.3.7 1 kg of air is allowed to expand reversibly in a cylinder behind a piston in such a way that the

temperature remains constant at 2600 C while the volume is doubled. The piston is then moved in, and heat is

rejected by the air reversibly at constant pressure until the volume is the same as it was initially. Calculate the

net heat flow and the overall change of entropy. Sketch the processes on T-s diagram.

[Ans. -161.9 kJ/kg; -0.497 kJ/kg K]

9.3.8 A quantity of gas (mean molecular weight 36.2) is compressed according to the law pvn = constant, the

initial pressure and volume being 1.03 bar and 0.98 m3 respectively. The temperature at the start of

compression is 170C and at the end it is 1150C. The amount of heat rejected during compression is 3.78 kJ,

cp = 0.92. Calculate :

(i)Value of n,          (ii) Final pressure,           (iii) Change in entropy.

[Ans. (i) 1.33; (ii) 1.107 bar; (iii) 0.228 kJ/kg K]
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Module 5. Air cycles

Lesson 10

OTTO CYCLE AND DIESEL CYCLE

10.1 Introduction
10.2 Air Cycles

10.2.1 Air cycle assumptions
10.2.2 Air standard efficiency

10.2.3 Actual thermal efficiency

10.2.4 Relative efficiency

10.3 Otto Cycle

10.4 Diesel Cycle

10.1 Introduction

In case of reversible cycles, the thermal efficiency depends only on the operating temperatures and not on the

type of ‘working substance’. This thermal efficiency is maximum possible efficiency and same for any of

reversible cycle operating between same temperature limits irrespective of the working substance used. But in

actual practice, the reversible heat transfer i.e. heat transfer at constant temperature is not possible. In real

conditions, some temperature difference between heat reservoir and working substance is needed and also

during heat exchange process, the temperature of working substance changes. Thus the real heat exchange

process is always irreversible and the cycle containing this process is also irreversible. The change in

temperature during heat absorption or rejection process or the capacity of heat exchange depends on the

properties of working substance. Thus the thermal efficiency of irreversible cycles depends also on the nature

of working substance. Now to compare the efficiency of different types of irreversible cycles, some common

working medium, which is somewhat near to ideal gas should be used. For this purpose, air which is assumed

to behave as a perfect gas is taken and the real irreversible cycles having air as working medium are called air

cycles. The working of an air cycle is further based on certain assumptions and the thermal efficiency of air

cycle based on these assumptions is called ‘Air-standard efficiency’ sometimes also called ideal efficiency.

10.2 Air Cycles

10.2.1 Air cycle assumptions

The analysis and working of air cycles is based upon the following assumptions:

1)      Air is a perfect gas which obeys the gas laws and has constant specific heats.

2)      The physical constant of air used in Air cycles are taken as: Molecular weight=29, Specific heat at

constant pressure, Cp = 1.004 kJ/kg K; specific heat at constant volume, Cv = 0.717 kJ/kg K;

Characteristic gas constant, R = 287 J/kg K

3)      The compression and expansion processes taking place in an Air-cycle are reversible adiabatic or

isentropic i.e. there is no internal friction and other losses.

4)      No chemical reaction or change takes place in air while undergoing the cycle and heat is supplied to

or rejected by the air by bringing a hot body or cold body in indirect contact with air working in an
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irreversible or real heat engine.

5)      The air cycle is considered to occur in a closed system i.e., the same air quantity undergoes the cycle

again and again and there is no replacement of it during working of heat engine based on air cycle.

10.2.2 Air standard efficiency

The thermal efficiency of an air cycle, which is considered to work on the basis of above mentioned

assumptions, is known as air standard efficiency. This air cycle is considered as a standard for the working of

a real heat engine. So it is also known as ideal efficiency of a real heat engine. It can be calculated by making

theoretical analysis of a given air cycle and works as a standard of comparison for the real or actual thermal

efficiency.

10.2.3 Actual thermal efficiency

This is simply the ratio of actual work output to the actual heat absorption rate of a heat engine. It can be

calculated by actually measuring the power output and heat absorption rate of a heat engine. It may vary in

the varying conditions:

10.2.4 Relative efficiency

It is the ratio of actual thermal efficiency to the air standard efficiency of a heat engine under the same working

conditions.

10.3 Otto Cycle

The ‘Otto’ cycle is named after its inventor “Nikolaus A Otto”. This cycle works as a standard for Petrol or

gas engine, because it suits to their combustion properties. The cycle is shown on P-V and T-S diagrams in

fig 10.1(a) and 10.1(b). The cycle is also visualized to occur in a reciprocating engine shown below the P-V

diagram.
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Fig 10.1 (a) Otto Cycle on P-V Chart

Fig 10.1 (b) Otto Cycle on T-S Chart

Process-wise description of the complete cycle is as given below:

Process 1-2(Adiabatic compression)

At condition ‘1’, the piston is at lower end position and air filled in the cylinder behind the piston is having

total volume of cylinder, V1 at pressure P1. Then the piston is moved from lower end position to upper end

position ‘2’ by external force and so total volume of air V1 is adiabatically compressed to clearance volume
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of cylinder ‘V2’. The walls of cylinder are consider insulated such that there is no heat exchange between air

and cylinder walls and also there is no internal friction or internal loss of energy. Due to this reversible

adiabatic compression, the pressure and temperature both rises to a new value of P2 and T2. The

compression ratio is not too high and limited between 7 to 9 in ‘Otto’ cycle engine.

Process 2-3 (Constant volume heat addition)

In this process some heat source comes in contact with the cylinder head and heat is transferred to

compressed air while remaining at volume V2. It means the piston remains at rest for the time heat is

transferred to compressed air. Due to this constant volume heat addition, the pressure and temperature of air

shoots up further and it reaches to the condition ‘3’ of very high pressure, high temperature but at same

volume. The constant volume heat addition can be calculated as: Q = m.Cv.∆T.

            Where, m = mass of air in the cylinder

            Cv = Specific heat of air at constant volume

            ∆T = Rise in temperature from condition 2, to ‘3’.

Process 3-4: Adiabatic expansion

This process is reverse of the adiabatic compression process 1-2. Initially at condition ‘3’ the air in the

clearance volume of cylinder is at very high pressure and temperature i.e., at higher energy level and so it

expands adiabatically to a lower pressure and temperature and doing positive work on the piston. In this

process actually the part of energy of air converts to mechanical work and air comes to a low energy level at

condition ‘4’. The piston is pushed by expanding air to lower end position and air returns to its original

volume ‘V1’.

i.e., V1 = V4.

Process 4-1 (Constant volume heat rejection)

In the previous process 3-4, air has expanded to the total volume of cylinder, but its pressure and

temperature are still higher than initial values at the start of cycle shown by condition ‘1’. So in the process 4-

1, a heat sink comes in contact with cylinder head and air rejects its heat remaining at constant volume and its

pressure and temperature drops to the same initial values P1 and T1. In this way the Otto cycle completes.

During one complete ‘Otto’ cycle, the piston undergoes two strokes. In one stroke external force is applied

on the piston and air is compressed and in other stroke air expands and does positive work on the piston.

The compression work is shown by the area under compression process 1-2 on P-V diagram and expansion

work is shown by the area under expansion process 3-4 on P-V diagram. Net work output per cycle is

expansion work minus compression work which is shown by the area covered by cycle 1-2-3-4 on P-V

diagram. The thermal efficiency of ‘Otto’ cycle can be calculated by the following mathematical analysis:

            Let us consider there is one kg of air trapped behind piston in the cylinder.

            So heat absorbed by 1 kg of air at constant volume = Cv (T3 - T2)
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            Heat rejected by this air at constant volume = Cv (T4 – T1)

            We know that there is no heat exchange during compression or expansion processes. So by energy

balance of one cycle.

            Work Output = Heat absorbed – Heat rejected = Cv (T3 - T2) - Cv (T4 – T1)

            Therefore, ideal efficiency or air standard efficiency of ‘Otto’ cycle is given as

            η = Work output/ Heat absorbed

                                                                                                                             ……… (i)

 We know that for reversible adiabatic compression process 1-2.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

……… (ii)

Similarly for reversible adiabatic expansion process 3-4,

             

                                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                ……… (iii)

From equations (i), (ii), (iii) we find that

            

                                                                                                                                  ……… (Eq. 10.1)

 This is the air standard efficiency of ‘Otto’ cycle and from the expression it is clear that efficiency, η

increases with increase in compression ratio ‘r’. But in actual ‘Otto’ cycle engine the compression ratio

cannot be increased beyond a value 9 or so due to other practical difficulties associated with the combustion

of petrol or Gasoline.

10.4 Diesel Cycle

This cycle was devised by Dr. Rudolph Diesel in 1893. This cycle works as a standard cycle for a Diesel

engine as the heat absorption process here resembles the combustion and heat release properties of Diesel

fuel. The cycle is shown on P-V and T-S diagram in fig. 10.2 (a) & 10.2 (b). It is different from ‘OTTO’
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cycle only in the heat absorption process which is a constant pressure process here. During this process,

piston moves some distance and takes some finite time which resembles the slow rate of heat realease in the

combustion of Diesel.

Fig 10.2 (a) Diesel Cycle on P-V Chart

Fig 10.2 (b) Diesel Cycle on T-S Chart

Process- wise description of the complete cycle is as given below:

Process 1-2: (Adiabatic compression)
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At condition 1, the piston is at lower end position and air filled in the cylinder behind the piston is having total

volume of cylinder, V1 at pressure P1. Then the piston is moved from lower end position to upper end

position ‘2’ by external force and so total volume of air V1 is adiabatically compressed to clearance volume

of cylinder ‘V2’. The walls of cylinder are considered insulated such that there is no heat exchange between

air and cylinder walls and also there is no internal friction or internal loss of energy. Due to compression, the

pressure and temperature both rises to new value P2 and T2. The compression ratio r=V1/V2 is on higher side

in this cycle. It is generally in the range of 15 to 22.

Process 2-3: Constant pressure heat addition

Here in this process, some heat source comes in contact with the cylinder head and heat is transferred to the

compressed air at constant pressure. That means in this process heat is added in comparatively a slow

process and air keeps on expanding while absorbing heat. This kind of heat addition resembles the heat gain

by engine during combustion of Diesel. At the end of process, air has partially expanded thus doing some

work also, simultaneously with absorption of heat. The ratio of volume V3 of air, where heat supply is cut, to

volume V2 (clearance volume) is called cut off ratio, ρ. The constant pressure heat addition can be calculated

as Q = m Cp ∆T.

        Where m = mass of air in the cylinder

         Cp = Specific heat of air at constant pressure

          ∆T = Rise in temperature from condition ‘2’ to ‘3’.

Process 3-4: Adiabatic expansion

In this process, air at condition of high pressure and temperature expands adiabatically on its own and does

mechanical work by pushing the piston further to initial position or lower end positions. During this process,

there is no exchange of heat energy between air and its surroundings and only internal energy of air at

condition 3 is converted to mechanical work. The final volume V4 of air at the end of process is same as initial

volume V1, i.e., V1=V4.

Process 4-1: (Constant volume heat rejection)

In the previous expansion process 3-4, air has expanded to the total volume of cylinder, but its pressure and

temperature are still higher than initial values at the start of cycle shown by condition ‘1’. So in the process 4-

1, a heat sink comes in contact with cylinder head and air rejects its heat, remaining at constant volume. Its

pressure and temperature drops to the same initial values P1 and T1. In this way the cycle completes.

During one complete Diesel cycle, the piston undergoes two strokes. In one stroke, external force is applied

on the piston and air is compressed and in other stroke air expands and does positive work on the piston.

The compression work is shown by the area under compression process 1-2 on P-V diagram and expansion

work is shown by the area under expansion process 3-4 on P-V diagram. Net work output per cycle is

expansion work minus compression work which is shown by the area covered by cycle 1-2-3-4 on P-V

diagram.
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The thermal efficiency of ‘DIESEL’ cycle can be calculated by the following mathematical analysis:

Let us consider there is one kg of air trapped behind piston in the cylinder.

So heat absorbed by 1 kg of air at constant pressure = CP (T3 - T2)

Heat rejected by 1kg of this air at constant volume = Cv (T4 – T1)

We know that there is no heat exchange during compression or expansion processes. So, by making balance

of ‘energy exchange’ in one cycle.

Work Output = Heat absorbed – Heat rejected = CP (T3 - T2) - Cv (T4 – T1)

Therefore, ideal efficiency or air standard efficiency of ‘DIESEL’ cycle can be calculated as:

η = Work output/ Heat absorbed

                                                                                                                                                               

……… (i)

 where            CP/ Cv = γ					(Ratio	of	specific	heats	at	constant	pressure	and	constant	volume)

We know that for reversible adiabatic compression process 1-2.

So,

T2 = T1rγ-1  

                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                        ……… (ii)

For constant pressure process 2-3,

By putting (ii) here,

T3 = ρT1rγ-1  

                                                                                                                                                 

                                                ……… (iii)

From reversible adiabatic expansion process 3-4

∵V4 = V1 = Total volume and V2 =clearance volume
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T4 =

ργT1                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                ………..(iv)

Now putting the values of equation (ii), (iii) & (iv) in (i):-

                                                                                                                                       

                                    ……… (Eq. 10.2)

This is air standard efficiency of ‘DIESEL’ cycle and from the equation 10.2 it is clear that it increases with

increase in compression ratio ‘r’.

Note: Form the expressions of efficiency of ‘OTTO’ & ‘DIESEL’ cycles it is clear that as the value of ρ & r

each is always more than 1, so for same compression ratio, the efficiency of an ‘OTTO’ cycle is more than

that of ‘DIESEL’ cycle. But in actual practice, due to practical reasons, the compression ratio of an ‘OTTO’

cycle is limited between 7 to 9, while for a Diesel cycle, it is not limited and varies in the higher range of 16 to

22. Therefore practically, a Diesel engine is more efficient than a Petrol Engine, due to higher value of

compression ratio.
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Module 5. Air cycles

 

Lesson 11

DUAL COMBUSTION CYCLE, NUMERICAL PROBLEMS

11.1 Dual Combustion Cycle

11.2 Numerical Problems

11.1 Dual Combustion Cycle

Dual combustion cycle is a combination of ‘Otto’ cycle and ‘Diesel cycle’. Here the heat absorption process

takes place both at constant volume and constant pressure as shown in fig 11.1.  Modern high speed diesel

engines work on this cycle. We have already come to know that constant volume heat absorption is more

efficient than at constant pressure. The constant volume heat absorption or combustion may be somewhat

used by advancing the diesel injection i.e., doing it before the end of compression stroke but this is limited by

high pressure generated, at the end of combustion or heat absorption process. So limiting the high pressure

generated, dual combustion cycle is used in which combustion take place both at constant volume and

constant pressure as shown in fig 11.1. The thermal efficiency or air-standard efficiency of a dual combustion

cycle lies between those of ‘Otto’ cycle and ‘Diesel Cycle’.

The thermal efficiency of a dual combustion cycle can be calculated by following mathematical analysis:

Consider one kg of air in a closed system of cylinder piston arrangement. This air undergoes the various

processes of heat addition, rejection, expansion and compression etc as shown in the diagram of cycle in fig

11.1

Considering the process 2-3 of initial heat addition at constant volume and process 3-4 of final heat addition

at constant process,

Total heat absorbed by air = CV (T3−T2) + CP

(T4−T3)                                                                                                                                     ………

(i)          

Considering the process 5-1 of heat rejection at constant volume like in ‘Otto’ and Diesel cycle

Heat Rejected = CV (T5−T1)                                                                    

                                                                                           ……… (ii)
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Fig. 11.1(a) Dual Combustion Cycle on P-V Chart         Fig.11.1(b) Dual Combustion Cycle on T-S

Chart

The other two process of expansion and compression of air in between are reversible adiabatic in the same

way as in Otto and Diesel Cycles.

Thus naturally the net work done per cycle as per first law of thermodynamics will be    

 Net work = Heat Absorbed−Heat Rejected

We know that thermal efficiency of air cycle is given as

                

                   

                                                                                                                                                                                                               

……… (iii)

From the adiabatic compression process 1-2
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Or                     

T2 = 

 From the constant volume heat addition process 2-3 

       

or                                

                                        

            =

From the constant pressure heat addition process 3-4

or

        = 

From the adiabatic expansion process 4-5

            

or

      

            

                                   

 Putting the value of temperatures T2, T3, T4 and T5 in terms of temperature T1 in the equation (iii)
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Or          

                

                                                                                                                 ……… (Eq. 11.1)

 It can be judged from equation11.1 that the value of pressure ratio, α is always greater than 1. So for a given

volume of ρ and γ, the efficiency increases than that of Diesel cycle but still it is less than that of Otto cycle.

Hence the thermal efficiency of a dual combustion cycle is in between that of Otto cycle and Diesel cycle.

            If ρ=1 is substituted in equation 11.1, it becomes efficiency of an ‘Otto’ cycle.

            If α=1 is substituted in equation 11.1, it becomes efficiency of a Diesel cycle.

11.2 Numerical Problems

11.2.1 In a standard OTTO cycle, the compression ratio is 7 and the compression begins at 1 bar and

313°K. The heat added is 2510 kJ/kg. Find

(1)   Maximum pressure and temperature of cycle;

(2)   Work done per kg of air

(3)   Cycle efficiency

(4)   Mean effective pressure

Solution

Fig. 11.2

Considering Process 1-2

            

= 

= 681.7 K
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or    P2 = P1 rγ = 1× (7)1.4 = 15.25 bar

Considering the process 2-3

Heat Added,    Qh = CV (T3−T2) = 2510                                                (Given)

or        0.714 (T3−681.7) = 2510

or       T3 = 4197 K  (Ans)

For constant volume, process

or

Considering process 3-4

or          

        

Heat Rejected = CV (T4−T1)

= 0.174(1927−313)

= 1152 kJ

∴          Work done = Heat Supplied−Heat Rejected

= 2510−1152 = 1358 kJ   (Ans)

 Cycle efficiency:

= 0.54 or 54% (Ans)

Mean effective Pressure:

P1V1 = m R T1

Or           
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         = 0.899 or 0.9 m3

                

    

11.2.2 A diesel engine working on theoretical Diesel cycle has a diameter of 20 cm and stroke 20 cm. The

clearance volume is 10% of the swept volume. Determine the compression ratio and air standard efficiency of

the engine, if the cut-off takes place at 8 per cent of the stroke.

Solution

            Stroke volume can be calculated from the given dimension of engine as

            = 6.283×10-3 m3

 Clearance volume                     VC = 0.1×VS                                                                        (Given)

                                                        = 0.1×6.283×10-3

                                                        = 6.283×10-4 m3

So, total volume                         V1 = VC + VS

                                                        = 6.912×10-3 m3

Compression ratio is given as

                    = 11 (Ans)

Cut-off Ratio,

            

                = 1.8

The air standard efficiency of the cycle is given as:
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  = 0.563 or 56.3%   (Ans)
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Module 6.  I. C. engine

Lesson 12

CLASSIFICATION AND WORKING OF I.C. ENGINE

12.1 Introduction

12.2 Classification of Heat Engines

12.2.1 External combustion (EC) engine

12.2.2 Internal combustion engine

12.3 Working of an I.C. Engine Based on Air-Cycles
12.3.1 Combustion process

12.4 Classification of I.C Engine Based on Ignition Process
12.4.1 Spark ignition (SI) engine

12.4.2 Compression Ignition (CI) Engine

12.5 Working of a Four Stroke Otto Cycle Spark Ignition (S.I.) Engine

12.5.1 Actual cycle and valve timing diagram of a 4-s SI engine

12.1 Introduction

 Up to now we have studied theoretically about the heat engines. One of the simple designs of a heat engine is

a cylinder and piston arrangement such that behind the piston there is a fixed quantity of some working

substance, such as air or any other ideal gas. Theoretically, it is a closed system. The fixed mass of gas in

engine, undergoes a cyclic change in conditions and during each cycle it takes heat from a heat source, then

expands doing work, rejects rest of heat and again compressed to initial conditions using some amount of

expansion work.

Net work done by gas in each cycle

= Expansion work−Compression work

= Heat absorbed by gas−Heat rejected by gas

The theoretical cycles, on which the heat engine, is assumed to work, have already been explained as Carnot

cycle, Otto cycle, Diesel cycle, Dual cycle etc.

But for making possible an actual heat engine which can continuously supply the useful mechanical work, by

using any practically available heat source, there are some practical considerations like what type of heat

source can be made available to a heat engine, which can supply heat every time when required in each cycle

of engine. Actually the bulk of heat energy can be made available only by igniting some chemical fuel i.e. coal,

petrol, diesel or gas etc. Thus the fuel must be burnt for supply of required heat energy continuously in each

cycle of engine and, where this fuel should be burnt i.e. outside or inside the engine. The heat engines are

broadly classified as external combustion engines and internal combustion engines.

12.2 Classification of Heat Engines

Depending on the place of burning of fuel, i.e. where should it be burnt, there can be two methods and based

on that heat engines are broadly divided into two types

i)        External Combustion engine

ii)      Internal Combustion engine

12.2.1 External combustion (EC) engine
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In this case the combustion of fuel takes place outside the engine as in case of steam engines. The heat of

combustion of fuel is used to generate high pressure steam which is supplied to the engine through the valve,

when it expands and pushes the piston, doing the mechanical work.

Examples of external combustion engine are old steam locomotives, steam turbines (Used in Power Plants)

etc.

12.2.2 Internal combustion engine

In this case, the combustion of fuel and mixture take place in the engine itself. Due to the heat of combustion,

the pressure and temperature of fuel and mixture increases tremendously and thus high pressure mixture

further expands and pushes the piston (or moves a turbine) and does the mechanical work.

Examples are Petrol Engine, diesel Engine, Gas turbine, Jet engines etc.

Now, As in steam engines the steam and in I.C engine the fuel and air are supplied from outside during each

cycle of engine and after combustion, smoke in case of I.C. engine has to be removed and fresh air fuel

mixture to be sucked in new cycle, these engines are no more a closed system as mass frequently enters and

leaves the system. However, I.C. engine work as a closed system during compression and expansion

process, when valves are closed.

12.3 Working of an I.C. Engine Based on Air-Cycles

We have come to know that in an I.C Engine, which may be a petrol or diesel engine or a gas turbine engine,

the fuel is burnt inside the engine to supply heat energy to it. The working of I.C engine is based on the

standard air cycles as discussed before. Theoritically an engine working on these cycles need to be closed

system. But practically in an I.C engine, when fuel is burnt in the presence of air, it releases heat energy and

change into smoke after burning. The burning content of fuel, which take part in combustion, consume all the

oxygen and to burn fuel again, in the next cycle, fresh air is needed. Thus after each cycle, the burnt

gases/smoke need to be thrown out and fresh air need to be sucked inside again by automatic operation of

exhaust valve and suction valve. Therefore an actual I.C. engine becomes alternatively an open system. The

working of an actual I.C. engine differs from that of the theoretical air cycle by two additional processes of

suction of fresh charge in to the engine and discharges of burnt gases form the engine. In this way, the

complete cycle of an I.C. engine is comprised of the following processes:

i)        Suction of fresh charge                                  (Process 5-1)

ii)      Compression of fresh charge                         (Process 1-2)

iii)    Heat addition by combustion of fuel             (Process 2-3)

iv)    Expansion of high pressure burnt gases         (Process 3-4)

v)      Heat Rejection                                                (Process 4-1)

vi)    Exhaust of burst fuel i.e. smoke                      (Process 1-5)

The working cycle of a 4-stoke Petrol Engine & Diesel Engine is shown in fig 12.1 & 12.2. During the

suction and exhaust processes, the engine become an open system and works like a pump as shown below:

Theoretically, the suction & exhaust processes are just opposite to each other. During suction, the work is

positive and during exhaust, work is negative and so net work is zero. But practically the fresh air or air-fuel

mixture is sucked and combustion material is exhausted through narrow valves, offering resistance to flow of
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air. Also there is internal friction and difference in temperature inside and outside the engine, so net pumping

work is negative, which reduces the positive cyclic work. Thus the net work output of working cycle of an

I.C engine is less than that of its air-standard cycle due to loss of work in its pumping action during suction

and exhaust process. It is also shown in actual P-V diagram of Petrol Engine and Diesel Engine shown in fig

12.1 and fig 12.2.

Fig. 12.1 Theoretical working cycle of 4-stroke petrol engine
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Fig. 12.2 Theoretical working cycle of 4-stroke diesel engine

 

12.3.1 Combustion process

The heat addition process in an I.C engine is actually a fuel burning or combustion process which is an

exothermic reaction between carbon content of fuel and oxygen content of air. The combustion process

depends on the type of fuel and other conditions inside the engine and so effecting the way in which heat is

released inside the engine and so effecting its thermal efficiency. Thus the overall thermal efficiency of an I.C

engine depends on the combustion process itself. In actual the maximum power output, minimum pollution

and higher thermal efficiency, all these parameters depend on that how efficiently the combustion process

takes place.

12.4 Classification of I.C Engine Based on Ignition Process

Let us now concentrate on I.C engines where the combustion of fuel takes place in the confined volume   

created by cylinder walls and piston.

Let us understand the combustion process more clearly as:

Combustion may be defined as a relatively rapid chemical combination of hydrogen and carbon in the fuel

with the oxygen in atmospheric air and resulting in liberation of heat energy. It is a very complicated

phenomenon and has been a subject of intensive research for many years. In fact the whole performance of

I.C engine largely depends on the combustion process and pattern of release of heat energy. Hence all scope

of research moves around the phenomenon of combustion.
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The conditions necessary for combustion to take place are:

i)        Presence of a combustible mixture i.e. fuel and air molecules should be in required proportion and in

physical contact with each other. Ideally each molecule of fuel should be in close contact with

required oxygen molecules.

ii)      Some means of initiating combustion i.e. either there should be an external spark or the temperature

of fuel air mixture should be very high, well above the ignition temperature of fuel.

iii)    Stabilization and propagation of flame in the combustion chamber, which depends on bulk

temperature of mixture.

Depending on the method of initiating combustion which further depends on the type of fuel used the I.C

engines are further classified as of two types.

i)        Spark Ignition (S.I.) Engine or petrol or gas engine.

ii)      Compression Ignition (C.I.) Engine-Diesel Engine

12.4.1 Spark ignition (SI) engine

In this type of engine the combustion is initiated by producing a spark by some external means as shown in fig

12.3. The fuel used is petrol, gas or any other liquid fuel which is volatile in nature and the vapour of which

can thoroughly mix with air at room temperature to prepare a good combustible mixture. This mixture is

prepared outside the engine cylinder in a device called carburetor and sucked by piston in cylinder of engine

through inlet valve, thus fulfilling the first requirement of combustion. It is then compressed to a high pressure

and temperature, required to fulfill the third condition of combustion. Then last condition is achieved by

producing a spark by spark plug. As all the conditions are well achieved, the combustion takes place instantly

and sharply increases the pressure and temperature approximately at constant volume at the end of

compression stroke. The cycle of SI engines resembles OTTO cycle as shown in fig. 12.1.

12.4.2 Compression Ignition (CI) Engine

 In this type of engine the combustion is initiated by compressing the air to such a high pressure &

temperature, which is above the ignition temperature of fuel. The fuel used generally is Diesel, which generally

does not form mixture with air. Thus the first condition is less achieved due to less volatility of diesel. Hence in

this type of engine, first the air only is compressed to a high temperature & pressure and turbulent condition.

And then at the end of compression stroke, the fuel is injected and atomized at high pressure in this air as

shown in the fig 12.4. Due to atomization the contact area of fuel droplets increases and due to very high

temperature produced by compression they vaporizes at once and as the temperature is above the ignition

temp the combustion starts at various points. This increases temperature and turbulence further and helps in

mixing of fuel and air. The mixing and combustion take place simultaneously and also for a comparatively long

time and nearly at constant pressure. Thus the actual engine cycle resembles the Diesel cycle. In Diesel

engine, combustion takes longer time by which piston covers some distance and increases the volume of

combustible gases in cylinder. The increase in pressure due to release of heat energy is balanced by decrease

in pressure due to increase in volume. Thus practically, the pressure remains constant during combustion

process in a slow speed Diesel engine. A high speed Diesel engine however works on Dual Combustion

Cycle.

12.5 Working of a Four Stroke Otto Cycle Spark Ignition (S.I.) Engine
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We have come to know that the working cycle of an actual engine as shown in the fig 12.1 is comprised of all

the processes of an Otto cycle along with two addition processes of suction and exhaust. Normally, to carry

out a complete cycle of processes as suction, Compression, Ignition, Expansion and Exhaust, piston in the

cylinder of engine has to carry out four strokes from one end to other end. Therefore it is also called a four-

stroke S.I. engine. The top end position of piston towards the cylinder head is called top dead centre (TDC)

and the bottom end position towards crank is called bottom dead centre (BDC).

The theoretical working of a 4-stroke S.I. engine is explained with the help of engine diagram in Fig 12.3 and

complete 4-stroke cycle diagram on P-V chart as shown in fig 12.1.

Process 5-1 (Suction stroke)

At the start of cycle the piston moves from TDC to BDC. The inlet valve (I.V.) is opened automatically by

valve operating mechanism at the start of this process. Due to increase in volume inside the cylinder, a slight

vacuum is created and, the fresh charge i.e. mixture of air and petrol prepared in Carburetor is sucked inside

the cylinder through inlet valve. At the end of stroke, the piston reaches BDC position, total volume of

cylinder is filled with fresh charge and inlet valve is closed. Theoretically, the charge is filled at constant

pressure P1 and it occupies the total volume of cylinder V1.

 

 Process 1-2 (Compression stroke)

During this stroke, both the valves remain closed and piston is moved from BDC to TDC by the force of

crank. As the piston moves up, volume of cylinder shrinks and the fresh charge is compressed to a higher

pressure P2 and volume V2 equal to clearance volume. Theoretically, this process is adiabatic compression

process. Temperature of fresh charge is also raised in compression from T1 to T2.

Process 2-3 (heat addition)

This process is actually a constant volume heat addition process. At point 2, spark plug ignites and starts the

combustion of already compressed, high temperature charge. Due to very favorable conditions of

combustion, combustion of charge and heat release takes place in no time (theoretically) and pressure &

temperature further shoots up to P3 and T3. Theoretically the volume remains constant from ‘2’ to ‘3’. So

V2=V3=VC=Clearance Volume.

Process 3-4 (expansion or working stroke)

This is the process or stroke of piston in which positive work is obtained. The burnt gases at high pressure

and high temperature at point ‘3’ expand and push the piston again from TDC to BDC, thus doing work on

the piston. This work is given to output shaft of engine through connecting rod and crank shaft. A small

portion of it is stored in the heavy rotating flywheel mounted on crankshaft, which is used in movement of

piston in three other idle stroke i.e. Suction, Compression and Exhaust). When piston reaches BDC,

cylindrical total volume is filled with comparatively lower pressure and temperature burnt gases or smoke. At

this point 4, the exhaust valve (EV) opens.  

Process 4-1 (heat rejection)        
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In this process, as soon as the exhaust valve is opened at point 4, the burnt gases start escaping to

atmosphere and their pressure reduces to atmospheric pressure P1. Theoretically, this process happens in no

time and escaping of exhaust gases take away some heat from the engine.

Process 1-5 (exhaust stroke)           

This stroke is just opposite to suction stroke. Piston moves from BDC to TDC and pushes away or sweeps

the remaining burnt gases out through E.V. As the piston reaches TDC most of burnt gases escape and E.V.

is closed. One cycle of the engine completes here. Simultaneously, the I.V. opens and next cycle starts.

 

In this way, piston goes on moving or reciprocating from TDC to BDC and BDC to TDC with a high speed

and engine produces power continuously by burning of petrol or gas etc. The power output and RPM of

engine can be easily controlled by a throttling valve fitted in the passage of air intake or in the carburetor

where fuel and air are mixed together in the right proportion. When throttle valve is fully open, maximum air

and fuel will be sucked by engine and maximum power will be produced. As throttle valve or accelerator is

closed, lesser air and fuel mixture will enter the engine per cycle and lesser power will be produced. The

throttle valve can be operated manually or automatically by a governor. In S.I. engine the power output &

RPM of engine are governed by varying the quantity of fuel air, mixture. This type of governing is called

Quantity Governing.

12.5.1 Actual cycle and valve timing diagram of a 4-s SI engine

In the previous article, the theoretical working of a 4-Stroke S.I. Engine based on ‘Otto’ cycle was

discussed. But still there are some practical difficulties in operating the engine on theoretical cycle as shown in

fig 12.1.Therefore some changes or modifications are required or have to be there to remove practical

difficulties. These are being discussed one by one.

1)      As the suction of fresh charge and exhaust of burnt gases take place through valves which are

practically of far less area than that of piston, some pressure difference is created across these valves.

Because of this valve restriction, the processes 5-1 and 1-5 are not on the same line. Suction Process 5-

1 line is curved downward due to decrease in pressure in the cylinder caused by valve restriction on one

side and pull created by piston on other side. In this way piston has to do extra work in pulling and

pushing the gases against valve restriction and also against friction. This work is called pumping work,

which is negative and reduces the overall output of engine per cycle. Pumping work is shown by loop 1-

5-1 on actual cycle of engine shown in Fig. 12.4.

      2)      The piston is continuously moving with a high speed and is not stopping at any point. So, volume in

the cylinder is continuously changing. On the other hand while operating valves mechanically, they require

some finite time to open and close and cannot be operated instantly at a particular state as given in

theoretical working. Also practically it is very difficult to suck the fresh charge and throw out the burnt

gases exactly within the limit of TDC & BDC. Practically by doing so, these processes become very

inefficient. Thus the timing at which valves are operated have to be advanced or delayed from TDC &

BDC as discussed in detail below.

      3)      One more thing is that even the combustion process is very fast in S.I. Engine but it is not completely
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instantaneous process and has some delay between the ignition of spark and reaching of gases at peak

pressure and temperature. Ideally the peak pressure of gases should come just at the point, when piston

is about to move from TDC to BDC, so that maximum works is produced.

A typical example of timing of operating Inlet & Exhaust valves and spark plug in a 4-Stroke S.I. Engine

is given in terms of Angles of Crank before or after BDC or TDC in Fig. 12.4. If can easily be

understood from Fig 12.3. that when piston moves from TDC to BDC, crank rotates by 180° and when

it again goes back from BDC to TDC, crank further rotates by 180° and completes 360°	 or one

revolution. But, one working cycle of 4-S Engine completes in four strokes of piston during which crank

shaft completes two revolution. Also when piston is at BDC or TDC, crank is exactly aligned with centre

line of Cylinder of Engine.

In the above diagram, dark dot represents the position of crank pin also shown by angle of crank at which

valves are operated. The crank pin rotates exactly in circular path. The spiral path is just shown to represent

different strokes i.e. Suction, Compression, Expansion and Exhaust separately. From this diagram, only

angles are important.

At the start of cycle, inlet valve opens 20° before piston reaching at TDC. Here 20° means crank is making

angle 20° with the centre line of cylinder of engine at the moment of opening of inlet valve. It ensures the I.V.

is fully open, when piston is at TDC and about to move towards BDC at the start of suction stroke.

The suction stroke ends theoretically when piston reaches BDC. But in actual the closing of I.V. is retarded

upto 35° after BDC. It is because during suction, the fresh charge enters the cylinder through I.V. with high

momentum due to which it keeps on entering the cylinder even when piston starts moving upward if I.V. is

open. So to trap this momentum and to adjust the closing time of I.V., its closing is retarded 35° after BDC

to ensure suction of maximum charge in the cylinder.

After I.V. Closing, compression starts at the end of which charge is to be ignited. But to adjust the delay

between Ignition and peak pressure, spark is given to charge before the end of compression stroke. It is

shown here 35° before TDC. This advancing of spark ensures the peak pressure at TDC position of piston to

harness maximum mechanical work during expansion. After Ignition, expansions of burnt gases take place.

Theoretically it goes on upto BDC, where E.V. Opens. But practical difficulty is that if E.V. starts opening at

BDC, it will fully open after some angle of crank and pressure of gases is still higher, so piston has to do

negative work on these gases and net work of cycle will decrease. To avoid this the exhaust valve starts

opening 35° before piston reaches BDC during the expansion stroke. It ensures that valve is fully open before

BDC and also self escaping of some of burnt gases due to some higher pressure than outside pressure.

 At the end of exhaust stroke, E.V. should close theoretically. But to trap the momentum of outgoing gases

through E.V. and to ensure minimum exhaust gases left over in the cylinder, exhaust valve closes 10° after

TDC.

In this way, by operating the valves and spark before or after BDC/TDC to adjust the real phenomenon, the

power output of Engine is optimized. The actual cycle of a 4-S S.I. Engine will look like as shown in fig 12.5.
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Fig. 12.5 Actual cycle of 4-stroke S.I. engine
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 Module 6.  I. C. engine

Lesson 13

COMPARISON OF SI AND CI ENGINE

13.1 Working of a Four Stroke Diesel Cycle Compression Ignition (CI) Engine
13.1.1 Actual cycle & valve timing diagram of a 4-s CI engine

13.1 Working of a Four Stroke Diesel Cycle Compression Ignition (CI) Engine

A diesel engine is called compression Ignition engine because here the conditions of combustion or ignition are achieved

only by compression of air to a very high pressure. There is no spark plug to initiate the combustion, but in place of that

a fuel injector is there, which injects and atomizes the fuel i.e. Diesel at a very high pressure in very hot compressed air

after compression stroke in engine. Due to high pressure and temperature above the ignition temperature, fuel

atomization, evaporation and self ignition take place. The rest of the working of Diesel Engine is same as that of Petrol

or Gasoline Engine. Here also one complete cycle is comprised of all the processes of Diesel cycle along with suction of

fresh air and exhaust of burnt gases. To carry out all these processes, here also normally 4 strokes of piston are

required. So, it is called a 4-stroke Diesel Engine. The complete theoretical working of it is explained here and can be

understood with the help of engine line-diagram shown in Fig 13.1. and complete cycle diagram on P-V chart in fig

13.2. 

Process 5-1 (suction stroke)

At the start of cycle, the piston moves from TDC (point ‘2’ 2 ‘5)’to BDC (point ‘1’ 2 ‘4) and inlet valve is opened at

the start of process at point 5. Due to increase in volume of cylinder by the movement of piston, the fresh air from

atmosphere enters the cylinder and occupies all the space inside the cylinder until piston reaches BDC. At the point ‘1’,

air filled in cylinder is at volume V1 and its pressure & temperature are theoretically same as that of outside atmosphere.

Here inlet valve is closed and cylinder becomes a closed thermodynamic system.

Process 1-2 (compression stroke)

In this stroke, piston moves from BDC to TDC by the force of crank. As both valves are closed, the air sucked in

previous stroke is compressed to the clearance volume. Here in Diesel engine the compression ratio ‘r’ which is the

ratio of total volume V1 to clearance volume VC is very high as compared to SI Engine. So, naturally the rise in

pressure and temperature of air at the end of compression stroke is also more. The range of ‘r’ in Diesel Engine is 15 to

22. Theoretically, the compression process is adiabatic & isentropic Compression.

Process 2-3 (heat addition)

This process is actually a constant pressure heat addition process or a mix of constant volume and constant pressure

process as in case of high speed diesel engine. At the point ‘2’ the fuel injector injects a fix quantity of fuel in very hot &

compressed air compressed to the clearance volume.  Due to that fuel spray ignites itself thus releasing of heat in the

cylinder. As this heat addition process is slow, piston moves back to some distance from TDC to point ‘3’ shown in fig

13.2 and the volume increases which nullifies the effect of increase in pressure due to heat addition. Pressure remains

constant theoretically upto point 3, where the injector stops injection of fuel and so the addition of heat. Point ‘3’ is also

called cut-off point. A part of piston stroke from 2 to 3 takes place along with this process and the burning fuel plus air

mixture expand and push the piston producing a positive work.
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Fig. 13.2 Theoretical working cycle of 4-stroke diesel engine

Process 3-4 (expansion stroke)

Actually the complete expansion stroke is from point 2 to point 4 but a part of it is along the previous heat addition

process 2-3. After point ‘3’ heat addition stops and the hot and high pressure burnt gases expand at the cost of their

own internal energy and produce positive work by pushing the piston to BDC. This stroke is called working stroke as

here piston moves the crankshaft and give mechanical energy. Major part of this energy is given to output shaft and a

small portion is stored in heavy flywheel in the form of its rotational kinetic energy and used up during idle strokes of

piston i.e. Suction, Compression & Exhaust.

Process 4-1 (heat rejection)

This process takes place at constant volume and heat is rejected directly by escaping of some of burnt gases due to

pressure difference inside and outside the engine as soon as exhaust valve opens at point ‘4’ i.e. just at the end of

expansion or working stroke. Theoretically, piston remains at BDC and gases escape in no time, taking away some

heat from the engine. Pressure inside the cylinder reduces to atmospheric pressure.

Process 1-5 (exhaust stroke)

In this process or stroke, piston is moved by crank from BDC to TDC. As the exhaust valve remains open during this

stroke, piston displaces or sweeps out the burnt gases through it and only a small fraction of gases remain in the

clearance volume finally. The piston reaches TDC and the cycle completes as the initial conditions are again reached.

AT this point, exhaust valve closes and inlet valve opens and next cycle starts.       

In this way piston moves or reciprocates from TDC to BDC and again from BDC to TDC with a high speed and

engine produces power continuously by burning of air and fuel mixture. The power output and RPM of engine here can

be controlled by controlling the quantity of fuel injected only. There is no restriction on the quantity of air sucked by

engine. There is a mechanical or electric control on the fuel injection depending on fuel injection system used. When

more power is required more quantity of fuel is injected and when less power is required accordingly fuel supply is

reduced. There is no control on the quantity of air so air sucked remains more or less same. In this way only the quality

of combustible mixture changes in different conditions of loading and so Quality Governing is used in CI Engine.

13.1.1 Actual cycle & valve timing diagram of a 4-s CI engine

In the previous article, the theoretical working of a 4-S Diesel Engine was discussed based on Diesel Cycle. But like in

a SI Engine, here also the same type of practical difficulties come in operating the engine, which are to be removed by
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doing some changes or modifications in valve operating timing and diesel injection timing as per the real phenomenon in

a Diesel Engine. All these changes are being discussed here in detail one by one.

1)      The inlet and exhaust valves are practically of lesser cross-sectional area than that of piston or cylinder. So they

offer flow resistance to the incoming fresh air and outgoing burnt gases. Wall friction & Internal friction is also

there. To overcome these resistances, piston has to do negative work for continuously pumping in fresh charge

during suction stroke and pumping out the burnt gases during exhaust stroke. So net work is not as given by

theoretical cycle shown in fig 13.2. But it is less than that due to negative pumping work which is clear from

actual cycle diagram in fig 13.3

2)      Inlet and Exhaust valves are to be operated mechanically by a cam shaft which gives a smooth opening &

closing. Thus valves cannot be operated instantly at a particular position of piston at BDC or TDC as shown in

theoretical cycle in fig 13.2. Also to trap the momentum of incoming air and outgoing burnt gases for the benefit

of efficient and effective suction & exhaust stroke, the operation of valves has to be advanced or delayed as

discussed in detail further below.

3)      The combustion process in a CI Engine is entirely different than that in a SI Engine. Here the fuel injection, its

atomization, mixing & burning in air is a relatively slow process, which is to be adjusted appropriately between

compression & expansion process so that to maximize the work output.                       

 On removing these practical difficulties and inculcating the necessary changes or modification the actual valve timing

diagram of a 4-S CI Engine is shown in Fig 13.4.

Fig. 13.3 Actual cycle of 4-S CI engine

At the start of cycle, inlet valve opens at crank position 25° before TDC to adjust the valve operating period. It ensures

the valve is fully open at the start of suction stroke just after TDC.

At the end of suction stroke at BDC, Inlet valve should close as per theoretical cycle. But as discussed earlier also, it

closes 30° after BDC i.e. after the piston has started moving upwards to adjust the valve operating period and to trap

the incoming momentum of fresh air at the end of suction stroke.

As soon as the inlet valve closes, compression of air starts and at the end of it injection of fuel should start theoretically.

But to adjust the time delay between start of injection and start of combustion, fuel injector starts injecting the fuel 15°

before TDC. It keeps on injecting fuel upto 25° after TDC. Rise in pressure due to combustion is somewhat adjusted

by increase in volume by downward movement of piston. Thus there is no steep rise in pressure as was in case of SI

Engine. It is clear from actual PV diagram shown in fig 13.3

Like in SI Engine, exhaust valve starts opening 45° before piston reaching BDC so as to adjust the valve operating

timing and to decrease pumping work of piston during exhaust stroke. However, opening of E.V. before end of
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expansion stroke is also a direct loss of power but that will be lesser & safer than the piston would have to face a

opposing thrust or jerk just at the start of exhaust process.

At the end of exhaust stroke, when piston is at TDC, exhaust valve should close as per theoretical cycle in fig. 13.2.

But to trap the momentum of outgoing gases and also to adjust the valve operating period, E.V. closes fully 15° after

TDC.              

In this way by operating the valves and fuel injector before and after BDC/TDC to adjust the real phenomenon the

power output of engine is optimized. After incorporating all these changes or modifications, the actual cycle of a 4-S

Diesel Engine will look like as shown in fig. 13.3

Table 13.1 Comparison of SI and CI engines

                    SI Engine               CI Engine

Fuel used is petrol, LPG  or CNG etc. Fuel used is Diesel oil.

It works on ‘OTTO’ cycle. It works on Diesel or Dual combustion cycle.

Power Required to start the engine is less Power required to start the engine is more.

Compression ratio is low in the range of 7 to 9. Compression ratio is high in the range of 15 to 24.

Fuel supply system is either through carburetor

or through Electronic Multi Point Fuel Injection  

(MPFI) system.

Fuel supply system is any type of high pressure

fuel injection system like Direct Injection (D.I.),

Common Rail Diesel Injection (CRDI) etc.

Maximum pressure does not exceed 60 bars. So  

SI engine is comparatively light in weight.

Maximum pressure exceeds up to 120 bar or even

more. So, more robust construction and heavier

than SI Engine.

High RPM, Low Torque Low RPM, High Torque

Power output is governed by controlling the

quantity of fresh charge supply to engine. So SI

Engine uses quantity governing.

Power output is governed by controlling the quantity

of fuel only to be injected while air quantity

 remains same. So CI engine uses quality governing.

Its running cost is high. (Less fuel efficiency) Its running cost is low. (More fuel efficiency)

Its initial cost is low. Its initial cost is high.

It’s maintenance cost is low. Its maintenance cost is high.

Not used in case of high power requirement due to

lesser fuel efficiency

Not used in case of low power requirement due to

 bulky and costly.

It has high power to weight ratio. It has low power to weight ratio

Their use is limited to two wheeler automobiles and

personal cars only. May also be used in some other

small applications where light engine is primary

requirement.

These are used in heavy duty vehicles, Electric Gen

Sets and other heavy duty power applications where

low running cost is primary requirement.
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Module 6.  I. C. engine

Lesson 14

PARTS OF I.C. ENGINE

14.1 Parts and Construction of an I.C Engine

14.1.1 Cylinder block

14.1.2 Cylinder head

14.1.3 Piston

14.1.4 Piston rings
14.1.5 Piston pin (gudgeon pin)

14.1.6 Connecting rod
14.1.7 Crankshaft

14.1.8 Crank case

14.1.9 Engine bearing

14.1.10 Flywheel

14.1.11 Governor

14.1.12 Valves and valve operating mechanism

14.2 Important Terms Related to an I.C. Engine

14.1 Parts and Construction of an I.C Engine

Until now after studying the heat engines, we know that work means movement of piston from one end to

other end in the cylinder of engine. It means the work is available in the form of a straight movement of piston

and that too only during the expansion or working stroke. Out of this work some work has to be spent in the

suction, compression & exhaust stroke. Thus work available at the piston is not continuous. On the other

hand, practical requirement from a heat engine is continuous supply of mechanical work in the form of a

moving wheel. Thus the actual I.C engine is not merely a cylinder/piston arrangement but there are some other

parts and mechanism also which make it a complete machine producing power by burning of fuel. Practically

there are hundreds of different parts of an I.C engine and it is practically impossible to explain each in the

limited contents. However the main components which form an integral part of engine are explained here and

also shown in the Fig 14.1 of a single cylinder air cooled I.C. engine.

For more animations of I. C. engine please visit www.animatedengines.com

14.1.1 Cylinder block

It is the major part of an I.C engine which is casted of hard grade cast iron or aluminum alloy. It has one or

more cylindrical barrels/cylinders which guide the piston, depending on single cylinder or multi-cylinder

engine. The bore and length of cylinder depending on stroke length are the two main design parameters of an

I.C engine. Most of the time, separate cylindrical sleeves of superior quality material i.e. steel or aluminum

alloy are fitted in the cylinder blocks to act as the cylinder. On wear and tear these can be replaced in the

engine block during over hauling of engine. In air cooled cylinder, fins are provided around the cylinder to

increase/facilitate dissipation of heat to air. In water cooled cylinder water jackets are there around the

cylinder through which cooling water flows. The manufacturing quality of the cylinder or sleeve contributes

mainly towards the life of engine as it has to bear a lot of mechanical & thermal stresses.
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14.1.2 Cylinder head

It covers the cylinder block & so the cylinder from top end is closed. It is filled tightly with cylinder block with

the help of studs and nuts. A gasket is also used between cylinder head and cylinder to avoid any leakage of

gases. It has a complicated design as it incorporates in it the hemispherical shape combustion chamber, inlet

and exhaust ports/ passage, valve & valve seat and also valve guide mechanism. The spark plug for S.I

engine or Fuel injector for C.I engine is also screwed in at the appropriate place in cylinder head. In case of

water cooled engine, the cooling water galleries are also incorporated in the cylinder head which meet the

corresponding water galleries in cylindrical block.  Thus it has a complicated design. It is also casted of high

grade C.I or aluminum alloy.

14.1.3 Piston

It is a moving component of cylindrical shape which remains slide fitted in the cylinder and can reciprocate in

the cylinder. Its outer diameter is within the limits and fits of inner diameter of cylinder. The number of piston

used is same as number of cylinders i.e. for each cylinder there is one piston. It is made up of aluminum alloy

and strong enough to bear the force of expanding fuel gases on one side and transmit it to connecting rod on

the other side. It is also light in weight to minimize the energy loss due to inertia forces. It is a semi-hollow

cylindrical component with the solid face towards the cylinder head. Over the top solid face it bears the force

of burning & expanding gases and in the hollow space below connecting rod is hinged with the help of a

gudgeon pin. On its circumference, it has rectangular slots/grooves to fit in various types of piston rings. The

O.D of piston is designed in such a way that even after increase in size due to thermal expansion at high

working temperature, it should easily slide in the bore of cylinder.

14.1.4 Piston rings

Along with easy sliding, the piston should also give a sealing fit in the cylinder to avoid leakage of gases in

between the piston & cylinder. For this purpose, piston is equipped with piston rings. Piston rings are made

of fine grain cast iron or spring steel which gives high elasticity even at higher temperature. These are circular

in shape and sized as per the groove of piston. They are split at one point for fitting in the grooves. When

rings are put on piston and it is slided inside the cylinder walls, their closed end comes close and due to

elasticity they try to expand outside and form a sealing fit with the cylinder walls. The split end of each ring is

kept at a different point than that of other ring. In case of a 4 stroke engine where more lubricating oil is

supplied between the piston and cylinder, a separate ring is there to scrap off all the oil from the cylinder wall,

before it is exposed to burning gases to prevent burning of lubricating oil.

14.1.5 Piston pin (gudgeon pin)

It is a hardened steel pin pressed through the piston and small end of connecting rod fitted in between. By

piston pin, connecting rod is connected to piston and can swivel on it.

14.1.6 Connecting rod

It is a forged component hinged between the piston and crankshaft. The small end is hinged to the piston with

the help of gudgeon pin. Big end is hinged to the crank with the help of another set of split bushes and crank

pin. This big end is open able and closed by a rod cap after taking in the crank pin with split bushes in
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between a shown in fig 14.2. The job of connecting rod is to transmit reciprocating motion of piston to the

crank in rotary form. Connecting rod is made up of nickel/chrome vanadium steels. The assembly of piston,

piston pin and connecting rod with crank shaft as shown is Fig 14.2.

14.1.7 Crankshaft

It is the main shaft of engine mounted over the main bearings in crankcase and has crank or

misaligned/eccentric crankpin hinged with big end of connecting rod. This shape facilitates the conversion of

reciprocating motion into rotary motion. The eccentricity between the crankshaft and crank pin is half of the

stroke length of piston. Thus during two complete stroke of piston, crank shaft undergoes one complete

revolution.

14.1.8 Crank case

Crank Case is made up of cast iron and covers the lower portion of cylinder block. It houses the crankshaft,

connecting rod, cam shaft, push rod etc and also stores lubricating oil at its bottom. So, the bottom portion of

crank case is called oil sump which can be dismantled separately.  At its bottom a drain plug is there to drain

the lubricant oil during routine servicing of engine. Lubricating oil pump is also installed inside the crank case.

14.1.9 Engine bearing

Any rotating mechanical part of a machine is supported by some type of bearing. The function of bearing is

to allow the required moment of parts and also to support or bear the load or force exerted by moving parts.

The bearing at the small end and bigger end of connecting rod are sleeve and split-sleeve bearings. The main

bearings in the crankcase on which crank shaft is supported are ball bearings or roller bearing. All the

bearings are lubricated continuously with pressurized lubrication system of engine. If wear does take place, it

is the bearing or sleeve that wears and it can be replaced instead of whole crank shaft or other expensive

engine part. However, due to costly material, bearings are also costly parts but need to be replaced only

after a long time running of engine.

14.1.10 Flywheel

A flywheel mounted on the crankshaft outside the crank case has an important part to play in the working of

an I.C engine. It is a heavy part and rotates along with the crank shaft. It stores the energy in the form of a

heavy rotating mass, when it is available on crankshaft during working stroke and gives it back when it is

needed in the idle stroke. So it keep on moving the engine during idle stroke. It also facilitates the starting of

engine, overcoming the starting over-load. The weight of fly-wheel depends on the type and size of engine.

Therefore lighter flywheel is required for a multi-cylinder engine than that in single-cylinder engine of same

displacement. Also lighter flywheel is required for a 2-stroke engine than that in 4-stroke engine. Further

lighter flywheel is needed in petrol engine as compared to Diesel Engine.

14.1.11 Governor

Governor is a device used for regulating automatically, the output of engine by regulating the supply of

fuel/fuel charge. In an engine running at a normal speed, if the load on output shaft increases, rpm of engine

tends to decrease. Conversely if the load decreases, rpm tends to increase. If governor is, fitted on the

engine, it senses its rpm and accordingly regulates the fuel supply to the engine. If due to increased load,
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engine tends to slow down, governor increases the fuel supply and if engine tends to rotate fast due to

decreased load, governor decreases the fuel supply and keeps engine rpm at a constant value by adjusting the

power produced with power required.

14.1.12 Valves and valve operating mechanism

The various components of valve operating mechanism are

i)        Inlet and Exhaust Valves with extended Stem

ii)      Valve Seat in the cylinder Head

iii)    Valve bush

iv)    Valve Spring

v)      Rocker Arm or Puppets

vi)    Push Rod

vii)  Cam Shaft

viii)   Timing Gear or Belt

The Inlet & Exhaust Valves of conical disc type are provided in the cylinder Head. Generally one Inlet Valve

& One Exhaust Valve is there in each cylinder. But more than one Inlet & Exhaust Valve can also be used.

These valves rest on their seat made in the bottom face of head with the help of valve stem, bush, spring

retainer etc. Due to spring force, valve remains closed by tightly fitting over its cone shaped seat. It can be

made open by pushing valve stem with the help of rocker arm downward. The rocker arm is actuated by

means of a push rod and camshaft resting on its bearings in the crankcase. On the camshaft, various cams are

there in different angles, one for each valve. The camshaft is rotated by engine crankshaft itself with the help

of timing gears. The relative position of crankshaft and camshaft is very important as it ensure the correct

timing of operation of valves with the help of already determined and fixed position of cams on camshaft.

Valves and rocker arms are fitted in cylinder head and camshaft is in the crankcase. Push rods pass through

cylinder block to pass on the actuating or pulsating moments of cams to rocker arms.

14.2 Important Terms Related to an I.C. Engine

(a) Bore

It means the inside diameter of cylinder of Engine.

(b) Stroke

The distance moved by piston along the cylinder axis from one end to other end i.e. BDC to TDC is called

stroke.

(c) T.D.C.

The end position of piston in cylinder towards cylinder head side is called top dead centre or TDC.

(d) B.D.C.
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The end position of piston in cylinder towards crankcase side is called bottom dead centre or BDC.

(e) Size

Size of engine means the stroke volume of all the cylinders of engine which is measured in cu cm (c.c.) by

multiplying the cross-section area of cylinder and stroke of piston. So 800 c.c. of engine means total stroke

volume of all cylinders in cu. cm

(f) Clearance Volume

The volume contained in the cylinder above the piston when it is at TDC is called Clearance Volume. It is the

least volume to which gases/air can be shrinked to.

(g) Total Volume

It is the volume contained in cylinder above the piston when position is at BDC. It is the maximum volume,

the gases can occupy in the cylinder.

(h) Swept Volume

It is the difference of total volume and clearance volume or it is the volume which the piston can sweep in one

stroke. It is also called stroke volume and stroke volume of all the cylinder contribute to size of engine.

(i) Compression ratio

It is the ratio of total volume to clearance volume. It’s value in S.I. Engine is 7 to 9 and in C.I. Engine is 15 to

24.

(j) Average piston speed

Due to slider crank mechanism and reciprocating motion of piston, it accelerates and de-accelerates

continuously. But its average speed can be calculated as 2LN, where L is the length of stroke and N is rpm

of engine.
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Module 6.  I. C. engine

Lesson 15

FUEL SUPPLY SYSTEMS

15.1 Fuel Supply System of S.I Engine
15.1.1 Carburetion

15.1.2 Electronic fuel injection (MPFI system)

15.2 Fuel Supply System of C.I Engine

15.2.1 Mechanical injection system

15.2.2 Electronic injection system (with CRDI technology)

15.3 Knocking in S.I. Engine

15.4 Detonation in CI Engine

15.1 Fuel Supply System of S.I Engine

In a S.I engine, a measured quantity of petrol or gas is already mixed with air in a calculated proportion

before being sucked by engine. Then this combustible charge having right quantity of fuel-air is ignited at the

appropriate time at the end of compression stroke in the engine with the help of a spark plug. The operation

of spark plug is timed along with the moment of crank shaft with the help of ignition system. Low voltage of

battery is given to primary winding of ignition coil through an ignition switch and contact breaker. The

secondary winding is connected to spark plugs through distributor (in case of multi-cylinder engines). A cam

on cam shaft breaks the contact and causes the electric primary circuit to open and close. When the circuit is

broken or the current flow is stopped in the primary winding, the magnetic field collapses inducing a high

voltage in the secondary winding due to which a spark occurs instantaneously in the spark plug. This spark

initiates the combustion of compressed air-fuel mixture in the engine cylinder.

Depending on the method of mixing petrol or gas in the air in right proportion as per the requirement of

engine, the fuel supply system of S.I engine is conventionally is of two types as discussed below

15.1.1 Carburetion

In the carburetion method, fuel stored in the fuel tank is supplied to carburetor by means of a simple

diaphragm pump through a fuel filter. The job of pump is only to supply fuel from fuel tank to float chamber of

carburetor. Sometimes when the fuel tank is above the carburetor like in 2-wheeler engine, fuel will come by

gravity and fuel pump is not needed.

The design & working of a simple carburetor fitted in the suction line or Inlet manifold of engine is very

simple. As shown in fig 15.1 there is a venturi in the flow passage of air being sucked by engine? A jet is

situated in the venturi and connected to the float chamber of carburetor, where fuel is stored at atmospheric

pressure. The float keeps the fuel at a constant level in the float chamber. While passing through the venturi,

pressure of air reduces and a pressure difference is created across the fuel jet connecting float chamber with

venturi. Due to this pressure difference fuel is continuously supplied to air flowing through venturi. As jet is of

very small inner diameter, fuel i.e. petrol is sprayed in the flowing air and due to its high volatility, it vapourizes

and forms a combustible mixture of fuel vapour plus air. The fuel air ratio is automatically controlled by the

speed of air through the venturi which eventually depends on speed/rpm of engine. The size of venturi and jet
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are designed on the basis of desired fuel air ratio. In an actual carburetor, some additional systems are there

to satisfy the demands of engine under varying conditions like cold starting, engine idling, requirement of

additional power at high speed & load etc. (Fig. 15.1)

15.1.2 Electronic fuel injection (MPFI system)

In this system an electrically driven fuel pump draws fuel from fuel tank and supplies it to a common header or

tube. A pressure regulator fitted at the end maintains a constant pressure of fuel approx. 3 bars in the header.

The header is connected to different branches of inlet manifold through fuel injectors. For each cylinder of

engine there is separate fuel injector which injects fuel in the corresponding air passage of that cylinder. Due

to this the system is called multi-point fuel injection (MPFI) system. The fuel injectors are precision built

solenoid valves having single or multiple orifices. Due to constant pressure of fuel maintained in the common

header, the quantity of fuel injected depends only on the time period for which the solenoid valve type fuel

injectors are kept in open position.

An on-board ECU (Electronic control unit) i.e. microprocessor controls the quantity of fuel injected to each

cylinder individually and also the ignition timing of each cylinder. The data input to the ECU comes from a

number of sensors located all over the engine. These sensors collect the following data continuously.

1.      Ambient temperature

2.      Inlet manifold vacuum or Air Velocity

3.      Exhaust gases temperature

4.      Exhaust O2 content

5.      Throttle position

6.      Engine r.p.m.

7.      Crankshaft & position

8.      Engine coolant temperature
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Fig. 15.2 Electronic fuel injection system

Based on programmed interpretation or processing of this data, ECU calculates the amount of fuel needed to

maintain stoichiometry i.e. air/fuel ratio of 14.7:1 and converts it into required pulse width i.e. time period for

which it keeps the solenoid injector energized. ECU also gives command to spark ignition system. In this way

ECU ensures overall satisfactory performance of the engine from start to shut down including emission control

by sending right quantity and quality of fuel air mixture to each cylinder of engine at right time based on

requirement of engine and also ignites it at right time.

15.2 Fuel Supply System of C.I Engine

The primary requirement of a C.I engine is to inject the right quantity of fuel at a very high pressure either

directly over the piston in the cylinder of engine or indirectly in a combustion chamber in the cylinder head

which is connected to cylinder of engine. In any method the fuel injection system has to control injection

timing, injection period and injection pressure. Now in most of the diesel engines direct injection is used with

improved injection technology. The diesel injection systems used nowadays are of two types:

(1)   Mechanical Injection System

(2)   Electronic Injection System

15.2.1 Mechanical injection system

This system was universally being used in Diesel Engines until the introduction of new fuel injection technology

like CRDI etc. But still due to the reason of more initial cost involved in adopting newer technology, it is being

used in Diesel Engines of different sizes. In this type, there are two basic components as one pressurizing unit

(High Pressure Pump) and other atomizing unit (High pressure nozzle or injector). Depending on the design,
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manner of operation and control of these two basic components, mechanical fuel injection system are of three

types.

(a) Individual pump and injector system

In this system there is a separate pump and separate injector for each cylinder of engine. The pump creates

high pressure of fuel and also meters and times the injection of fuel through injector. It is a plunger type pump

driven by engine power itself.

(b) Common rail system

Here a high pressure pump keeps constant high pressure of fuel in an accumulator with the help of a pressure

regulating valve. This accumulator is connected to common rail which is extended to different distributing

elements of each cylinder. A separate metering & timing element controls the supply of metered & timed

pressurized fuel to each injector of cylinder. This system is self governing and more smooth operation is there.

(c) Distributor system

Like the first system, here also the pump pressurizes, times and meters the fuel. But which quantum of fuel is

to be supplied to which injector, is decided by a rotating distributor. This system is cheaper than first system

in case of a multi-cylinder engine.

The diagram of a plunger type pump and fuel injector is shown in Fig. 15.3.

15.2.2 Electronic injection system (with CRDI technology)

In this system of diesel injection, a common rail diesel injection (CRDI) technology is used. It is more or less

same as Common Rail System of Mechanical Injection but the difference comes in the control over metering

& timing of injectors which is done by an on-board computer system or electronic control unit. Thus it

resembles with the operation of MPFI system of S.I engine. The basic system is same; there is a high

pressure fuel pump which maintains high pressure in a common rail (steel tube) through high pressure

regulator. But here the pressure maintained is very high of the order of 2000 bar as compared to 3-5 bars in

MPFI system. The fuel injectors are very special either solenoid type or piezzo electric type which control the

fuel injection from common rail to each cylinder very precisely.

The opening time, pulse width etc of fuel injectors can be electrically controlled by the E.C.U. Here is the

main advantage of system that the fuel can be injected in more than one pulse in a very controlled manner

unlike only one pulse or one injection per cycle in the mechanical system. Here a pilot injection is done before

the main injection for fast burning and less ignition delay of the fuel. It reduces the noise level very much and

also ensures complete burning of fuel, high efficiency, low emission and good cold start. This new technology

has considerably removed the demerits of diesel engines like high noise level, high pollution, difficulty in

starting etc and improved fuel efficiency a lot. A schematic diagram of CRDI system is given here in fig.15.4
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Fig. 15.4 Common rail diesel injection system

15.3 Knocking in S.I. Engine

It is a knocking sound coming from engine due to momentarily steep rise in pressure and temperature during

combustion. One theory behind this is when flame (burning and expanding fuel air mixture) propagates from

spark plug to the far end of combustion chamber the un-burnt mixture at end is compressed and may self

ignite before reaching the flame. Due to that the pressure waves strike each other and pressure increases

sharply and due to vibration a knocking sound is produced.

High compression-ratio and the high bulk-temperature increase the tendency of knocking. But mainly

knocking tendency depends on the quality of fuel indicated by OCTANE NUMBER. A higher Octane

number fuel will have less knocking tendency. Actually the self burning tendency of petrol-air mixture at a

lower temperature limits the compression ratio in S.I. Engine.

Normally, Petrol available in India has Octane No. 80 to 90.

15.4 Detonation in CI Engine

It depends on ignition delay. If ignition delay of type of fuel (diesel) used is more than ignition is delayed after

injection of fuel. By that time quantity of fuel injected is more and hence more fuel burns simultaneously at a

time, releasing more energy in short time. This results in sharp increase in pressure giving a detonating sound.

To avoid detonation ignition delay should be less unlike S.I. Engine where it should be more.

The detonating quality of Diesel fuel is specified by its Cetane Number. Higher the Cetane number, lesser will

be the propensity of Diesel knocking or detonation.
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Module 6. I. C. engine

Lesson 16

TWO STROKE CYCLE ENGINE

16.1 Introduction
16.2 Two Stroke Cycle Engine

16.2.1 Construction

16.2.2 Working of a 2-S engine

16.1 Introduction

A 2-S cycle engine is one in which the complete cycle of engine comprising of all the six processes i.e.

suction, compression, heat addition, expansion, heat rejection and exhaust take place within only 2 strokes of

piston or one revolution of crankshaft. It was devised by Duglad Clark in 1880. Actually the construction of

engine is such that the compression and suction of charge take place separately but simultaneously on the

opposite side of piston in a single stroke and expansion and exhaust also take place in a single stroke each

consuming a part of piston stroke. In this way power is produced in each revolution of crankshaft of engine

unlike a 4-S engine in which power is produced in alternate revolution of engine. Due to this reason a 2-S

engine produces more power as compared to a same size 4-S engine, which is beneficial in such application

where lighter engine producing more power is required.

16.2 Two Stroke Cycle Engine

16.2.1 Construction

A 2-S cycle engine is simpler in construction than a 4-S engine due to absence of valves and valve operating

mechanism. The construction of a 2-S engine as shown in Fig. 16.1 is basically same as that of a 4-S engine.

The major components are same i.e. cylinder or cylinder block, crank case, cylinder head, piston, connecting

rod, crankshaft etc. The difference is that, in place of valves, only two ports are there in the wall of cylinder.

One port is named as transfer port which is connected to the crankcase itself through a gallery in the cylinder

block. Just opposite to transfer port but slightly above is another port named as exhaust port which is

connected to exhaust pipe for exhaust of burnt gases. These ports are covered and uncovered by the

movement of piston itself, thus there is no separate valve operating mechanism. Due to these ports and

absence of valves, the construction of a 2-S engine is simple and so its initial cost is also less. Another change

from a 4-S engine is that here in 2-S engine, crankcase is also used for suction of fresh charge. For that a self

operating valve is there in the crankcase, which is operated by change in pressure within crankcase due to

upward and downward movement of piston. One more slight difference is in the shape of piston that a hump

is provided on its top face to facilitate or guide the movement of fresh charge coming from transfer port upto

the top portion of cylinder and escaping of exhaust gases through exhaust port The importance of this hump in

piston and upward direction of transfer port line or gallery  as shown in the Fig. 16.1 is to facilitate minimum

mixing of fresh charge with exhaust gases and maximum replacement of exhaust gases with fresh charge. It

will be clear after understanding the working of a 2-S Engine.

16.2.2 Working of a 2-S engine
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First of all, we must know that a 2-S Engine also may be classified as S.I. Engine and C.I. Engine and what

are the differences between a 4-S Engine S.I. and 4-S C.I. Engine, same are here in 2-S S.I. Engine and 2-

Stroke C.I. Engine. Let us discuss the working of a 2-S petrol engine. Let us start from the position of piston

at TDC. Above the piston, fresh charge in compressed condition and occupying the clearance volume is

present. As soon as the spark occurs at the points of spark plug, combustion of fresh charge starts and heat

energy is released. These hot burning gases expand and push the piston downward and produces the work.

This expansion/working stroke continues upto four fifth of the piston stroke until the piston uncovers the

exhaust port. As soon as exhaust port is uncovered, burnt gases at some higher pressure than atmosphere

find their way out through exhaust port. On the down side of piston, fresh charge is filled all over the cylinder

and crankcase which was slightly compressed simultaneously by downward movement of piston during

expansion stroke.

With further downward movement of piston, transfer port is also uncovered just after partial uncovering of

exhaust port. As soon as the transfer port is uncovered, ‘slightly compressed fresh charge’ in the crank case

rushes to the space in cylinder above the piston. As the gallery of transfer port is inclined upwards and also

because of hump in piston, fresh charge goes towards the top space of cylinder and pushing directly the burnt

gases out of exhaust port. This process of sweeping away of burnt gases directly by incoming fresh charge is

called scavenging. This scavenging is actually the most inefficient part of a 2-S engine, because here fresh

charge & burnt gases directly meet and some fresh charge may also escape through exhaust port while some

burnt gases may remain inside the cylinder. The burnt gases remained with fresh charge in cylinder will dilute

the charge and reduce the power output. Also any amount of fresh charge, if escapes with burnt gases

through exhaust part without taking part in combustion & expansion in next cycle is a direct loss of fuel. Thus

due to poor scavenging process in a 2-S engine, it is less fuel efficient than that a 4-S engine. Rather the

efficiency of a 2-Stroke engine depends on the efficiency of scavenging process.

The scavenging takes place during the last fifth part of down stroke and first fifth part of upstroke of piston

during which transfer port remains uncovered by piston. It means after the expansion stroke and uncovering

the transfer port, piston reaches at BDC and again moves towards TDC. As the ports are at fixed position,

so again after covering approximately one fifth of stroke from BDC to TDC, Piston covers or closes the

transfer port and then the exhaust port. Now the space above the piston becomes a closed system and the

fresh charge trapped inside is compressed by the piston during remaining four fifth of stroke. As the piston

reach TDC, charge is fully compressed and is again ignited by the spark plug to start next working cycle.

Simultaneously, during the compression process above the piston, reverse is happening below the piston. By

the upward movement of piston from BDC the space below the piston in the cylinder and crankcase

increases due to which pressure decreases and the self operating valve in the crankcase opens. The fresh

charge from the carburetor enters in the crankcase through this valve due to low pressure created by piston.

Thus the charge above the piston is compressed and below it fresh charge is sucked in the crankcase from

carburetor.

Ill effect of poor scavenging is however reduced in case of a 2-S Diesel engine because here exhaust gases

are to be replaced by pure air only and there is no loss of fuel which is injected only afterwards scavenging.

In this way we have seen that there are no separate strokes for suction and exhaust processes, but these
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happen simultaneously with the help of ports by taking last and first one fifth part expansion and compression

stroke. It became possible by using crankcase as an intermediate chamber and bottom side of piston as a

reciprocating pump to shift the fresh charge from carburetor to cylinder of engine.

 In a 2-stroke engine, as each alternate stroke is power/working stroke, the power output of the engine

increases very much. Theoretically, power produced by a 2-stroke engine is double than that of a same size

4-stroke engine, but due to losses and poor scavenging efficiency, it is only 30% more in actual. Due to poor

scavenging efficiency, fuel efficiency also decreases, but that is bearable in small applications where small size

or weight of engine is more important.

Unlike 4-S Engine, in a 2-stroke engine, there is no change in valve operating timing as the ports are fixed.

Thus the theoretical or actual valve timing diagrams are same. Port timing diagram of a typical 2-S engine is

shown in Fig. 16.2.

The actual working cycle of 2-stroke engine on P-V diagram is also shown in fig 16.3.             

Fig. 16.3 Typical P-V cycle diagram of a 2-stroke engine

 

Table 16.1 Comparison of two stroke cycle and four stroke cycle engines

      Four Stroke Cycle Engine      Two-Stroke Cycle Engine

1) Working cycle of engine completes in four

strokes of piston or two revolutions of engine.

1) Working cycle completes in only two strokes of

piston or one revolution of engine.

2) One Stroke is working and next three strokes

are idle. So torque output is not so uniform

hence heavy flywheel will be needed to smooth

the pulsating torque.

2) Each alternate stroke is power/working stroke.

So more uniform torque is obtained hence lighter

flywheel is sufficient.
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3) Due to only one working stroke in two

revolutions of engine, power output will be less.

3) Due to one working stroke for each revolution

of engine, power output will be more.

Theoretically, it should be double than that of a

same size of 4-S Engine but in actual it is about 1.3

times of a 4-S engine

4) For a given power, the weight of engine is

more because of valve operating mechanism and

also because of less power output as discussed

in previous point of comparison.

4) For a given power, the engine is light and

compact due to absence of valve operating

mechanism and also due to more power output of

engine as discussed in previous point of

comparison.

5) Because of the above mentioned facts, the

cooling and lubrication requirements are less.

Life is more because of less wear and tear.

5) Because of above mentioned facts, the cooling

and lubricating requirements are more. Life is less

because of more wear and tear.

6) High Initial Cost. 6) Low Initial Cost.

7) High Thermal Efficiency. 7) Low Thermal Efficiency due to poor scavenging.

8) Part load efficiency better than 2-S Engine. 8) Part-load efficiency is poor than a 4-S Engine.

9) It is used where thermal efficiency and long

life is more important.

9) It is used where compactness and light weight of

engine is more important than to be fuel efficient.
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Module 7. Performance of I. C. engine

Lesson 17

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS OF IC ENGINE
 

17.1 Performance Parameters

17.1.1 Indicated Power (IP)
17.1.2 Brake Power (BP)

17.1.3 Frictional power
17.1.4 Mechanical efficiency

17.1.5 Mean effective pressure

17.1.6 Specific output

17.1.7 Volumetric efficiency

17.1.8 Fuel air ratio

17.1.9 Relative fuel air ratio

17.1.10 Specific fuel consumption

17.1.11 Thermal efficiency

17.1.12 Heat balance sheet
17.1.13 Specific weight

17.2 Measurement of Brake Power

17.2.1 Rope dynamometer

17.3 Measurement of Indicated Power
17.3.1 Direct method

17.3.2 Indirect method

17.1 Performance Parameters

The job of an internal combustion engine is to convert heat energy into mechanical energy. Practically it means

that an IC engine of any type produce mechanical work in the form of a rotating shaft giving some torque at

some value of r.p.m by continuously burning of fuel. Performances of IC engine means that how will it

complete the above mentioned job. It can be measured or compared only in terms of certain parameters as

mentioned in this chapter. These parameters are called performance parameters.

17.1.1 Indicated Power (IP)

The total power developed by combustion of fuel in the combustion chamber is called Indicated Power (IP).

It can be calculated as:

            

                                                                                                                               

                                                ......... (Eq. 17.1)

Where      n = number of cylinders

               Pmi = Indicated mean effective pressure, (bars)
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                  L = Length of stroke, (m)

                  A = Area of piston, (m2)

                   K = ½ for 4 stroke engine

                       = 1 for 2 stroke engine

Indicated power is the total power of engine which is graphically represented by area of cycle on P-V chart.

As the actual P-V diagram of an engine is drawn by an indicator mechanism, this power is called indicated

power.

17.1.2 Brake Power (BP)

The power available at an engine’s output shaft is called its brake power. It is the power which can be

positively used against resistive force or braking force of the application for which engine is being used. It can

be calculated as

            

                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

……… (Eq. 17.2)

Where       N = engine speed in rpm

                  T = Torque at output shaft in N-m.

            

                                                                                                                           

                                                ......... (Eq. 17.3)

Where     Pmb = Brake mean effective pressure. 

All other notations are same as in the expression of I.P. given in equation 17.1.

Comparing equations 17.2 and 17.3, Torque T= Constant × AL× Pmb

Thus the torque of an engine depends on its size (AL) and mean effective pressure. Torque of a given engine

of constant size will be more when its mean effective pressure is more. Hence, mean effective pressure is a

true parameter to compare power of engines.

17.1.3 Frictional power

It is the power required to overcome the internal friction of engine. It represents the total losses occurred

from indicated power. It is the difference between Indicated power and Brake Power.

F.P = I.P – B.P                                        
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                                                                                                                                                       ………

(Eq. 17.4)

17.1.4 Mechanical efficiency

It is the ratio of brake power to the indicated power of an IC Engine.

                                                       

                                                                                                                                                                ……… (Eq. 17.5)

17.1.5 Mean effective pressure

(a) Indicated Mean Effective Pressure (i.m.e.p.)

 It is defined as the hypothetical pressure which is thought to be acting on the piston throughout the power

stroke and does the work equal to mechanical work generated per cycle of engine. It is also called indicated

mean effective pressure as it is usually determined with the help of a P-V diagram taken with the help of an

indicator mechanism. The area of PV diagram drawn by indicator mechanism can be calculated by any

measurement method. Then, the indicated mean effective Pressure can be determined as:

It is also clear from fig 17.1.

Fig. 17.1 Indicated mean effective pressure

(b) Brake mean efficiency pressure (b.m.e.p.)

It is also a hypothetical mean effective pressure acting on the piston and which is based on braked power just

like i.m.e.p (Indicated mean Effective Pressure) is based on indicated power. If there is no friction or other

losses than b.m.e.p will be equal to i.m.e.p.
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As power depend on size and speed therefore it is not possible to compare engines on the basis of either

power or torque. However, the mean effective pressure is the true indication of relative performance of

different engines.

17.1.6  Specific output

 It is defined as the brake power output per unit of piston displacement. It is a parameter which relates the

power of an engine with its size so it is an important performance parameter.

            

                                                                                                                                                                            ……… (Eq. 17.6)

So, for same piston displacement and brake mean effective pressure, engine running at higher speed will give

more power.

Therefore, power of an engine is always specified with its r.p.m.

17.1.7  Volumetric efficiency

It is defined as the ratio of actual volume (as reduced to NTP) of the charge or air drawn in during the

suction stroke to the swept volume of piston. (NTP: Normal temperature and pressure)

        

                                                                                                                                          ………(Eq.

17.7)

We know that due to flow resistance offered by valves, intake manifold etc, the pressure of fresh charge filled

in the cylinder will be less than outside atmospheric pressure. Also due to continuous ignition, temperature

inside the engine is higher than outside. Thus for charge drawn volume is same but its pressure is less and its

temperature is high.

When this charge is reduced to normal pressure and temperature outside, its actual volume will be less than

swept volume of engine.

Volumetric efficiency is an important performance parameter, which directly affects the power output of

engine. More is the volumetric efficiency more is the charge sucked per stroke and more power is produced.

17.1.8  Fuel air ratio

 It is the ratio of mass of fuel to the mass of air in the fuel air mixture. Sometimes it may be given as Air-fuel

ratio i.e. mass of air to mass of fuel.

17.1.9  Relative fuel air ratio
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It is defined as the ratio of actual fuel air ratio to that of stoichiometric fuel air ratio or chemically correct fuel

air ratio. Stoichiometric fuel air ratio is that ratio in which complete combustion of fuel takes place and no

excess air is left. It has a fix value for a given fuel depending on its chemical formula and reaction. In a given

fuel air mixture, if relative fuel air ratio is less than 1 it is a lean mixture and if it is more than 1, it is a rich

mixture.

17.1.10  Specific fuel consumption

 It is the mass of fuel consumed in kg/hour per kW of power developed by engine.

It is a clear indicator of efficiency with which the engine burns fuel to produce power and is very important

performance parameter.

17.1.11  Thermal efficiency

 It is the ratio of work done or power developed by an engine to the rate of chemical energy or heat supplied

by burning of fuel in the engine. It can be based on indicated power or brake power and accordingly can be

specified as  

Where,

                        mf   =  Rate of fuel consumed (kg / sec)

                          C = calorific value of fuel (kJ/ kg)

                       I.P. = Indicated power (kW)

                      B.P. = Brake power (kW)

17.1.12  Heat balance sheet

 The real picture of overall performance of an engine can be made clear by its heat balance sheet. Heat

balance sheet of an engine is prepared by running it under steady state conditions i.e. at constant load and

r.p.m. The work produced is measured with the help of P-V diagram drawn by indicator mechanism. Other

parameters noted are: quantity of fuel used in a given time, Calorific value of fuel, cooling water flow rate and

its inlet and outlet temperatures, weight of exhaust gases and their temperature. Calculations can be done

based on this data to find account of all heat input. A sample of heat balance sheet is given:

(a) Total heat input
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It can be calculated as the product of rate of mass of fuel used and its calorific value.

(b) Total output

i)        Heat absorbed in producing Indicated Power or the heat energy converted to work. It can be

calculated by indicator mechanism

ii)      Heat taken away by Cooling Water:

It can be calculated as Mw × Cw × (t0 – ti)

Where,    

Mw=Cooling Water flow rate

            Cw = Specific heat of cooling water

             ti  = Inlet temperature of Cooling Water

             t0 = Outlet temperature of Cooling Water

iii)    Heat taken away by exhaust gases:-

It can also be calculated likewise as  Me × Cpg × (te – tr)

Where,     

   Me = Mass of exhaust gases produced in a given time

               Cpg = Specific heat of exhaust gases

                 te = temperature of exhaust gases

                 tr = room temperature

iv)    Heat unaccounted for:-

It is the heat energy which is not accounted and is difference of total heat input minus sum of above

three components of output. It is due to loss of heat by radiation and other unaccounted losses.

17.1.13  Specific weight

 It is defined as the weight of engine in kg per BHP developed. It is an indicator of engine bulk.

17.2  Measurement of Brake Power

 Brake power is measured by measuring the external braking force or resistive force which is given to engine

and r.p.m of engine at which it is able to run on bearing or taking that resistive force. The braking force can

be offered to engine output shaft by any of the mechanical or electrical method in a dynamometer.

Dynamometer is a device used for measurement of power output of an engine by measuring the resistive force
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and r.p.m of engine. A rope dynamometer is a simple device which can easily be used for measuring brake

power of an engine in a laboratory and is explained as follows:

17.2.1  Rope dynamometer

Fig. 17.2 Rope dynamometer

It is a simple device in which a brake drum is fitted over the engine output shaft and over the circumference of

which, a rope is wrapped. One end of rope is fixed to a spring balance hinged above the drum in a vertical

line touching the circumference of drum. Other end of drum is carrying some calculated weight a shown in fig

17.2. When the engine is not running the reading in spring balance is same as the weight tied to the bottom

end of rope. But when engine rotates the drum in a direction of lifting of weight, the reading in spring balance

will reduce because of the braking force between rope and drum. This braking force is due to rotation of

drum at a given r.p.m and balanced by the output force of engine. This force is given by the difference of fix

weight, W and new reading in spring balance (S).

The calculation for the measurement of brake power is as follows:

In a  Rope Dynamometer let us assume that

W = Weight at end of rope in Newton

S = spring balance reading in Newton

N = Engine r. p. m

D = Diameter of brake in ‘m’

d = diameter of rope in ‘m’

D + d = effective diameter

Then Work done or power developed by engine
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17.3  Measurement of Indicated Power

Indicated power can be measured in two ways as directly and indirectly.

17.3.1  Direct method

Indicated Power can be directly calculated by finding the indicated mean effective pressure Pmi from indicator

diagram and putting in the expression of I.P. given in eqn17.1

17.3.2  Indirect method

This method is applicable to a multi-cylinder engine only. For example let us take the case of a 4-cylinder

engine. Then its total indicated power, ‘I’ will be the sum of indicated power of individual cylinders i.e.

I = I1+I2+I3+I4.

Let total brake power is B.

If we disconnect the cylinder one from generating power by cutting its fuel supply and maintain the same r.p.m

by reducing load then let the power generated is B1. In the same way let the brake power after

disconnecting… cylinder 2, 3, 4 is B2, B3, & B4.

If L1, L2, L3, L4 is the power loss in each of the four cylinders, then

 B = (I1-L1) + (I2-L2) + (I3-L3) + (I4-L4)

And      B1 = (0 - L1) + (I2 - L2) + (I3 - L3) + (I4 - L4)

So,                                                        

I1 = B - B1

I2 = B – B2

I3 = B – B3

I4 = B – B4

Then the total indicated power of engine will be equal to I=I1+I2+I3+I4

 And Frictional Power, F.P = I – B
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Module 7. Performance of I.C. engine

Lesson 18

NUMERICAL PROBLEMS

18.1 Numerical Problems

18.1.1

18.1.2

18.1.3

18.1.4

18.1.5
18.2 Unsolved Problems  

18.1 Numerical Problems

18.1.1 Following observations were recorded during a test on a single cylinder 4- stroke oil engine

Bore =300mm; Stroke = 450mm; Speed =300rpm; imep = 6bar;   Net brake load = 1.5 kN; Brake drum

diameter = 1.8m; Brake rope diameter = 2 cm.

Calculate: (i) Indicated Power

                 (ii) Brake Power

    (iii) Mechanical Efficiency

Solution

      

                         (Ans)

 

                             (Ans)

            

18.1.2 The following data refers to a petrol engine working on OTTO four stroke cycle.

 Brake Power = 14.7 kW

 Suction Pressure = 0.9 bar

 Mech. Efficiency = 80%
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 Compression Ratio = 5

 Index of Compression curve = 1.35

 Index of expansion curve = 1.3

 Maximum Explosion pressure = 24 bar

 Engine Speed = 1000 r.p.m

 Ratio of stroke to bore = 1.5

 Find the diameter and stroke of piston.

Solution

Fig. 18.1 ‘OTTO-Four stroke cycle’

Considering compression process 1-2

Or        

Considering expansion process 3-4

Now work done per cycle by engine

= Work done by engine during expansion process- Work done on engine during compression   process
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=Area 1-2-3-4

      

                                                         

         

Putting V4 = 5V3  (As Compression radio, r = 5)

Net work done/cycle = 20.98 × 105V3 Nm

Therefore, mean effective pressure

            

     

            

Now,

Also,

              

= 18.37 kW

Or                    D3 = 0.003567

Or                    D = 0.1527 m   (Ans)

Or                    152.7 mm
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L = 1.5D = 229.2mm (Ans)

18.1.3 A four cylinder two stroke cycle petrol engine develops 30 KW at 2500rpm. The mean effective

pressure on each piston is 8 bars and mechanical efficiency is 80%. Calculate the diameter and stroke of each

cylinder with stroke bore ratio 1.5. Also calculate the fuel consumption of the engine, if brake thermal

efficiency is 28%. The calorific value of fuel is 43900 kJ/ kg.

Sol:   

    

Also

Or

   

 Or         D = .062 m or 62 mm    (Ans)

                                                                     

(ii)      Fuel Consumption:

         

18.1.4  Following data refers to a four-stroke, four cylinder petrol engine:

            Fuel Used = 19.2 kg/hour

            Fuel to Air Ratio = 1:16 by weight

           Suction Pressure = 1bar

           Suction Temperature = 30oC
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Stroke to bore ratio = 1.25

Engine RPM = 2400

Volumetric Efficiency = 78%

Find the stroke and bore of engine cylinders.

Sol: Mass of air supplied per hour = 16 × Mass of fuel supplied per hour

                                                        = 16 × 19.2

                                                        = 307.2 kg/hour

Mass of air supplied per second                                                   

Mass of air fuel mixture     

Assuming air fuel mixture as pure air for calculating its volume   

                                                                 

                                                             

                   = 0.0788 m3/s

 Theoretical volume of air fuel mixture sucked by engine

                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                ……… (i)

This theoretical volume sucked should be equal to stroke volume of the engine i.e.
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= 157 D3 

                                                                                                                                                       

                                                            ……… (ii)

From (i) & (ii) 157 D3 = 0.101

= 0.86 m = 86mm (Ans)        

                                                  

18.1.5  A 4- cylinder, 4-stroke petrol engine having 90 mm bore and 130mm stroke develops 30 kW of

power while running at 1500 r.p.m and using a 20% rich mixture. The theoretical air-fuel ratio is 15:1.

Calorific value of petrol is 46000 kJ/ kg. Volumetric efficiency measured at 15oC and 760 mm of mercury as

standard temperature and pressure is 70% and mechanical efficiency is 90%.

Find:

(i)                 Indicated Thermal efficiency

(ii)               Brake mean effective pressure

(iii)             Brake Thermal efficiency

Sol:

Total swept volume of the engine

                                                                      

         

       

         

 Volume of air drawn in the engine in the suction stroke
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Volume flow rate of the 4-stroke engine

                     

         

    = 1.737 m3/min

This volume flow rate is at pressure 760 mm of mercury (1.013 bar) and temperature 15o C (298K).

So mass flow rate of air

= 2.057 kg/min

Mass flow rate of fuel used = 

                                          

Using 20% rich mixture actual mass flow rate of fuel used

            = 0.164 kg/min   

   

Given that, Brake power, B.P = 30 kW

                

    

(a)                Indicated Thermal Efficiency
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= 0.264 or 26.4%               (Ans)

(b)               Brake thermal efficiency

            

                                                                                                      (Ans)

(c)                Brake mean Effective Pressure

            

                           

                                

18.2 Unsolved Problems

18.2.1 A 4-cylinder petrol engine works on a mean effective pressure of 5 bar and engine speed of 1250

r.p.m. Find the indicated power developed by the engine if the bore is 100 mm, and stroke 150 mm.

[Ans. 6.11 kW]

18.2.2 A 4-cylinder, four stroke diesel engine runs at 1000 r.p.m. The bore and stroke of each cylinder are

100 mm and 160 mm respectively. The cut off is 6.62% of the stroke. Assuming that the initial condition of

air inside the cylinder is 1 bar and 200 C, mechanical efficiency of 75% ; Calculate the air-standard efficiency

and brake power developed by the engine.

Also, calculate the brake specific fuel consumption if the air/fuel ratio is 20: 1. Take R for air as 0.287 kJ/kg

K and clearance volume as 0.000084 m3.

[Ans. 61.4%, 21.75kW, 0.4396 kg/kW]

18.2.3 A four stroke gas engine develops 4.2 kW at 180 r.p.m. and at full load. Assuming the following data,

calculate the relative efficiency based on indicated power and air-fuel ratio used. Volumetric efficiency= 87

%, mechanical efficiency =74%, clearance volume = 2100 cm3, swept volume = 9000 cm3, fuel consumption

= 5 m3/h, calorific value of fuel = 16750 kJ/m3.

[Ans. 50.2%, 7.456:1]      
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18.2.4 The following observations were recorded during a trial of a four stroke engine with rope brake

dynamometer:

Engine speed = 650 r.p.m., diameter of brake drum = 600 mm, diameter of rope = 50 mm, dead load on the

brake drum = 32 kg, spring balance reading = 4.75 kg.

Calculate the brake power.

[Ans. 5.9 kW]         

18.2.5 During a 60 minutes trial of a single cylinder four stroke engine the following observations were

recorded:

Bore = 0.3 m, stroke = 0.45 m, fuel consumption = 11.4 kg, calorific value of fuel = 42000 kJ/kg, brake

mean effective pressure = 6.0 bar, net load on brakes = 1500 N, r.p.m. = 300, brake drum diameter = 1.8

m, brake rope diameter = 20 mm, quantity of jacket cooling water 600 kg, temperature rise of jacket water

=550C, quantity of air as measured = 250 kg, exhaust gas temperature = 4200C, cp for exhaust gases = 1

kJ/kg K, ambient temperature = 200C.

Calculate: (i) Indicated power;               (ii) Brake power;

(iii) Mechanical efficiency                       (iv) Indicated thermal efficiency.   

Draw up a heat balance sheet on minute basis.                      

[Ans. (i) 47.7 kW; (ii) 42.9 kW; (iii) 89.9%, (iv) 35.86%]

18.2.6 A two-cylinder four stroke gas engine has a bore of 380 mm and a stroke of 585 mm. At 240 r.p.m.

the torque developed is 5.16 kN-m.

Calculate: (i) Brake power

 (ii) Mean piston speed in m/s

(iii) Brake mean- effective pressure.

[Ans. (i) 129.8 kW; (ii) 4.68 m/s; (iii) 4.89 bar]

18.2.7 A 4-cylinder, four-stroke diesel engine has a bore of 212 mm and a stroke of 292 mm. At full load at

720 r.p.m., the b.m.e.p. is 5.93 bars and the specific fuel consumption is 0.226 kg/kWh. The air/fuel ratio as

determined by exhaust gas analysis is 25: 1. Calculate the brake thermal efficiency and volumetric efficiency

of the engine.

Atmospheric conditions are 1.01 bar and 150C and calorific value for the fuel may be taken as 44200 kJ/kg.
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[Ans. 36%; 76.5%]  

18.2.8 During the trial (60 minutes) on a single cylinder oil engine having cylinder diameter 300 mm, stroke

450 mm and working on the four stroke cycle, the following observations were made :

Total fuel used = 9.6 liters, calorific value of fuel = 45000 kJ/kg, total number of revolutions = 12624, gross

indicated mean effective pressure = 7.24 bar, pumping i.m.e.p. = 0.34 bar, net load on the brake = 3150 N,

diameter of brake wheel drum = 1.78 m, diameter of rope = 40 mm, cooling water circulated = 545 liters,

cooling water temperature rise = 250 C, specific gravity of oil = 0.8.

Determine: (i) Indicated power.          (ii) Brake power.             (iii) Mechanical efficiency.

Draw up the heat balance sheet on minute basis.

[Ans. (i) 77 kW; (ii) 61.77 kW; (iii) 80.22%]
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Module 8. Fuels

Lesson 19

CLASSIFICATION AND COMBUSTION CHEMISTRY OF FUELS

19.1 Introduction
19.2 Classification of Fuels

19.2.1 Solid fuels
19.2.1.1 Naturally available coal
19.2.1.2 Artificially prepared coal

19.2.2 Liquid fuels
19.2.3 Gaseous fuels

19.3 Calorific Values of Fuels

19.3.1 Lower calorific value
19.3.2 Higher calorific value

19.4 Combustion Chemistry of Different Constituents of Fuel
19.4.1 Carbon
19.4.2 Carbon monoxide
19.4.3 Sulphur
19.4.4 Hydrogen
19.4.5 Methane
19.4.6 Ethane

19.5 To convert volumetric composition into composition by weight of a mixture of gases
19.6 Stoichiometric Quantity
19.7 Excess Quantity of Air

19.1 Introduction

Fuels may be chemical or nuclear. Here, we are mainly concerned with chemical fuel which reacts with oxygen in air

if the conditions are favorable and gives a lot of heat energy. A chemical fuel is a substance existing in any form of

solid, liquid or gas. The heat energy liberated by complete burning of a unit mass or volume of fuel is known as its

calorific value. In the burning of fuel, the chemical energy of fuel is converted into heat energy. Beneath the earth and

sea, the plant and fossils have been converted to fuels while lying under earth’s heat and pressure for millions of

years. Thus chemical fuels are also called as fossil fuels. A chemical fuel mainly contains carbon and hydrogen as its

main constituents, however some other elements like sulphur, lead, nitrogen, ash etc may be present but in small

proportions. Therefore chemical fuels are also named as hydrocarbon fuels. Examples of chemical fuels are coal,

petroleum, natural gas etc. These are still the major source of energy to human beings. The other sources of energy

are nuclear fuels which are not in the scope of this e-course.

19.2 Classification of Fuels

The chemicals fuels may be classified mainly on the basis of phase in which they exist normally as

1)         Solid Fuels

2)         Liquid Fuels

3)         Gaseous Fuels

Each of these fuels may further be classified as
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1.      Naturally available fuels:  Fuels which are found naturally beneath the earth surface

2.      Transformed fuels: Fuels which are made or produced by processing of natural fuels

19.2.1 Solid fuels

A solid fuel is mainly wood and coal. The wood is naturally available by cutting of trees. However, coal may be

naturally available or it may be prepared artificially from wood or natural coal. Depending on this, coal may be

classified as.

19.2.1.1 Naturally available coal

1)      Peat:-It is the first stage of formation of coal deep below the surface of earth. It contains a large amount of

moisture content upto 35%. So, it has to be dried before use. Its average calorific value is 23000 kJ/kg.

2)      Lignite:-It comes in the next stage of formation of coal after peat. It also has a large moisture content may be

upto 40%. On drying, it becomes brittle and converted to flakes. It is considered superior to Peat. Its calorific

value is approximately 25000 kJ/kg.

3)      Bituminous Coal:-It is a superior and naturally available coal containing very less moisture content but high

carbon content. Its average calorific value is 33500 kJ/kg. It is further of two types: Caking Bituminous coal and

Non-Caking Bituminous coal. Caking bituminous is a soft coal but swells and form pasty mass on burning. So

burning is difficult to take place. It is useful for producing coal gas. Non-Caking variety is superior in burning

and produces less smoke. It is mostly used in boilers for making steam and so is called Steam Coke.

4)      Anthracite Coal:-It is the final stage of coal formation and contains more than 90% carbon. So it is also most

superior quality of naturally available coal. Its burning is smokeless and has a calorific value of approximately

36000 kJ/kg.

19.2.1.2 Artificially prepared coal

1)      Wood charcoal:-It is prepared by heating of wood with limited supply of air at a temperature nearly 300°C. It

is used in metallurgical Industries.

2)      Coke:-It is produced by heating of naturally available coal continuously for two days in the absence of air. This

process is known as carbonization of coal as the carbon content increases by removing of moisture and other

gases. Due to high carbon content, it has a high calorific value. If coal is prepared on heating at a temperature of

500-700oC, it remains soft and called as Soft Cake. It is used in domestic applications. If coke is prepared at a

higher temperature i.e. 900oC to 1100oC, it is called as hard coke. It is used in Cupola furnace for producing

Cast Iron.

3)      Briquetted coal:-It is produced by mixing of finely ground coal with a binding material like coal tar, clay etc

and then moulding it under pressure. It has advantage that it does not brake while handling and so prevents loss

of fuel.

4)      Pulverized coal:-The name pulverized is given to coal which is crushed to fine powder by pulverizing
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machines. Generally low graded coal with high contents of ash is pulverized before using in cement and

metallurgical Industries.

5)      Petroleum coke:- It is the residual of crude oil left after separating the other useful fractions like petrol, diesel

etc in distillation and refinement processes.

19.2.2 Liquid fuels

These are the fuels which are found in liquid state and easier to handle and use as compared to solid fuels. The

naturally available liquid fuel is petroleum which is not used directly as it is mixture of a number of useful substances.

Thus before using, it is refined by boiling and condensation process in refineries distilleries to separate into a number

of useful substances like petrol, kerosene, fuel oils, lubricating oils, coal tar etc. Out of these some are used as fuels,

but some like lubricating oil, coal tar are used in other applications, From our subject point of view the following

liquid fuels are important:

1)      Petrol or gasoline: - It is the most light and most volatile liquid fraction of petroleum fuel. It is distilled at a

lower temperature upto 200°C by boiling of petroleum, Thereafter cracking process is used to prepare light

petrol. Petrol is used as a fuel in all S.I. Engines.

2)      Kerosene:-It is a heavier fraction and less volatile fuel and distilled in boiling range upto 300°C. It is used in Jet

engines and also in domestic stoves and ovens.

3)      Diesel Oils: - Diesel oils are the fuels which distillate on further higher temperature upto 370

4)      Fuel Oils:-Fuel oil is similar to Diesel in specific gravity and distillation range, but their composition varies in a

wide range. Rather fuel oils are used for industrial purpose. Diesel is also a kind of fuel oil.

19.2.3 Gaseous fuels

These are also naturally available or artificially prepared. The natural gas is available under the earth’s surface near

petroleum fields. It is a mixture of methane, ethane and other like gases. Gaseous fuels are needed to be

compressed for storing in containers and also for effective use. They are difficult to handle and require large heavy

containers but their advantage is that they readily catch fire and free from impurities. So combustion is complete and

also pollution is less.

The gaseous fuels, which are artificially prepared from other fuels, are categorized as:

1)      Coal gas:- It is obtained by carbonization of coal as discussed earlier in solid fuels. It consists mainly of

hydrogen and some hydrocarbons. It’s calorific value is approximately 25000 kJ/m3.

2)      Liquified petroleum gas: - It is prepared from natural gas by separating lighter hydrocarbons i.e. Propane and

butane. It is liquified and stored in cylinders under high pressure. Only under high pressure, a gas can be liquified

at atmospheric temperature. Due to this a large quantity of gas occupies less space in cylinder. LPG is

commonly used as cooking gas and also in gas engines and other Industrial processes.

. Diesel oils lie

between Kerosene and lubricating oils while separating from crude petroleum. These are the fuels which are

commercially used in all C.I. engines, Diesel Gensets, boilers etc.
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3)      Producer gas:-It is obtained by partial combustion of coal in the presence of air and steam blast. It is used in

glass melting process.

Some other types of fuel gases are also produced by carrying out different types of heating process over coal.

19.3 Calorific Values of Fuels

The calorific value of the fuel is defined as the energy liberated by the complete combustion or oxidation of a unit

mass or volume of a fuel. It is expressed in kJ/kg for solid and liquid fuels and kJ/m3 for gaseous fuels. Fuels which

contain hydrogen have two types of calorific values as higher calorific value and lower calorific value.

19.3.1 Lower calorific value

It is the heat liberated per kg of fuel on its complete combustion after deducting the heat necessary to convert the

water formed from hydrogen into steam, i.e. it is the actual heat liberated per kg of fuel and which can be further

used.

19.3.2 Higher calorific value

It is the quantity of heat indicated by a constant volume calorimeter in which the steam formed in burning process is

condensed and the heat of vapour is recovered.

The lower or net calorific value of fuel is obtained by subtracting latent heat of water vapour from higher or gross

calorific values.

i.e.        LCV= HCV – 2465 mw

            where mw = mass of water vapour formed per kg of fuel.

            2465 kJ/kg is latent heat of water at temperature of 15oC.

19.4 Combustion Chemistry of Different Constituents of Fuel

 19.4.1 Carbon

It is the major constituent of a chemical fuel.

For complete combustion of carbon, the chemical reaction is as given below:

C + O2 = CO2 +Heat generated

  or 1 mole of ‘C’+ 1 mole of ‘O2’=1 mole of CO2

                    Molecular weight of C = 12

                                              Molecular weight of O2 = 32

                                            Molecular weight of CO2 = 44                           

∵		
  or       12 + 32=44    
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Thus for complete combustion, one kg of carbon requires  kg of O2 and produce  kg of CO2

    For incomplete combustion of Carbon, the chemical reaction is given as:

    2C + O2 =2CO

    or 2 mole of ‘C’+ 2 mole of ‘O2’=2 mole of ‘CO’

    or 24 + 32 = 2 × 28 = 56

    or 1 kg of C +  kg of O2 =  kg of CO2

Thus one kg of carbon requires  kg of Oxygen to convert to  kg of carbon-monoxide gas.

19.4.2 Carbon monoxide

For combustion of Carbon-Monoxide, the chemical reaction is as:

     2CO + O2 = 2CO2 + Heat

     2 mole of ‘CO’ + 1 mole of ‘O2’ = 2 mole of ‘CO’

     or 56 + 32 = 88

     or 1 Kg of CO +  Kg of O2 =  kg of CO2

  Thus one kg of CO requires  Kg of oxygen to produce  kg of ‘CO2’.

19.4.3  Sulphur

Sulphur is an undesirable constituent of fuel found in small proportions.

Its chemical reaction is given as:

      S + O2 = SO2 +Heat generated

     or 1 mole of ‘S’ + 1 mole of ‘O2’=1 mole of ‘SO2’

     or 32 + 32= 64

     or 1 kg of S + 1 Kg of O2=2 kg of SO2
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    i.e. One kg of sulphur requires equal weight of oxygen to produce 2 kg of sulphur-dioxide       

      gas, which is a poisonous gas.

19.4.4  Hydrogen

It is also found in fuel. Its chemical reaction is given as:

      2H2 + O2 = 2H2O +Heat generated

      or 2 mole of H2 + 1 mole of O2=2 mole of H2O

      or 4 + 32=36

      or 1 kg of H2 + 8 kg of O2 = 9 kg of Water

      Thus one kg of hydrogen requires 8 kg of O2 to produce 9 kg of steam.

19.4.5  Methane

Methane or marsh gas is a hydrocarbon and one of the main constituent in gaseous fuels. Its

       Combustion is given by chemical reaction as:

             CH4 + 2O2 = CO2 + 2H2O + Heat

        or 1 mole of CH4 + 2 mole of O2 = 1 mole of CO2 + 2 mole of H2O

        or 16 + 2 × 32 = 44 + 2 ×	18

        or 16 + 64 = 44 + 36

        or One kg of CH4 + 4 Kg of O2= kg of CO2 kg of Steam

Thus one kg of methane requires 4 kg of oxygen to completely burn into kg of CO2 kg of Steam.

19.4.6  Ethane

Ethane is also one of the main constituent of gaseous fuels. Its combustion is given by chemical reaction.

       C2H2 + 3O2 = 2CO2 + 2H2O

     or    1 mole of C2H2 + 3 mole of ‘O2’ = 2 mole of ‘CO2’ + 2 mole of H2O

     or    28 + 3 × 32 = 2 × 44 + 2 × 18
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     or 1 kg of C2H2  kg of O2 =  kg of CO2 kg of Steam

In this way based on the chemical formulae of the constituents of a fuel and its chemical reaction with oxygen, we

can estimate the products formed and also the exact mass or weight of oxygen required to completely burn the fuel.

Also the analysis of the products of combustion i.e. flue gases formed can be done.

19.5  To convert volumetric composition into composition by weight of a mixture of gases

1)      Multiply the volume of each constituent by its molecular weight.

2)      Add all their weights and divide each weight by the total of all to find composition by weight.

To convert the weight compositions into volumetric composition reverse the procedure

For Engineering Calculations

 Air composition by weight is taken as 77% N2 and 23% of O2.

 Air composition by volume is taken as 79% N2 and 21% of O2.

19.6  Stoichiometric Quantity

Stoichiometric quantity of air is that quantity which is required for complete combustion of 1 kg of fuel without any

oxygen left. Therefore, it is the chemically correct quantity of air required for complete combustion of 1 kg of fuel.

19.7  Excess Quantity of Air

It is the air supplied in excess than the stoichiometric quantity. It is always practically required for complete

combustion because whole of air supplied for combustion purposes does not come in contact with the fuel

completely and so portion of fuel may left unburnt. But disadvantage of excess air is that it exercises a cooling effect.

Amount of excess air supplied varies with the type of fuel and firing conditions.
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Module 8. Fuels

Lesson 20

NUMERICAL PROBLEMS

20.1 Numerical Problems
20.1.1  

20.1.2

20.1.3

20.1.4

20.1 Numerical Problems

20.1.1 A petrol sample was found to have 86% carbon and 14% hydrogen by mass. When used in an engine

the air supply is 90% of that theoretically required for complete combustion. Assuming that all the hydrogen is

burnt and that the carbon burns to carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide so that there is no free carbon left,

calculate the percentage analysis of dry exhaust gases by volume.

Solution

For complete combustion of 1 kg of Fuel

Amount of O2 required and CO2 produced can be calculated as  shown in table 20.1    

Table 20.1

Fuel Element Mass (kg) O2 (Kg) Combustion product (Kg)

C 0.86 Kg

H2 0.14 kg 0.14 × 8 = 1.12 0.14 × 9 H2O

Total O2= 3.41 Kg

O2 supplied in actual is 90% = 3.41 ×	0.9

                                            = 3.069 kg

As O2 is less, so CO will also form

Let � part of total carbon content changes to CO

And (1-�) part of total carbon contents converts to CO2
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Hence for incomplete combustion the tabular form of mass of elements is given as in table 20.2

Table 20.2

Element Mass (kg) O2 needed (kg) Combustion product (kg)

C = 0.86

C = 0.86 (1-	�)

H2 = 0.14

Total O2 required for incomplete combustion

Or    

Putting the value of �

Table 20.3 Conversion of mass analysis to volume analysis

Element Mass ( kg) Molecular

mass (M)

Relative volume Percentage Volume

 

CO 0.6 28

CO2 2.207 44

N2 10.274 28

	�

9 ×	0.14 of H2O
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20.1.2 The percentage composition by mass of a sample of coal is C = 90, H2 = 3.5, O2 = 3.0, N2 = 1.0, S =

0.5, the remaining being ash. Estimate the minimum mass of air required for the complete combustion of 1 kg of

this fuel and the composition of dry products of composition, by volume, if 50% excess air is supplied.

Solution

For complete combustion of one kg of fuel, the amount of oxygen required and amount of products of

combustion formed are calculated as shown in table 20.4

Table 20.4

Element Mass. (kg) O2 Required in (kg) Dry Products (kg)

C = 0.9

H2 = 0.035 0.035 ×	8 = 0.28 0.0359 ×	9 =.315 H2O

O2 = 0.03 = -0.03 -

N2 = 0.01 = zero 0.01 N2

S = 0.005 0.005 ×	1 = 0.005 0.005 × 2 =.01      SO2

Total O2 = 2.655kg

(a)    So minimum mass of air required for complete combustion

(b)Actual air supplied = 1.5 ×	11.54 = 17.3 kg

Due to excess air, quantity of N2 and O2 will increase in the products of combustion.

Total mass of N2 in dry product of combustion

                     = N2 present in air supplied +N2 present in fuel          
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Total mass of O2 in dry product of combustion

                     = wt of O2 in excess air supplied                       

Total wt of CO2 is as already calculated in task 1 = 3.3 kg

Total wt of SO2 is as already calculated in task 1 = 0.01 kg

(ii) The percentage composition by volume can be found out as follows:

Table 20.5 Conversion of mass analysis to volume analysis

 Mass Mol wt Relative volume Percentage volume

CO2 3.3 44

N2 13.33 28 0.4761 80.33

O2 1.327 32 0.0414 6.98

SO2 0.01 64 0.000156 0.0002

                                                                                                   

20.1.3 A boiler in a power station was fired with coal having an ultimate composition by mass of C = 84%, H2

= 4.5%, O2 = 4.0% and the rest non-combustibles. The calorific value of coal is 33900 kJ/kg. The coal was

burnt with 85% excess air and mean temperature of flue gases leaving the boiler was found to be at 315.5oC.

When the ambient temperature in boiler house was 32.2oC. Assuming specific heat of flue gases as 1.005

kJ/kgK determine:

(i)                  kg of air actually supplied per kg coal burnt  

(ii)                kg of flue  gases produced per kg fuel burnt   

(iii)             The percentage of energy of coal that is carried away by flue gases per kg of coal

burnt.                            

 (Ans)
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Sol:

(a)                Theoretical air required for complete combustion of 1kg of coal is calculated as shown in table 20.6

Table 20.6

Element mass (kg) O2 Required (kg) Products Formed (kg)

C = 0.84

H2 = 0.045 0.045 ×	8 = 0.36 0.0450.84 ×	9 = .405   H2O

O2 = 0.04 = -0.04  

 Total O2 = 2.56kg  

Actual air supplied (85% excess) = 11.13 ×	1.85

       = 120.6 kg                  (Ans)

(b)  (1) Mass of N2 in products of combustion = Mass of N2 in the air supplied

                                                               

= 15.86 kg

(2)    Mass of O2 in combustion product = Mass of O2 in excess air

                                                             

  = 2.18 kg

                                        = 3.08 + 15.86 + 2.18 + 0.405 H2O (Steam)

 Total mass of flue gases = CO2 +N2 + O2 + H2O
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                                        = 21.12 kg + 0.405 H2O

                                        = 21.525 kg

  However mass of dry flue gases=21.12 kg

(3)   Heat taken away by flue  gases per kg of coal

        = Mass of dry products ×	Sp. Heat ×	Rise in temperature

        = 21.12 ×	1.005 × (315.5- 32.2)

        = 6010 kJ

       Total heat produced by 1 kg of coal = 33900 KJ

                                                                                                = 17.73 %       (Ans)

20.1.4 A fuel with composition C10H22 is burnt using an air fuel ration of 13:1 by mass. Determine the complete

volumetric analysis of the products of combustion, assuming that the whole amount of hydrogen burns to form

water vapour and there is neither any free oxygen nor any free carbon left. The carbon is burning to CO2 and

CO. Air contains 77% of Nitrogen and 23% oxygen by mass.

Solution

To calculate the chemically correct amount of air required, the chemical reaction is given as

C10H22 + O2 = CO2 + H2O

After balancing the equation it becomes

 2 C10H22 + 31 O2 = 20 CO2 + 22 H2O

             2 ×	142 + 31 ×	32 = 20 ×	44 + 22 ×	18

From this equation we know that for complete combustion of one kg of C10H22, requirement of O2 will be   

               

Stoichiometric quantity of air will be
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But Actual quantity of air supplied=13 kg/ kg of fuel.

Thus air supplied is less than that required and this less quantity is equal to (15.19-13) kg per kg of fuel.

It is given that hydrogen burn completely and only some of the carbon remains deficient of oxygen and so

converts to CO.

1 Kg of C requires Kg of Oxygen to produce CO2.

And 1 Kg of C requires Kg of Oxygen to produce CO.

Thus for incomplete combustion to CO, one kg carbon requires only half of oxygen or kg less oxygen.

So amount of carbon converting to CO due to 0.5307  kg of less oxygen.

 From the formula C10H22, amount of carbon and amount of hydrogen in one Kg of fuel will be

              

 So Amount of Carbon converting to CO2 will be

            = Total Carbon −	carbon converting to CO

= 0.845 −	0.378

= 0.467 kg

            Thus mass of CO2 formed = 0.467 = 1.712 kg

 Mass of CO formed = 0.378  = 0.882 kg

            Mass of water formed = 0.155 ×	9 = 1.395 kg
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            Mass of Nitrogen formed = 13  = 10.01 kg

Table 20.7 Volumetric analysis of products of combustion

Element Element wt

kg

Molecular

wt

Relative volume Percentage Volume

CO2 1.712 44

CO 0.882 28

H2O 1.395 18

N2 10.01 28

   Total=0.5055 = (Ans)
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Module 8. Fuels

Lesson 21

DETERMINATION OF CALORIFIC VALUE, OIL BURNERS

21.1 Calorific Value
21.1.1 Higher and lower calorific value

21.2 Determination of calorific value of a fuel

21.2.1 Calorific value of solid & liquid fuels

21.2.2 Calorific value of gaseous fuel

21.3 Oil Burners

21.3.1 Vaporization Burners

21.3.2 Atomizing Burners

21.1 Calorific Value

The calorific value or heating value of the fuel is defined as the energy liberated by complete oxidation of unit

mass or volume of a fuel. It is expressed in kJ/kg for solid and liquid fuels and kJ/m3 for gases.

21.1.1 Higher and lower calorific value

Basically all fuels contain carbon and hydrogen. During combustion process, carbon burns to carbon dioxide

and hydrogen reacts with oxygen and forms water vapor. The magnitude of calorific value depends on the

phase of water vapor in the products of combustion.

The higher heating value, HHV or gross calorific value is obtained when the water formed by combustion is

completely condensed. The lower calorific value (LHV) or net calorific value is the amount of heat released

by complete combustion of unit quantity of fuel, when vapor carries its heat of vaporization.

Thus,

(HHV)p = (LHV)p + m.hfg

(HHV)p = (LHV)v + m (ug – uf)

Where

m = mass of water vapor formed by combustion

hfg = Enthalpy of vaporization of water, kJ/kg

ug = specific internal energy of vapor kJ/kg

uf = specific internal energy of liquid

21.2 Determination of calorific value of a fuel
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The calorific value can be determined either from chemical analysis by Dulong’s formula or in the laboratory

by any experimental method.

21.2.1 Calorific value of solid & liquid fuels

Dulong suggested a formula for the calculation of calorific value of the solid & liquidfuels from their chemical

composition which is given below:

H.C.V = 338800 × C + 14400 × [H2 - O2 /8] + 9270 × S

Where C, H, O and S are carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and sulphur in percentage constituents respectively in 1

kg of fuel.

(a)   Laboratory method (Bomb Calorimeter)

The calorific value of powdered and liquid fuel is determined at constant volume in Bomb calorimeter. It

resembles the shape of bomb, and thus known as bomb calorimeter.

The calorimeter is made of austenitic steel which provides considerable resistance to corrosion and enables it

to withstand high pressure. The fuel sample is placed in crucible inside the bomb, which is filled with oxygen

under a pressure above 25 atm. The calorimeter is filled with water jacket with a jacket of water and air. A

stirrer for keeping the temperature of water uniform and a thermometer to measure the temperature up to

accuracy of 0.001oC is fitted through the lid of calorimeter.

Procedure

To start with 1 gm of fuel sample as a briquette is placed into the crucible and a fuse wire is connected with

electrode as shown in Fig. 21.1. To absorb the combustion products of sulphur and nitrogen, 2 ml of water is

poured in the bomb. Bomb is then supplied with pure oxygen through the valve to an amount of 25 atm. The

bomb is then placed in weighed quantity of water, in the calorimeter. The stirring is started after making

necessary electrical connections, and when calorimeter indicates a steady state temperature, fuel is fired and

temperature readings are taken; the pressure is slowly released through, the exhaust value and the contents of

bomb are carefully weighed for further analysis. The heat released by combustion of fuel is absorbed by

water surrounding the bomb and calorimeter. From the above data, the calorific value can be found in the

following way:

Heat released by fuel sample = wf.C

Heat received by water and calorimeter = (Ww+We) × c × [ (t2-t1) + tc]

By energy balance

wf.C = (Ww+We) × c × [ (t2-t1) + tc]
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Where

wf = weight of fuel sample, kg

w = weight of water, kg

c= specific heat of water

C = calorific value (higher) of fuel, kJ/kg

we = water equivalent of calorimeter (kg)

t1 = initial temperature of water and calorimeter

t2 = radiation cautions

Example

Ultimate analysis of a sample of coal is given as

C = 84.4%                   H = 4%

O = 5.6%                     Ash = 6%

Find: Higher & lower calorific value of fuel for complete combustion

Analysis
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21.2.2 Calorific value of gaseous fuel

The calorific value of a gaseous fuel is determined by Junker’s or Bry’s gas calorimeter. The metered gaseous

fuel is continuously supplied to calorimeter at constant pressure, where it is burnt in presence of air as shown

in fig 21.2. In its simplest construction, it consists of a combustion chamber in which the gas is burnt. A water

jacket through which a set of tubes called flue gas pass surrounds this chamber. Thermometers are

incorporated at different places to measure the temperatures.

Procedure: A metered quantity of gas whose calorific value is to be determined is supplied to the gas burner

via a gas meter which records its volume and a gas pressure regulator which measures the pressure of the gas

by means of a manometer. When the gas burns, the hot products of combustion travel upwards in the

chamber and then downwards through the flues and finally escape to the atmosphere through the outlet. The

temperature of the escaping gas is recorded by the thermometer fitted at the exit and this temperature should

be as close to room temperature as possible so that entire heat of combustion is absorbed by water. The cold

water enters the calorimeter near the bottom and leaves near the top. Water which is formed by condensation

of steam is collected in a pot.

The quantity of gas used during the experiment is accurately measured by the meter and temperatures of

ingoing and outgoing water are indicated by the thermometers. From the above data the calorific value of the

gas can be calculated.

Fig. 21.2 Junker’s gas calorimeter

Example

The following results were obtained during the trial on gas calorimeter. Gas supplied = 0.8 m3 at 32°C.

Pressure of gas = 40 mm of water, Barometric reading 750 mm; Temperature of water at inlet and outlet as
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30°C and 38oC respectively. Mass of cooling water circulated = 24 Kg; specific heat of water = 4.2 kJ/ kg

K; steam condensed = 0.055 Kg. Determine the higher and lower calorific value of fuel at 25oC. Assume

standard barometric pressure = 760 mm of Hg. Take hfg= 2442.5 kJ/ kg K, at  25oC.

Solution

            Vgas = 0.8 m3

             Tgas= 32oC = 305 K

             Pgas = 40 mm water above 350 mm Hg

             mw = 24 kg                                                                  ms = .055 kg

              cw = 4.2 kJ/ kg K                                                         hfg = 2442.5 kJ/kg K

              T = 25oC

              p = 750 mm Hg

Pgas = Pgage + patm

      = 40 mm H2O + 750 mm Hg

       =  

        =   

        =  

Standard barometric pressure

p = 760 mm Hg

            = 

           = 

Volume of gas at standard reference state
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The higher caloric value is

21.3 Oil Burners

For liquid fuels to burn satisfactorily, they must first be brought into the vapour state and burners may be

classified by the method which is employed to do this. Different method of vaporization may be adopted, but

all burners operating on direct vaporization are referred to as vaporizing burners. Light fuels such as kerosene

and gas oil can be vaporized by the direct application of heat. If this technique is applied to the heavier oils,

the temperature required to evaporate the fuel also produces severe ‘cracking’ and solid carbon particles are

produced. The method adopted to overcome this difficulty is to vaporize in a two-stage process, first by

atomizing the oil, or more correctly, by breaking down the oil into a fine spray or mist of oil particles and then

by vaporizing these fine oil particles during the actual combustion process.

21.3.1 Vaporization Burners

(a) Wick Burners- As the name implies, a wick is used, and if smoke-free operation is to be maintained,

attention should be given to ensure that the burner is clean and correctly adjusted. The flame should be

sufficiently close to the wick to evaporate the fuel at the desired rate and yet be sufficiently far away from the

wick to eliminate ‘cracking’ of the fuel.

(b) Carburetor Pot Burner—Pot burners dispense entirely with a wick and may operate either on natural

or forced draught, depending upon the rate of combustion required. In the natural draught units, the rate of

evaporation is controlled by the heat received from the flame only and the oil vapour produced mixes with the

air induced by the chimney effect. The draught available at the combustion chamber is usually adjusted to

between 0.5 mm and 2.5 mm of water gauge as compared with 0.5 to 5 mm of water gauge with forced

draught. With the latter, however, part of the air is directed to the surface of the fuel and thus increased the

rate of evaporation. The additional air is also effective in burning off carbon which is deposited on the pot. A

typical carburetor or pot-type burner which operates on natural draught is shown in figure 21.3.

21.3.2 Atomizing Burners

The majority of industrial burners and some domestic burners too, employ the atomizing principle of preparing

the fuel for combustion. Most of these burners are capable of giving a satisfactory performance, although the

method of producing the atomized spray of fuel varies widely. These burners can be classified into three main

groups according to the method of atomization used.

(i)                 Mechanical (Pressure jet).

(ii)               Two fluid—air or steam
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(iii)             Mechanical –assisted by air or steam

Fig. 21.3 Carburetor or pot-type burner

In order to get good atomization of all but the lightest grades of oil, it is first essential to lower its viscosity by

raising its temperature. The recommended viscosity for good atomization is 0.25 S. The most suitable

temperature to which the oil should be preheated therefore depends mainly on the type of oil and to a lesser

extent on the type and size of the burner. The temperature listed in Table 21.1 may be taken as a general

guide for the range of oil quoted.

Table 21.1 Atomizing temperature for petroleum based oils

B.S. fuel class Kinematic viscosity of oil at

50°C (C Stokes) (max.)

Atomizing

temperature (°C)

E

F

G

H

36

125

370

690

60

88

110

121

 

(a) Mechanical Pressure Jet: The pressure required to obtain good atomization is between 3.5 and 35 bar.

Atomization of the fuel is effected by converting the pressure energy of the oil into kinetic energy with the

result that the oil is emitted as a fine mist. In general, the oil passes through a swirl element and then through

an orifice from which it issues in the form of a hollow cone. A typical commercial pressure jet atomizer mainly

used for steam generation application is shown in figure 21.4. The output of a pressure jet unit of this type

varies approximately as the square root of the pressure and over the range of pressures normally used, the
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turn down or the range of output is limited to about 2-1.

Fig. 21.4 Typical Pressure Jet Atomizer

In spill-type pressure jet atomizers, the range is increased appreciably by recirculation of part of the oil to

maintain a high degree of swirl at all outputs. Development of this type of burner was instigated by the urgent

demand for good turn-down characteristics in the burners used for jet propelled aircraft, where the gas

turbine required a turn-down in the region of 10-1. Today many industrial oil burner systems for general

application are operated with spill-type atomizers.

Figure 21.5 (a) and (b) show two designs of spill type atomizer. In the one shown in Figure 21.5(a), the oil is

fed under pressure through an annular ring into the swirl chamber which has two exits. One is discharge

orifice and the other is the line leading back to the pump for recirculation of the oil. It will be observed that the

re-circulated oil is led off axially from the centre of the unit. The amount of fuel, which is re-circulated, is

under complete control, and by this means the velocity of swirl can be maintained reasonably constant down

to low consumptions of fuel and therefore good atomization is attained over the full working range.

Fig. 21.5 Spill type pressure atomizer

The spill-type atomizer shown in Figure 21.5 (b) has an axial fuel inlet from which independent tangential

nozzles impart a rotary motion to the fuel in the swirl chamber. The re-circulated oil is tapped off at the

periphery of the discharge nozzle and is returned for recirculation through the annular passage shown.

In some types of spill atomizer the re-circulated oil is bled off at the periphery of the swirl chamber, which has
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certain advantages, but for low flow conditions, it would appear that maximum atomization will occur when

the bleed-off is as near to the final orifice as is practicable, that is, the maximum swirl is obtained at the

discharge orifice.

Control system for normal industrial applications to furnaces and boilers are relatively simple, but the

automatic controls for the application to gas turbines for aircraft are extremely complicated pieces of

mechanism.

(b) Two-fluid Atomizers The atomization of the fuel in this type of burner is carried out by using the kinetic

energy of a stream of a second fluid at a relatively high velocity. The atomizing fluid is normally steam or air.

Air jet atomizers are manufactured in three arbitrary groups depending upon the air pressure employed.

Low pressure               Up to 760 mm w.g. (fan)

Medium pressure         13.8 to 69 kPa (rotary compressor)

High pressure              69 to 1035 kPa  (piston compressor)
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Module 9. Steam and its properties

Lesson 22

FORMATION OF STEAM AND ITS PROPERTIES

22.1 Introduction
22.2 Formation of Steam

22.2.1 Advantages of superheated steam

22.3 Enthalpy of Steam
22.3.1 Specific enthalpy o22f un-saturated water (hw)
22.3.2 Specific enthalpy of saturated water (hf)
22.3.3 Latent heat of steam (hfg)
22.3.4 Wet and dry steam
22.3.5 Dryness fraction
22.3.6 Wetness fraction

22.3.7 Specific enthalpy of wet steam (hws)
22.3.8 Specific enthalpy of dry saturated steam (hg)

22.3.9 Specific enthalpy of superheated steam (hsup)
22.4 Specific Volume of Water/Steam

22.4.1 Specific volume of saturated water (vf)
22.4.2 Specific volume of dry saturated steam (vg)
22.4.3 Specific volume of wet steam of quantity x
22.4.4 Specific volume of Superheated Steam (vsup)

22.5 Entropy of Steam

22.5.1 Specific entropy of saturated water (sf)
22.5.2 Change in specific entropy during evaporation (sfg)
22.5.3 Specific entropy of dry saturated steam (sg)
22.5.4 Specific entropy of wet steam
22.5.5 Specific entropy of superheated steam (ssup)

22.1 Introduction

Steam, which is gaseous form of pure water, is an excellent working medium in various thermodynamic systems

because of its following properties:

1)      It can carry large quantities of heat

2)      It is produced from water which is cheap and readily available

3)      It can be used for heating purposes after its duty as working agent is completed.

4)      It can be used purely as a heating medium in food processing Industries because of a fast, easily

controllable and hygienic method of heating.

22.2 Formation of Steam

In general, steam can be formed by boiling water in a vessel. But to use it effectively as a working or heating medium, it

has to produce in a closed vessel under pressure. Steam formed at a higher pressure has higher temperature and can be

made to flow easily through insulated pipes from steam generator to point of use. A simple arrangement of formation of

steam at constant pressure is shown in Fig. 22.1.
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A = Sensible Heat taken by Ice

B= Latent Heat of Fusion

C = Sensible Heat taken by Water

D = Latent Heat of evaporation

E =  Sensible Heat taken by Steam

hw = Specific enthalpy of water

 hf = Specific enthalpy of saturated water

hfg = Latent heat of evaporation

hg = Specific enthalpy of dry saturated steam

hsup = Specific enthalpy of super heated steam

Fig. 22.2 Temperature enthalpy curve of formation of steam at constant pressure

Consider 1 kg of ice at temperature -100C which is below the freezing point. Let it be heated at constant pressure P.

The temperature of ice starts increasing until it reaches the melting temperature of ice i.e., 00C and during this course ice

absorbs its sensible heat. On further addition of heat, ice starts melting, its temperature remains constant at 00C and it

absorbs latent heat of fusion and converts completely into water at 00C.

On further addition of heat, the temperature of water starts rising until it reaches the boiling temperature or saturation

temperature corresponding to pressure P. This heat absorbed by water in sensible heat.

Note: Saturation temperature or boiling temperature increases with increase in pressure

After the boiling temperature is reached, it remains constant with further addition of heat and vaporization take place.

The water absorbs its latent heat and converts into dry saturated steam remaining at same saturation temperature. The

intermediate stage of water and dry saturated steam is wet steam, which is actually a mixture of steam and water.
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If further the heat is added, the temperature of this dry saturated steam starts rising from saturation temperature and it

converts into superheated steam. This heat absorbed is again the sensible heat. The total rise in temperature of

superheated steam above the saturation temperature is called degree of superheat. We must know here that the

saturation temperature, latent heat and other properties of steam remain same at constant pressure but varies with the

variation of pressure.

22.2.1 Advantages of superheated steam

1) The superheated steam can be considerably cooled during expansion in an engine cylinder, before its

temperature falls so low as to cause condensation on cylinder walls which is a direct heat loss.

2) The temperature of superheated steam being higher, it gives a high thermal efficiency in heat engine.

3) It has high heat content and so high capacity of doing work. Thus it results in an economy in steam

consumption.

22.3 Enthalpy of Steam

To find out the total heat content or enthalpy of any state of water/ steam we have to add all types of heat added i.e.,

sensible and latent to convert the water to that state starting from some initial state or datum which is assumed as a zero

enthalpy point or  where the heat content is taken as zero. Generally in engineering calculations the datum is water at

00C where it is considered as having zero heat content or zero enthalpy. Enthalpy of one kg of water or steam is called

as specific enthalpy.

22.3.1 Specific enthalpy of un-saturated water (hw)

It is simply the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of one kg of water from 0 ℃ to its actual temperature

which is below its saturation temperature. It can be calculated by multiplying actual temperature of unsaturated water

with its specific heat which is considered equal to 4.187 kJ/ kg/ K. It is denoted as hw.

                                                                                                                                                     

                                                ……… (Eq. 22.1)

Where‘t’ is the temperature of water in

Note: If water is present at a temperature below its boiling point or saturation temperature, it is called unsaturated

water. If water is present at its boiling point i.e. saturation temperature, it is called saturated water.

22.3.2 Specific enthalpy of saturated water (hf)

It is the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of one kg of water at 00C to its boiling point or saturation

temperature corresponding to the pressure applied. It is denoted as hf. It can be calculated by multiplying the specific

heat of water to the total rise in temperature. The specific heat Cpw of water may be approximately taken as constant

i.e., 4.187 kJ/kg K, but in actual it slightly increases with increase in saturation temperature or pressure. Thus

 oC
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hf	 =	 Cw	 (ts	 –	 0)	 =	 Cpts

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

																																																																								……… (Eq. 22.2)

Where,  ts = Saturation temperature

22.3.3 Latent heat of steam (hfg)

Latent heat of steam at a particular pressure may be defined as the quantity of heat in kJ required to convert one kg of

water at its boiling point (saturated water) into dry saturated steam at the same pressure. It is usually denoted by L or

hfg. It decreases with increase in pressure or saturation temperature.

22.3.4 Wet and dry steam

Wet steam is that steam in which the whole of water has not vaporized but the un-vapourized water is present in the

form of mist/fog suspended in completely vaporized water or steam. Due to this mist the wet steam is visible. However

the dry steam i.e., in which the vaporization is complete is invisible or colorless. Any steam which is completely dry and

present at saturation temperature is called dry saturated steam.

22.3.5 Dryness fraction

This term refers to quality of wet steam. It is defined as the ratio of the weight of dry steam actually presents to the

weight of total wet steam which contains it. It is denoted by x. Thus

                                                                                                                                  

                                      ……… (Eq. 22.3)

Where    Wd = Weight of dry steam in 1 kg of wet steam,

               W = Weight of water in suspension in 1 kg of wet steam

Dryness fraction is zero for saturated water and one for dry saturated steam.

22.3.6 Wetness fraction

It is the ratio of the weight of water/ moisture in suspension in a wet steam sample to the total weight of wet steam. It is

calculated by subtracting x from 1

          

Wetness fraction is 1 for saturated water and ‘0’ for dry saturated steam.

22.3.7 Specific enthalpy of wet steam (hws)

It may be defined as the quantity of heat required to convert 1 kg of water at 00C into wet steam of a given quality and
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at constant pressure. It may be denoted by hws. It is equal to the sum of specific enthalpy of saturated water and

latent heat of dry fraction of steam. So

hws = hf + x.

hfg                                                                                                                  

                                     ……… (Eq. 22.4)

22.3.8 Specific enthalpy of dry saturated steam (hg)

It may be defined as the quantity of heat required to convert 1kg of water at 00C into dry saturated steam at given

constant pressure. It may be denoted by hg. It is equal to the sum of specific enthalpy of saturated water and latent heat

corresponding to given saturation pressure and temperature. Thus

hg = hf + hfg

                                                                                                                     

                                      ……… (Eq. 22.5)

22.3.9 Specific enthalpy of superheated steam (hsup)

It is defined as the quantity of heat required to convert 1kg of water at 00C into the superheated steam at given

temperature and pressure. It may be denoted as hsup and is equal to the sum of specific enthalpy of dry saturated steam

and product of specific heat of superheated steam (Cs)  to degree of superheat.

hsup = hg + Cs(tsup -

ts )                                                                                                                                                                       

……… (Eq. 22.6)

Where, hg and ts are the specific enthalpy of dry steam and saturation temperature at corresponding pressure and CS

& tsup are specific heat of superheated steam and temperature of superheated steam at the same pressure.

The superheated steam behave like the perfect gas and law of expansion has been found to be pv1.3 = constant.

22.4 Specific Volume of Water/Steam

The volume of a unit mass of water/steam is known as its specific volume

22.4.1 Specific volume of saturated water (vf)

It is defined as volume of 1kg of water at saturation temperature corresponding to the given pressure. It is denoted by

vf. It can be calculated experimentally. It slightly increases with increase in saturation temperature and hence the

pressure. The reciprocal of sp-volume is equal to density.
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22.4.2 Specific volume of dry saturated steam (vg)

It is defined as volume of 1kg of dry saturated steam corresponding to the given pressure. It is denoted by vg and can

be calculated experimentally. As dry saturated steam is a gas, its specific volume decreases with increase in pressure or

the saturation temperature.

22.4.3 Specific volume of wet steam of quantity x

It is the volume of 1kg of wet steam and is denoted as

vws= x.vg+ (1-x) vf

                                                                                                            

                                      ……… (Eq. 22.7)

At low pressure the value of vf is very small as compared to vg; so the term (1-x) vf may be neglected. Then volume

of 1kg of wet steam = x.vg

22.4.4 Specific volume of Superheated Steam (vsup)

It is the volume of 1kg of superheated steam and can be determined by assuming that the steam behaves as a perfect

gas i.e., obeys the gas laws. It is denoted by vsup

Let P = pressure under which steam is superheated.

tsup =temperature of superheated steam

vg = Specific volume of dry saturated steam

ts = saturation temperature at pressure P.

Since, P = constant, so

                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                ……… (Eq. 22.8)

22.5 Entropy of Steam

22.5.1 Specific entropy of saturated water (sf)

The specific entropy of saturated water at a particular pressure P and saturation temperature Ts is given as the change

in entropy during conversion of one kg of water at 00C into saturated water at that pressure. The water at freezing point

00C or 273 K is considered as datum where, absolute entropy is taken as zero. If CW is specific heat of water then the

change in entropy of 1kg water during temperature change from 273 K to T K is given as
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As the Initial entropy at 273 K is zero, so this change in entropy above 273 K is taken as entropy of water at

temperature T. In case of Saturated Water, T= Ts.

                                                                                      

                                                                        ……… (Eq. 22.9)

22.5.2 Change in specific entropy during evaporation (sfg)

During evaporation heat added = hfg = Latent heat of water

Temperature remains constant during evaporation and is equal to saturation Temperature Ts.

                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                        ……… (Eq. 22.10)

22.5.3 Specific entropy of dry saturated steam (sg)

It is the entropy of one kg of dry saturated steam and is given as the sum of entropy of 1kg of saturated water and

entropy change during evaporation. It is denoted by sg.

Thus    sg = sf + sfg 

                                                                                                                                                 

……… (Eq. 22.11)

22.5.4 Specific entropy of wet steam

Specific entropy of wet steam is equal to sum of specific entropy of saturated water and change in specific entropy

during evaporation of dry fraction of steam. It is denoted by sws

sws = sf + x.

sfg                                                                                                                                              

                                    ……… (Eq. 22.12)

22.5.5 Specific entropy of superheated steam (ssup)

It is the sum of specific entropy of dry saturated steam and entropy change during superheating from saturation temp Ts

to superheated temp Tsup.
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Total specific entropy of superheated steam

                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                ……… (Eq. 22.13)
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Module 9. Steam and its properties

Lesson 23

USE OF STEAM TABLES & MOLLIER CHART, NUMERICAL PROBLEMS

23.1 Steam Table

23.2 Enthalpy-Entropy Diagram or Mollier Diagram (H-∅)

23.3 Numerical Problems

23.1 Steam Table

All the previously mentioned properties of steam i.e. specific enthalpy, specific volume and specific entropy

each of saturated water and steam (wet, dry & superheated) vary with the change in saturation pressure. And

for a particular saturation pressure there is a fix value of saturation temperature. These properties are required

in thermo dynamic calculations where steam is used as working medium. It is quite cumbersome to calculate

each time, the value and relation between various properties. So, these are experimentally determined and

presented in the form of tables showing value of each property w.r.t either saturation temperature or

saturation pressure. These tables are called steam tables. The value of properties of saturated steam and

superheated steam are given separately. If any given pressure falls in between two values given in table then

value of concerned property on this pressure may be calculated by interpolation. The column in the steam

table showing properties of saturated stream are as given below:

Table 23.1 Stem table format

Absolute

Pressure

in bar

(P)

Saturation

Temperature

in 0C

(t)

Specific Volume

in m3/kg

Specific  Enthalpy in kJ/kg Specific  Entropy in kJ/kg.k

Water

(vf)

Steam

(vg)

Water

(hf)

Evaporation

(hfg)

Steam

(hg)

Water

(sf)

Evaporation

(sfg)

Steam

(sg)

23.2 Enthalpy-Entropy Diagram or Mollier Diagram (H-∅)

It is a plot of enthalpy on ordinate and entropy on abscissa scale. Constant pressure, constant volume and

constant temperature lines are also drawn on it.
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Fig. 23.1 Mollier chart

Saturation Line or saturation vapour line is also clearly shown as dark red line. This chart is frequently used to

show the expansion or compression and heating or cooling of steam, when it is used as a working media in

steam engines/turbines. But as far as a dairy or food processing industry is concerned, steam is used only for

the purpose of heating and not as a working media. Thus expansion or compression processes of steam are

not required, so use of Mollier chart is limited here. In the heating applications, we are mainly concerned with

calculating the enthalpy of steam or heat required to prepare steam of required quality. This purpose is solved

with the help of steam tables only. So, in the numerical problems mentioned in this lesson, we will be using

steam tables only.

23.3 Numerical Problems

23.3.1 Calculate the total heat of 5 kg of steam at an absolute pressure of 8 bar having dryness fraction of

0.8. Also calculate heat in kJ required to convert the steam into dry and saturated steam.

Solution

From steam tables

At pressure 8 bar, hf = 720.9 kJ/kg
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                          hfg = 2046.5 kJ/kg

                           hg = 2767.4 kJ/Kg

Sp. enthalpy of wet steam

 hw = hf + x.hfg

                 = 720.9 + 0.8 x 2046.5

                 = 2358.1 kJ/kg

Total heat of 5 kg steam = weight of steam x Sp. Enthalpy = 5x2358.1 = 11790.5 kJ      (Ans)

Now total heat of 5kg dry saturated steam = 5x hg = 5x 2767.4 = 13830 kJ

Net heat required to be supplied for conversion of wet steam into dry saturated steam = 13830 – 11790.5 =

2039.5 kJ    (Ans)

23.3.2  4 Kg of 0.5 dry steam at 6.0 bar pressure is heated, so that it becomes

(a)    0.95 dry at 6.0 bar pressure or

(b)   Dry & saturated at 6.0 bar or

(c)    Superheated to 300oC at 6.0 bar or

(d)   Superheated to 250oC at 8.0 bar

Using steam tables determine in each case the quantity of heat required to be supplied. Take Csup for

superheated steam as 2.3 kJ/ kg K.

Solution: Initial Condition of steam are mass, m = 4 kg; x1= 0.5 and P = 6.0 bar

So initial enthalpy (total heat content) of 4kg steam is

H1 = 4[hf +0.5hfg]                

                                                                                                                            

                                                            [Sub Eq. (i)]

From steam table, at 6.0 bar pressure value of specific enthalpy of saturated water, hf and latent heat of

steam, hfg are given as

hf = 670.4 kJ/kg
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hfg = 2085.1 kJ/kg

Putting these values in equation (i)

H1 = 4[670.4+0.5×2085.1] = 6851.8 kJ ≈ 6852 kJ

Heat Supplied

Case I Final Conditions of Steam are x2=0.95 and pressure, p=6.0 bar. So final enthalpy of steam is

H2 = 4[hf + x.hfg] = 4[670.4 + 0.95 × 2085.1] = 10605 kJ

Net heat supplied = Final Enthalpy – Initial Enthalpy

= H2 – H1 = 10605 – 6852 = 3753 kJ    (Ans)

Case II Final Conditions of Steam are pressure, p=6.0 bar. Condition is dry saturated i.e.,

 x2 = 1. So final enthalpy of steam is

H2 = m.hg = 4×2755.5 kJ/kg [From Steam Table]

                =11022 kJ

Net heat supplied = Final Enthalpy – Initial Enthalpy

= H2 – H1 = 11022 – 6852 = 4170 kJ   (Ans)

Case III Final Conditions of Steam are pressure, p=6.0 bar, Superheated to 3000C. Form steam tables,

saturation temperature, tS at given pressure 6.0bar is ts = 158.80C. So final enthalpy of superheated steam is

H2 = m [hg + CPs (tsup –ts)] = 4[2755.5 + 2.3(300-158.8)] = 12321 kJ

So Net heat supplied = Final Enthalpy – Initial Enthalpy

     = H2 – H1 = 12321 – 6852 = 5469 kJ (Ans)

Case IV Final Conditions of Steam are pressure, p=8.0 bar, Superheated to temperature, tsup = 2500C.

From steam tables

At 8.0 bar pressure ts = 170.40C, hg = 2767.4 kJ/kg

So H2 = m [hg + CPs (tsup –ts)] = 4[2767.4 + 2.3(250-170.4)] = 11801.92 ≈ 11802 kJ
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Heat Supplied = H2 – H1 = 11802 – 6852 = 4950 kJ  [Ans]

23.3.3  Calculate the entropy and volume of 4.73 kg of superheated steam at pressure 7.8 bar and

temperature 240oC. Take Cp for superheated steam = 2.32 kJ/kg. K

Solution

At 7.8 bar        Saturation temperature ts = 169.4oC

or Ts = 169.4+273 = 442.4 K

vg = 0.2461 m3/ kg

sg = 6.668 kJ/kg K

tsup = 240oC

so,        Tsup = 240 + 273 = 513 K

                      

= 0.2854 m3/kg

Total volume of 4.73 kg of steam = 4.73×0.2854 = 1.3498 m3

Sp. entropy of superheated steam = sg +                

            = 7.0115 kJ/ kg K

Total entropy of steam = 4.73x 7.0115 = 33.16 kJ/ K   (Ans)

23.3.4 A boiler is producing steam at a pressure of 15 bars and quality as 0.98 dry. It was observed that

while flowing from boiler to the place of heating through pipes, steam looses 20 kJ of heat per kg. Assuming

the constant pressure, while flowing through pipe line, calculate the quality of steam at the place of heating.

Solution

 Sp.vol. of superheated Steam
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Given conditions of steam in boiler are

Pressure P=15 bar; x= 0.98; Heat loss= 21 kJ/ kg

From steam tables, we find that

At pressure, P=15 bar,

hf = 844.6 kJ/kg

and     hfg = 1945.3 kJ/kg

 So specific enthalpy of steam in boiler, h1 = hf + x.hfg

                                                      = 844.6 + 0.98 

                                                      = 2751 kJ/kg

                                                 Heat loss = 21 kJ/kg

So net enthalpy of steam at the other end of pipe line or at the place of heating

= 2751−21 = 2730 kJ/kg

To find dryness fraction of this steam x2 we know that enthalpy is

   h2 = hf + x2.hfg

or       2730 = 844.60 + x2 ×	1945.3   

23.3.5 In a conical process vat a batch of 50 kg of milk initially at a temperature of 250 C is to be boiled at

atmospheric pressure until concentrated to a final mass of 40 kg. Calculate the mass of steam consumed to

carry out the process if steam is supplied in dry saturated condition at a gauge pressure of 1 bar and

condensate outlet is at 1000 C. Assume 20% of useful heat loss in the vat.

Solution

Sensible heat absorbed by milk

       

 1945.3
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         = 15900 kJ     

            Mass of water evaporated from milk = 50-40 = 10 kg

            Latent heat of evaporation of water at atmospheric pressure = 2257 kJ        (from steam table)

            Latent heat of evaporation of 10 kg water = 10 × 2257 = 22570 kJ 

            Total heat consumed in the process = 15900 + 22570 = 38470 kJ          

                                                                                                         [Sub Eq. (1)]

            Now, Absolute pressure of steam supplied = 1.013 + 1 = 2.013 bar

            Enthalpy of dry saturated steam at 2.013 bar pressure = hg = 2707 kJ/kg     (from steam table)

            Enthalpy of condensate at 1000 C = hf = 419.1 kJ/kg                                    (from steam table)

            Net heat supplied by one kg steam = 2707 - 419.1 = 2287.9 kJ

            Taking 20 % loss in the process

            Net heat given by steam to milk = 2287.9 × 0.8 = 1830.32 kJ/kg       

                                                                                                               [Sub Eq. (2)]

            Steam consumed to supply total heat required in the process as given in equation (1).

            = 21 kg   (Ans)
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Module 10. Steam generators

Lesson 24

CLASSIFICATION AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS OF BOILERS/ STEAM

GENERATORS

24.1 Introduction

24.2 Classification of Steam Generators
24.3 Cochran Boiler

24.4 Babcock & Wilcox Boiler
24.5 Boiler Terms

24.6 Boiler Start-up procedure

24.7 Performance of Boilers

24.7.1 Equivalent evaporation

24.7.2 Factor of evaporation

24.7.3 Boiler efficiency

24.7.4 Boiler horse power
24.8 Numerical Problems

24.1 Introduction

Steam generator is a device or equipment which burns the fuel and facilitates the exchange of heat produced

to the water to generate required quantity and quality of steam. Thus it is a heat exchanger which has the

place for burning of fuel and flow of hot flue gases produced and also has space for storing of water and

steam. As steam is produced & stored at high pressure than the atmospheric pressure, steam generator is

also a pressure vessel. To handle the hot flue gases and to keep high pressure steam, certain other mountings

and accessories are also required for its safe and efficient operation. In this way steam generator is not simply

a vessel to boil water but it is a complete unit performing the complete task of producing & handling the high

pressure steam by burning of the fuel and exhausting the flue gases efficiently and safely. Most of the boilers

are actually a type of shell & tube type heat exchangers.

24.2 Classification of Steam Generators

Depending on the construction and operation, steam generators or commonly named as boilers are classified

on the basis of:

(a) Alignment of axis of boiler:  Boilers are classified as Horizontal, Vertical and Inclined type

boiler. Horizontal boiler occupies more floor area but is easily accessible for inspection and

maintenance. Vertical boiler occupies less floor area but difficult to access and clean. In a dairy

processing plant, we generally find horizontal type boiler.

(b) Flow of water and hot flue gases through the boiler: Boilers are broadly classified as fire

tube and water tube boiler. This is the first major classification of boilers. Most of the boilers are

actually shell and tube type heat exchangers in which one fluid i.e. either water or hot gas flows

through the shell and other through the tubes. In a boiler, if fire flows through tubes and water remains
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in the shell, it is called fire tube boiler. Conversely if water flows through tubes and fire or hot flue

gases pass through the shell it is called water tube boiler. In a dairy processing plant, fire tube boilers

are generally used due to low pressure requirement, comparatively safe, less operational cost and

easy to maintain type characteristics.

(c) Location of furnace or burner: Boilers are classified as: Externally fired and internally fired. If

fuel is burnt outside the boiler and after burning only, hot flue gases are forced to flow through boiler,

it is called externally fired. e.g. Babcock & Wilcox boiler, Sterling boiler etc.

If the furnace is located inside the boiler itself, it is called internally fired boiler e.g. Cochran boiler,

Lancashire boiler etc.

(d) Mode of water circulation: Boilers are classified as forced circulation and natural circulation

boilers. If the water flows through boiler by the force of pump, it is called forced circulation boiler. If

water flows due to natural current produced, it is called natural circulation boiler.

(e) Pressure of steam produced: Boilers are classified as high pressure and low pressure boilers.

Above 80 bar pressure, boilers are called high pressure boilers and below this limit, boilers are called

low pressure boilers. In a dairy processing plant where steam is used only for heating purpose and

not to produce any mechanical work, low pressure boilers are used. High pressure boilers are used in

applications where steam is used as a working agent like in thermal power plants etc. High pressure

boilers are Benson, Babcock & Wilcox, and Lamont etc. Low pressure boilers are Cochran,

Cornish, Lancashire & Locomotive boilers.

Table 24.1 Comparison between fire tube and water tube boilers

S.No Fire Tube Boilers Water Tube Boilers

1. Hot gases flow through tubes or flues

passing through water stored in the shell

Water flows through tubes passing through the

passage of the flue gases.

2. Steam production rate is less i.e. upto 9

tons / hour

Steam production rate is high. It can be upto

450 tones/hour.

3. Steam pressure is limited to 25 bar

approx.

Steam pressure is generally in the range of 125

bar or even more in high pressure or super

critical boilers.

4. Due to low pressure and less production

rate of steam, their use is generally limited

to processing plant or small size power

plants used in private industries.

Due to high pressure and high production rate

of steam, these are commonly used in large

capacity power plants like thermal plants for

power generation.
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5. Chances of bursting are less but in case of

bursting, a great damage to the life &

property occur. It is because the main

shell is under pressure and whole shell

bursts.

Chances of bursting are more due to high

pressure, but the damage is not so severe as in

case of fire tube boilers.

6. Feed water treatment is necessary but not

so critically required because small

deposit in the boiler shell does not

deteriorate much the performance of

boiler.

Feed water treatment is critical and highly

essential as even a small deposit in boiler tube

may cause overheating and bursting.

7. Construction is more complicated. It

occupies more floor area. Transportation

is difficult. Because it comes in assembled

position. Hence overall cost is high for a

unit steam production rate.

Construction is simpler. It occupies less floor

area. Transportation is not difficult because it

can be easily dismantled & assembled. Overall

cost is less for a unit steam production rate.

8. Overall efficiency is upto 75%. Overall efficiency with economizer is 90%

9. It can cope up with fluctuating load. It can also bear fluctuating load but only for a

shorter period.

10. It takes time to produce steam and

increase the steam pressure at a slower

rate.

It produces steam fast and so increases the

steam pressure at a faster rate.

 

24.3 Cochran Boiler

It is a best example of vertical fire tube boiler and has a very simple construction. It is internally fired multi

tubular and natural circulation boiler. Its working can be well understood with the help of a animated diagram 

Fig. 24.1.

The various parts & mountings of Cochran boiler are also shown in Fig. 24.1

Description: Cochran boiler has a vertical cylindrical shell with dome shaped top used as steam space.

Furnace is a single piece construction situated at the bottom of the shell. The fuel (coal) is burnt on the grate

by supplying air naturally through fire hole. Hot flue gases produced are directed through fire brick lining to

the horizontal fire tubes surrounded by water filled in the shell. After exchanging their heat with water flue
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gases are directed to atmosphere through smoke box and chimney. Ash collects below the grate in the ash pit

from where it is periodically removed. The various boiler mountings are also installed over the boiler shell.

24.4 Babcock & Wilcox Boiler

It is a simple water-tube boiler and used where higher steam pressure and higher steam production rate is

required. It can be used for stationary and marine purposes. The construction is as shown in Fig. 24.2

It consists of a horizontal shell supported on the masonry structure. The shell is connected to two headers on

both ends, which are at different level and connected by a number of inclined tubes. When shell remains filled

with water, up to the desired level, the headers and tubes also remain filled with water. The tubes are inclined

at an angle of 15° and remain suspended/ supported inside the closed furnace/flue gases space. The flue

gases produced from burning of the fuel are directed over the tubes in between the baffles forming the zig-zag

flame passage. Steam is produced inside the inclined tubes and lifts through the top header and collects in the

steam space of the boiler shell. Water from the bottom header comes in place of steam. Water level is

checked by level indicator and maintained by feed pump.

The boiler shell & tubes are hung by means of wrought iron girders supported on pillars. This arrangement

allows the drum and tubes to expand or contract freely.

24.5 Boiler Terms

(i) Boiler Shell: It is a cylindrical shaped structure fabricated with steel plates rolled & riveted or

welded together.

(ii) Grate: It is a Cast Iron platform in the furnace of boiler on which fuel is burnt. Fuel is coal or

wood or any other solid fuel which rests on the perforated surface of grate made of C.I. bars. Air can

easily pass through perforated surface from the bottom and also after burning, ash can fall down itself

easily.

(iii) Furnace/Fire box: It is an enclosed space where fuel is burnt and hot flue gases accumulate.

From the furnace, flue gases are directed to flow through the boiler.

(iv) Water Space: Volume occupied by water in the boiler is termed as water space which is

maintained at a constant level with the help of water level indicator fitted on boiler shell.

(v) Steam Space: It is volume occupied by steam over the water surface in boiler. As steam is light,

it lifts up and remains in the steam space at the top end of the boiler.

(vi) Boiler Mountings: Various fittings on the boiler like pressure gauge, safety valves etc which are

necessary for its safe and efficient operation are called Boiler Mountings.

(vii) Boiler Accessories: The integral parts of boiler which are required to enhance its efficiency or

for overall performance are called accessories e.g. super heater, economizer, feed pump etc.
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(viii) Foaming: The formation of bubbles on the surface of boiling water is called foaming.

(ix) Scale: The deposits of water salts and foreign particles on the heating surface in the form of a

hard layer or film is called scale.

(x) Blowing off: The suspended impurities in the boiler water usually settle down and are thrown out

through a cock due to pressure difference inside and outside the boiler. This process is called blowing

off and the cock used is called blow-off-cock.

(xi) Lagging: The insulation block mode or rope made of asbestos or magnesia wrapped or fixed

outside the boiler shell and steam pipe are called lagging.

(xii) Refractory: The fire bricks or clay having low thermal diffusivity are used in the furnace walls

and other passages of flue gases where flue gases should retain their heat i.e. where heat loss of flue

gases is to be prevented.

24.6 Boiler Start-up procedure

        i.            Check maximum permissible working pressure which is indicated by a red line on pressure

gauge fitted.

      ii.            Check and close drain valves.

    iii.            Open water and steam cocks of water gauge glass and shut its drain cock.

    iv.            Clean and examine filter in feed water system.

      v.            Open feed water tank outlet valve, and ensure water level in tank is at least half the gauge

glass.

    vi.            Check fuel oil daily service tank level and drain off any water present.

  vii.            Clean and examine filters in fuel oil system.

viii.            Shut main steam stop valve and open air vent.

    ix.            Switch on power supply. Feed water pump will automatically supply water to boiler till

approximately half gauge glass.

      x.            Fuel oil pump will automatically start. Fuel oil, if heavy diesel oil, will circulate through fuel oil

heater till the desired operating temperature is reached.

    xi.            The blower motor will start and purge furnace for at least 1-2 minutes to clear any

combustible gas accumulated in the furnace and avoid a blow back.

  xii.            The burner will be ignited according to an automatic sequence, initially at low fire rate.
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xiii.            When steam comes out form air vent, shut off air vent and switch to high fire rate. Steam

pressure will gradually increase to normal working pressure.

xiv.            Check gauge glass, safety valve, and all automatic safety devices to ensure they are

functioning normally.

  xv.            Open steam valve very slowly to permit warming through and draining of the cold steam pipes

to avoid damage due to water hammer.

24.7 Performance of Boilers

24.7.1 Equivalent evaporation

It is defined as the weight of saturated water at 100°C evaporated to dry and saturated steam at 100°C by

utilizing heat at the same rate as would have been used under the actual working conditions.

If         H = Total heat of steam at given working pressure in kJ/kg

            Hw1 = Total heat of feed water in kJ/kg

            L = Latent heat of steam at atmospheric pressure = 2257 kJ/kg

            Wa = Weight of steam produced per hour at given working pressure per kg of fuel  

            We = Equivalent evaporation in kg per kg of fuel

Then as per the above definition, We × L = Wa (H – Hw1)

Or

             

                                                                                                                                                                                      

                                                ……… (Eq. 24.1)

              = Wa .F, where F =  Factor of Evaporation    

                                                                                                    ……… (Eq. 24.2)

24.7.2 Factor of evaporation

It is a quantity which when multiplied by the actual amount of steam generated at a given pressure from water

at given temperature, gives the equivalent evaporation.

Equivalent Evaporation = F x Actual Evaporation

= 
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Thus factor of evaporation may also be defined as ratio of Equivalent Evaporation to actual Evaporation.

24.7.3 Boiler efficiency

It is the ratio of heat actually utilized in generation of steam in a given period to the heat supplied by fuel in the

same period or it is the ratio of heat utilized in generation of a given quantity of steam to the heat supplied by

fuel burnt to produce this steam.

              

                                                                                                                                                                                              ……… (Eq.

24.3)

Where C = calorific value of fuel in kJ/kg and Wf = weight of fuel per hour.

Boiler efficiency is always less than 1 because of some loss of heat through hot gases escaping to atmosphere

and also directly to atmosphere by conduction convection and radiation.

24.7.4 Boiler horse power

This term is although not justified in the boiler as it is not producing any mechanical work/power; even then it

is adopted by American Society of Mechanical Engineers as standard of measurement of capacity of boiler.

One boiler horse power means evaporation of 15.653 kg of water per hour from and at 100oC into dry

saturated steam at 100℃. Or a boiler generating 15.653 kg of equivalent evaporation per hour means

developing one boiler H.P.

             

                                                                                                                                    ……… (Eq. 24.4)

24.8 Numerical Problems

24.8.1 A boiler evaporates 3.6 kg of water per kg of coal burnt into dry saturated steam at 10 bar pressure

.The temperature of feed water is 32oC. Find the equivalent evaporation from and at 100oC as well as factor

of evaporation.

Solution

Mass of steam produced, ms = 3.6 kg/kg of coal

Initial temperature of feed water, tw = 32°C
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So, Enthalpy of feed water, H1= m.cp.tw = 3.6 × 4.187 × 32 = 482.34 kJ

Enthalpy of dry saturated steam produced

H2 = m. hg

At 10 bar pressure, the value of hg from steam tables is = 2776.2 kJ/kg

So, H2 = 3.6 × 2776.2 = 9994.3 kJ

Hence the heat supplied to steam per kg of coal burnt in the boiler is

H2 – H1= 9994.3 – 482.3 = 9512 kJ

Equivalent Evaporation of Boiler                  

                           (Ans)

 24.8.2 The following readings were obtained during a boiler trial of 6 hour duration

                   Mean Steam Pressure = 12 bar

                   Mass of steam generated = 40000Kg

                   Mean dryness fraction = 0.85

                    Mean feed water temp = 30o C

                    Coal Used = 4000kg

                    Calorific value of coal = 33400 kJ/kg

 Calculate: (1) Factor of equivalent evaporation

                  (2) Equivalent evaporation 

                  (3) Efficiency of boiler     

Solution

Mass of steam produced in 6 hours duration = 40000 Kg
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Mass of coal burnt in 6 hours duration = 4000kg

Thus mass of steam produced per kg of coal        

Now specific enthalpy of feed water at temperature 30oC

h1 = Cpt = 4.187 × 30 = 125.6 kJ/kg

Specific enthalpy of steam produced at 12 bar pressure and dryness fraction 0.85

h2 = hf  + x hfg

Now at 12 bar pressure value of hf and hfg from Steam Tables are

hf = 798.4 kJ/kg

hfg = 1984.3 kJ/kg

Putting in above equation

h2= 798.4 + 0.85 ×	1984.3 = 2485 kJ/kg

                

= 1.045                            (Ans)

Equivalent Evaporation = mass of steam x Factor of Evaporation

                                    = 10 x 1.045 = 10.45 kg/kg of coal burnt        (Ans)

Efficiency of boiler,   
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Module 10. Steam generators

Lesson 25

BOILER MOUNTINGS AND ACCESSORIES

25.1 Boiler Mountings
25.1.1 Water level indicator

25.1.1.1 Function

25.1.1.2 Construction
25.1.1.3 Working

25.1.2 Pressure Gauge
25.1.2.1 Function
25.1.2.2 Construction & working
25.1.3 Spring loaded safety valve

25.1.3.1 Function
25.1.3.2 Construction
25.1.4 Fusible plug

25.1.4.1 Function
25.1.4.2 Construction
25.1.4.3 Working
25.1.5 Blow-off-cock
25.1.5.1 Function
25.1.5.2 Construction and working

25.1.6 Feed-check-valve

25.1.6.1 Function
25.1.6.2 Construction

25.1.7 Steam stop valve
25.1.7.1 Function
25.1.7.2 Construction and working

25.2 Boiler Accessories

25.2.1 Feed pump
25.2.1.1 Construction & working

25.2.2 Economizer
25.2.2.1 Function

25.2.2.2 Construction & working
25.2.3 Air Pre-heater

25.2.3.1 Function
25.2.3.2 Construction

25.2.4 Super heater
25.3 Preventive Maintenance of Boilers

25.3.1 Daily check list
25.3.2 Weekly checklist
25.3.3 Monthly checklist
25.3.4 Six-monthly checklist
25.3.5 Annual checklist

25.1 Boiler Mountings

These are the fittings, which are necessarily mounted on the boiler itself and mandatorily required for the safe and

proper operation of boiler. Various boiler mountings are being discussed here one by one. 

25.1.1 Water level indicator
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25.1.1.1 Function

Water level indicator is fitted outside the boiler shell to indicate the water level in the boiler through a glass tube. In

any type of boiler, water should remain at the designed level. If the water falls below the level due to change of

phase into steam and simultaneously fresh water does not fill in by some reason, the hot surface may expose to

steam only and overheat. This is because the heat transfers co-efficient of steam is very less as compared to water.

Due to overheat, damage of tube surface may occur. To avoid this situation, level of water in the boiler needs to be

constantly monitored & maintained by boiler operator by keeping watch on water level indicator.

25.1.1.2 Construction

As shown in the Fig 25.1, two horizontal tubes made of gun metal extend from the boiler shell in such a way that

top one is connected to steam space and bottom one is connected to water space of the boiler. These are

connected at the other end by a vertical glass tube contained in a hollow casting in such a way that water and steam

come out in the glass tube and their interface is visible through it. Each gun metal tube is also provided with a cock

to control the flow of water/steam to the glass tube. One drain cock is fitted at the bottom for cleaning purpose.

The horizontal metal tubes also contain one metal ball each which normally rests on a hemispherical groove in the

tubes. In case the water/steam rush with high speed as may be if glass tube breaks by accident, this ball lifts up

from its normal position and block a hole which connects the metal tube with glass tube and stops the flow.

25.1.1.3 Working

Working of water level indicator or water gauge is very simple. When the cocks are opened, boiling water and

steam from the boiler shell flow into the hard glass tube and maintain the same level as in the boiler which is visible to

operator. When the water level falls down beyond a safe limit, operator may switch on the feed pump to fill more

water in the boiler shell. In the water and steam passages in the gun metal tubes, a metal ball rest in the cavity made

in the passage. In case of breakage of glass tubes by accident, water and steam contained at high pressure in the

boiler rush with high speed towards broken glass tube due to large pressure difference between inside and outside

of boiler. Due to this, the ball resting in the cavity made in the passage lifts and rushes towards the end of gun metal

tube and blocks the passage of steam or water flow. Then immediately the cock can be closed and glass tube can

be replaced safely.   

25.1.2 Pressure Gauge

25.1.2.1 Function

A pressure gauge is used to indicate the pressure of steam in the boiler. It is generally mounted on the front top of

the boiler. Pressure gauge is of two types as (i) Bourdon Tube Pressure Gauge (ii) Diaphragm type pressure gauge.

Both these gauges have a dial in which a needle moves over a circular scale under the influence of pressure. At

atmospheric pressure it gives zero reading. Some gauges indicate only the positive pressure but some are compound

and indicate negative pressure or vacuum also. Looking at the gauge, boiler operator can check the safe working

pressure of the boiler and can take necessary steps to keep the pressure within safe limits. If pressure increases and

crosses the safe limit due to any reason, the boiler shell material may fail and it can burst causing damage to life and

property. Thus it is very important to constantly monitor pressure in a boiler with the help of pressure gauge.

25.1.2.2 Construction & working

A bourdon tube pressure gauge is normally used, the construction of which is shown in the Fig 25.2

 

The bourdon tube is an elliptical spring material tube made with special quality bronze. One end of tube is connected
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to gauge connector and other end is closed and free to move. A needle is attached to the free end of tube through a

small gear mechanism. With the movement of tube under pressure, needle rotates on the circular scale. The

movement of tube & hence needle is proportionate to the rise in pressure and so calibrated with scale.

 

The pressure gauge connector is attached to the boiler shell through a U-tube siphon and three way cocks. In the U-

tube, condensate remains filled and so live steam does not come in direct content of bourdon tube but it push or

exert pressure on the condensate which further stretch bourdon tube. Steam is not allowed a direct contact with the

gauge due to high temperature effect on the pressure recording. The three way cock is used to give an entire

connection for inspector’s pressure gauge.

25.1.3 Spring loaded safety valve

25.1.3.1 Function

Spring loaded safety valve is a safely mounting fitted on the boiler shell and is essentially required on the boiler shell

to safeguard the boiler against high pressure. It is a vital part of boiler and always be in good working condition to

protect the boiler from bursting under high pressure and so to save life and property.

25.1.3.2 Construction

As shown in fig 25.3 it consists of two openings or valve seats which are closed by two valves attached to a single

lever. The lever is pivoted at one end and attached to a spring at the middle. The spring is fixed at the bottom end

with the overall body of valve. Due to spring force, the liver and hence valves remain seated on the valve seats and

do not allow the steam to escape. When the pressure force of steam exceeds the spring pulling force, valve & lever

are lifted and steam escape thus decreasing the pressure below the safe limit. On decreasing the pressure valves sit

again on their seats and thus stop the steam flow from the boiler. Sometimes, the lever may also be lifted manually to

release steam if required.

 

(Fig 25.3 (a) :Spring loaded safety valve)

 

(Fig 25.3 (b) :Dead weight safety valve)

25.1.4 Fusible plug

25.1.4.1 Function

The function of fusible plug is to protect the boiler from damage due to overheating of boiler tubes by low water

level.

25.1.4.2 Construction

As shown in Fig. 25.4, it is simply a hollow gun metal plug screwed into the fire box crown. This hollow gun metal

plug is separated from the main metal plug by an annulus fusible material. This material is protected from fire side by

means of a flange.

25.1.4.3 Working

When the water in the boiler is at its normal level, fusible plug remains submerged in water and its temperature does

not exceed its melting temperature, because its heat is transferred to water easily. If under some unwanted

condition, water level comes down to unsafe limit; fusible plug is exposed to steam in place of water. On the other
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side it is exposed to fire. So its temperature exceeds its melting point due to very low heat transfer to steam and it

melts down. Immediately steam and water under high pressure rush to the fire box and extinguish the fire.

25.1.5 Blow-off-cock

25.1.5.1 Function

It is a controllable valve opening at the bottom of water space in the boiler and is used to blow off some water from

the bottom which carries mud or other sediments settled during the operation of boiler. It is also used to completely

empty the water when the boiler is shut off for cleaning purpose or for inspection and repair.

25.1.5.2 Construction and working

The construction is as shown in Fig  25.5. It has a casing having a passage with one side flange to connect with

boiler shell. The passage is blocked by a cone shape plug having a cross rectangular hole. Sealing is made with a top

and bottom asbestos packing filled in grooves on plug. The shank of the plug passes through a gland and stuffing

box in the cover. On the top portion of the shank a box spanner can be fitted to rotate the shank and plug by 900 to

either open or close the blow-off-cock. The working is also clearly visible on playing the animation. 

25.1.6 Feed-check-valve

25.1.6.1 Function

The feed check valve is fitted in the feed water line of the boiler after the feed pump. Its function is to allow the

water to flow in the boiler when the discharge pressure of feed pump is more than the inside steam pressure of boiler

and prevent the back flow in case the feed pump pressure is less than boiler pressure. Feed check valve is fitted

slightly below the normal water level in the boiler.

25.1.6.2 Construction

The construction of feed check valve is as shown in fig 25.6 In the casing of valve there is a check valve which can

move up or down on its seat under the pressure of water. When supply pressure of feed water acting at the bottom

of check valve is more, valve lifts up and allows the water to fill in the boiler. When supply pressure drops by

stopping of feed pump, the boiler pressure acts on the top of valve and it sits on its gun metal seat and stops back

flow of the boiler water out of the boiler shell.
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Fig. 25.6 Feed check valve

25.1.7 Steam stop valve

25.1.7.1 Function

It is fitted over the boiler in between the steam space and steam supply line. Its function is to regulate the steam

supply from boiler to the steam line.

25.1.7.2 Construction and working

The construction of steam stop valve is as shown in fig 25.7. Its casing has a L-shaped steam flow passage. It

consists of a valve and valve seat to stop or allow

the steam flow.

The valve is attached to a spindle and handle. Spindle passes through packing in the stuffing box to prevent

leakage. The spindle has external threads in the top portion and moves in the internal threats of a fix nut. By rotating

clockwise and anticlockwise the spindle and valve moves down and up thus closing or opening the valves.
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Fig. 25.7  Steam stop valve

25.2 Boiler Accessories

Boiler accessories are the components which are attached to the boiler (Not mounted on it) and are essentially for

working of boiler and for increasing its efficiency. Various boiler accessories are discussed as below

25.2.1 Feed pump

Feed pump is placed nearby the boiler and is used to feed water to boiler working at a high pressure. The job of

feed pump is not just put the water in the boiler but as boiler is working at high pressure, discharge pressure of feed

pump must be sufficiently higher than this to push the water inside the boiler.

25.2.1.1 Construction & working

The feed pump used in boiler is of two types (i) Reciprocating type (ii) Rotary type. Both these types are positive

displacement type to discharge against high pressure. The discharge pressure of a single stage centrifugal pump is

not high enough to overcome the high pressure of boiler so multistage centrifugal pump is used as a boiler feed

pump.

 

In stationary low pressure boiler used in processing industries, a multistage centrifugal pump run by an electrical

motor is more suitable. In multistage centrifugal pump, a number of centrifugal casing are so attached to each other

that the impeller of each is mounted on the same shaft run by an electrical motor and discharge of 1st stage goes to

2nd stage and of 2nd to 3rd stage and so on. As shown in fig 25.8, in each stage the pressure of water goes on

increasing and discharge pressure of final stage is so high as to overcome the internal pressure of boiler. Theses

pumps have independent working and have smooth operation.
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Fig. 25.8 Multistage centrifugal pumps

25.2.2 Economizer

25.2.2.1 Function

An economizer is a specially constructed heat exchanger for harnessing the heat energy of outgoing flue gases and

utilizing it in preheating of boiler feed water. It saves the heat energy and so the fuel and decreases the operating cost

of boiler—by increasing its thermal efficiency.

25.2.2.2 Construction & working

Economizers are of two types as (i) External type (ii) Internal type. The external type economizer is constructed and

installed apart from the boiler and the flue gases from the boiler are directed to flow through it before escaping

through chimney. A vertical tube external economizer is shown in fig 25.9

Fig. 25.9 External economizer

It is employed for boilers of medium pressure range. Here a number of vertical tubes made of cast iron are

connected to common headers at the bottom and top. Feed water flow into the bottom header and then through the

vertical tubes flow out from the top header. Hot flue gases escaping from the boiler are directed to flow across the
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outside surface of tubes thus indirectly heating the feed water flowing inside. To avoid deposit of soot over the tube

surface, tubular scrapers are fitted over the tubes. These are operated by chain and pulley system and while moving

up and down slowly scrap the soot over the wall of tubes and so increase the heat transfer rate. An internal tube

economizer is fitted inside the boiler and is an integral part of it.

Advantages of Economizer

1.   Stresses produced in the boiler material due to temperature difference of boiler material and feed water are

reduced because of increase in feed water temperature.

2.   Evaporative capacity of boiler increases as less heat will be required to generate steam if feed water temperature

is already high due to preheating.

3.   Overall efficiency of boiler increases because of more steam produced per kg of fuel burnt.

25.2.3 Air Pre-heater

Fig. 25.10 Air Pre-heater (Tubular Type)

25.2.3.1 Function

The function of air pre-heater is to further utilize the heat of flue gases after coming out of economizer to preheat the

air used in furnace or oil burner.

25.2.3.2 Construction

It is a plate type or tubular type or storage heat exchanger, in which flue gases pass through the tubes on one side of

plate and air pass on other side. In storage type a rotor fitted with mesh or matrix alternatively come in the passage

of flue gases and air thus exchanging heat. A tubular type air-heater is as shown in fig 25.10

25.2.4 Super heater

The function of super heater is to increase the temperature of steam beyond its saturation temperature. It is a type of

heat exchanger. Hot flue gases coming out of burner are first directed through super heater before the boiler. The

main advantage of superheating of steam comes in power plants, where steam is expanded through a turbine. But in
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a processing industry superheating is required only to avoid condensation in pipes. Thus super heater has less

advantage or use in a processing industry and many times not used but not always.

25.3 Preventive Maintenance of Boilers

25.3.1 Daily check list

·         Blow down and test low water cut off

·         Blow down gauge glasses

·         Blow down boiler

·         Check boiler and system for leaks

·         Check burner flame

25.3.2 Weekly checklist

·         Check flame signal strength for both pilot and main

·         Check pilot and main fuel valve shutoff valves closing

·         Check igniter and burner operation

·         Check level in chemical treatment tank

25.3.3 Monthly checklist

·         Check boiler water treatment test results and adjust if necessary

·         Lubricate motors and equipment bearings

·         Check main fuel safety shut off valve for leakages

·         Check low fire start interlock

·         Check high pressure/temperature interlocks

·         Check high and low pressure interlocks on gas train

·         Manually lift safety valve by hand

25.3.4 Six-monthly checklist

·         Inspect burner components

·         Check flame failure system components

·         Check piping and wiring of all interlocks and shut off valves

·         Recaliberate all instruments, indicating and recording gauges

·         Perform a slow drain test for low water cut off

·         Check combustion control system

·         Check oil atomizer nozzles and strainers

·         Test boiler safety valve as per ASME standards

25.3.5 Annual checklist

·         Perform the six monthly checks

·         Check all equipment coils and diaphragm

·         Perform a pilot turn down test

·         Recondition or replace low water cut off assembly

·         Check gas drip leg and gas strainer

·         Clean boiler fireside
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·         Drain boiler open hand holes and manholes and clean water side

·         Have boiler inspected by a competent & authorized boiler inspector

·         Clean burner blower primary and secondary fans

·         Replace all gaskets

·         Leak test all fuel valves

·         Test operation of all controls and safety devices

·         Adjust combustion parameters for low and high fire conditions

·         Retest and re certify boiler monitoring system
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Module 10. Steam generators

Lesson 26

INDIAN BOILER REGULATION ACT

26.1 Objectives of Indian Boiler Regulation Act
26.2 The Administrative Regulations and Rules stipulate the following

26.3 Boiler Inspection

26.4 Boiler and Pressure Vessel Committee

26.5 Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code

26.6 National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors

26.6.1 The objects of the organization are the following

26.7 National Board Inspection Code

26.8 The Inspection code contains the following topics

26.9 General Requirements
26.10 Indian Boiler Regulation Cover

26.1 Objectives of Indian Boiler Regulation Act

Indian Boiler Regulation act is made to encompass the following

1.      Provide for the safety of life, limb and property.

2.      Create a board for boiler rules to serve the society.

3.      Formulate rules and regulations for the safe and proper construction, installation, repair, use and

operation of boilers and unfired pressure vessel.

4.      Provide for the examination and appointment of boiler inspectors.

5.      Provide for the inspection of boiler and unfired pressure vessel, the fees to be charged and the reports

to be made thereof.

6.      Provide for the enforcement of the rules and regulations promulgated by the board of boiler rules.

7.      Provide for inspection certificate.

8.      Provide for appeals.

9.      Provide a penalty for the violation of the provisions of the act.

The boiler being pressure vessel is required to be operated within safe pressure limits with regular checkup

and maintenance, because the failure of a boiler may prove extremely disastrous. To ensure full safety, some

standard rules and regulations have been enforced through legislation, all over the country. This is known as

Indian Boiler Act 1923. All boilers owners are required to follow this legislation in a strict sense. The main

provisions of the act are
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a)      Registration with chief inspector of boilers.

b)      Determination of maximum working pressure by the boiler inspector and obtaining a certificate.

c)      Reporting to authority in case of accident within 24 hours.

d)     Periodic check-up by boiler inspector

26.2 The Administrative Regulations and Rules stipulate the following

Boilers are to be constructed, inspected and stamped in conformity with Indian Boiler regulation act of boiler

and pressure vessel code.

1. Inspection certificate is to be in accordance with central boiler board.

2. Inspection and testing procedures must be in conformity with central board.

3. Repairs, new parts or replacements are to be in conformity with central board.

4. Miscellaneous provisions are to be in conformity with central board.

26.3 Boiler Inspection

The inspectors designated by each government carry out, normally, annual inspection. The inspection includes

first check after the boiler is completely stripped to examine defective design if any or damage during transit

under hydraulic pressure and issue of a certificate and a registration number. The hydraulic test checks the

tightness of boiler joints, setting of leakage during repair, after completely filling with the pressure as 1.5 times

the prescribed working pressure. For a new boiler of capacity less than 688 kPa, it is checked under double

pressure. For new boilers over 688 kPa, the pressure applied is 1.5 times the working pressure plus 34 kPa

for leak test.

The steam test is carried out to check the setting of safety valve at the working pressure and sealing the same.

Inspection under steam is done in case where the boiler cannot be stopped for some reason. Internal

inspection is done when internal parts like tubes are taken out from boiler for repair or renewal. To check the

observance of rules, surprise inspections are also done. In case of accident the inspector holds an enquiry at

site to assess the cause of accident and damage to boiler or personnel.

26.4 Boiler and Pressure Vessel Committee

The functions of the committee are the following

1. To establish rule of safety governing (a) the design (b) the fabrication, and (c) the inspection of boilers

and unfired pressure vessels during construction

2. To interpret these rules when questions arise regarding their intent.
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In formulation of the rules, the committee considers the needs of users, manufactures and inspectors of

pressure vessels (fired and unfired). It deals with the care and inspection of boilers and pressure vessels in

service only to the extent of providing suggested rules of good practice and aid to owners and their

inspectors. The committee does not approve, recommend, comment on, nor endorse proprietary or specific

design, nor does it assume to limit in any way, the builders right to choose any method of design or form of

construction that conforms to the code rules.

26.5 Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code

The formulation of the rules of the Boiler and Pressure Vessel requires consideration of the following

1. Maximum design and operating pressures

2. Design formulae and computation methods, including (a) allowable working stresses, (b) strength of

materials, and (c) minimum thickness of plates and tubes

3. Construction specifications, including (a) material selection, (b) forming and fabrication techniques, and

(c) fusion welding or riveting.

4. Setting and installation requirements, including (a) method of support, and  (b) encasement

5. Fitting and appliances, including (a) gases, (b) stop valves, (c) steam mains, (d) blow off and feel

piping, and  (e) water columns and pipes

6. Safety and relief valves, including (a) discharge capacity and rating, and (b) method of installation and

piping.

7. Hydrostatic tests inspection, and stamping

8. Manufacture’s data report and inspection certificates.

As the primary object of the Boiler Code is safety, the interests of the users of boilers pressures vessels are of

paramount importance. The rules have been formulated to afford reasonably certain protection of life and

property while a unit is in service and to provide a margin for deterioration in service so as to given a

reasonable, safe period of usefulness. The interests of the manufacturer have also been recognized by taking

into consideration advance in design and materials as well as by honoring proof of his own experience.

The Boiler Code does not contain rules to cover all details of design and construction. When complete details

are not given, it is intended that the manufacturer, subject to the approval of the authorized inspector, provide

details of design and construction that will be as safe as those otherwise provided by the rules in the code.

26.6 National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors

The National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors represent the administrative agency for the

ASME Boiler code as incorporated into various local or state laws. The voluntary organization consists of a
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Chief Inspector, or the official, charged with the enforcement of boiler and pressure vessel inspection

regulations of any political subdivision that (1) maintains a duly constituted department bureau, or division for

the purpose of enforcement of the Code; and (2) has adopted the ASME Boiler Code (in whole or in part).

26.6.1 The objects of the organization are the following

1)      Promoting uniform enforcement of boiler and pressure vessel laws and rules.

2)      Securing uniform approval of specific design and structural details of boiler and pressure vessels as

well as appurtenances and devices instrumental in the safe operation of such vessels.

3)      Promoting one uniform code of rules for and one standard stamp to be placed on, all boilers and

pressure vessels constructed in accordance with the requirements of that code.

4)      Promoting one standard of qualifications and examinations for inspectors who are to enforce the

requirements of said code.

5)      Gathering and compiling data and statistics useful to the members in their enforcement work on such

boiler laws and rules, and distributing these to the members.

6)      Promoting the use of uniform, standardized inspection reports.

The officials charged with the enforcement of the law must judge whether or not such legal requirements are

complied with. It is their duty to protect the constituents within their jurisdiction against loss of life and

property by requiring that boilers comply with certain regulations. However, they must also protect the rights

of industries compelled to conform with adopted regulations that have the full effect of law.

When there are violations of the construction requirement of the law, two persons are involved- the

manufacturer and the authorized inspector. The law provides a penalty for either or both such parties. For a

violation the inspector’s certification and the manufacturer’s authorization to build boilers may both be

revoked.

To promote uniformity in the administration of the law and the ASME Boiler Code, the National Board

Certifies inspectors on the basis of uniform examinations and maintains laboratory facilities for testing safety

and relief valves.

It also sponsors and publishes the following literature:

1.   “National Board Inspection Code”.

2.   “Rules for Repair”.

3.   “National Board Requirement for Inspection and Stamping”.

4.   “Manufactures Authorized Under the National Board”.
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5.   “National Board Requirements for Boiler Blow-off Equipment”.

6.   “Safety Valves and Relief Valves Approved By the National Board.”

26.7 National Board Inspection Code

It is the policy of the National board not to make rules that differ from the ASME Boiler Code, and to

accept, whenever possible, construction rules formulated by the Boiler Code Committee. As the objectives

are mutual matters that pertain to the administration of the ASME boiler Code are referred to the National

Board, and matters that pertain to construction rules are referred to the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code Committee.

To provide adequately for those matters that do not concern the construction of new boilers, the National

Board Inspection Code has been promulgated. It obtains its effectiveness by being incorporated into various

Board of boiler Rules “Regulations” authorized by legislation.

26.8 The Inspection code contains the following topics

1.      Purpose and Objectives

2.      Administration of Safety laws and Regulations

3.      Regulation of Existing Installation of Power Boilers

4.      Inspection of Existing Boilers and Pressure Vessels

5.      Inspection of New Boilers and or Pressure Vessels

6.      Repair to Boilers and Pressure Vessels

7.      Inspection of Fusion Welding in Fabrication

8.      Safety of Vessels on Low-Pressure side of Reducing Valve

9.      Fuel Cutoffs and Feed water-Regulating Devices for Boilers

26.9 General Requirements

A boiler shall not be registered and a certificate shall not be issued with reference to boiler unless the

standard conditions in respect of material, design and construction are met namely.

·         When the material used in construction of boiler, steam pipe, economizer or super heater is not in

conformity with Indian Boiler Regulation but is known to be commonly used in other countries as

being suitable for use in construction of boilers and steam pipes; provided that such material is not

specifically prohibited by regulations.
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·         When constructional features of a boiler, steam pipe, economizer or super heater are not in

conformity with the regulations but also are not considered by the board to be inferior in strength to

those prescribed in regulations and form part of usual manufacturing practice of boiler and steam pipe

in other countries.

·         When a boiler, steam pipe, economizer or super heater has been built in conformity with the

regulations.

·         No structural part of a boiler, which is subject to pressure, shall be made of Bessemer Process Steel

or of cast or malleable cast iron.

·         All plates and bars used in the construction of boiler shall be tested and found to conform to the

regulations.

·         All boilers during construction shall be under the supervision of an inspecting officer and shall be

inspected at all stages of construction

·         Welders engaged in site welding of boilers steam pipe, economizer or super heaters shall possess and

produce to the satisfaction of the chief inspector.

·         A certificate from an inspecting authority certifying that material was tested and boiler was built under

their supervision.

·         A certificate from manufacturer and test signed by the maker or by a responsible representative of

the maker of boiler containing a description of boiler, its principle dimensions, particulars of the kind

of material used in its construction, the thickness of a plate etc.

·         A drawing or print to scale, in case of large boilers of not less than ¾" to the foot and in case of small

boilers of not less than 

·         A certificate from steel maker and a certificate from maker of plate rivet or bars.

·         In case of fusion welded and seamless forged drums and headers, a certificate from the manufacturer

furnishing the result of tests in regard to  chemical analysis, tensile, bend and Izod impact test.

·         For tubes and pipes subjected to internal pressure, a certificate giving result of tests regarding

chemical analysis, warm yield point, and the average stress to produce an elongation of 1% in

100,000 norms.

·          A certificate of manufacturer signed by the maker or a responsible representative of makers of steam

pipes containing particulars and results of tests of the material used in the manufacture.

·         Under the regulations for determining the working pressure to be allowed on various parts of boiler,

to foot showing the principal dimensions and longitudinal section and end

view of boiler.
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the material to which the formula apply.

26.10 Indian Boiler Regulation Cover

Chapter-I         On material of construction of steel plates, rivets, section and bars

Chapter-II       deals with construction and workmanship.

Chapter-III      Regulations for determining the working pressure to be allowed on various parts of boiler.

Chapter-IV      Fusion welded and seam less forged drums for water tube boilers and super heaters.

Chapter-V       Specification of valves, gauges and auxiliaries.

Chapter-VI      Deals with steam pipes and fittings

Chapter-VII    Regulations for registration and inspection of boilers.

Chapter-VIII   Instructions regarding safety of pressure working inside of boiler.

Chapter-IX      Instructions for electrode boiler.

Chapter-X       Standard conditions for the design and construction of economizer, feed pipes, feed

heater and other similar vessels.

Chapter-XI      Shell type boiler of welded constructions.

Chapter-XII    Qualification tests for welders engaged in welding of boilers and steam pipe under

constructions.

Chapter-XIII   Regulations prescribed for miniature boiler.

Chapter-XIV   For Heat Exchanger, converters, evaporators & similar vessels.
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Module 11. Layout of steam pipe line

Lesson 27

STEAM PIPE LINE, FITTINGS, JOINTS, MATERIALS AND INSULATION

27.1 Introduction
27.2 Layout of Steam-Pipe Line Circuit

27.3 Steam pipe standards

27.3.1 Pipe material

27.4 Steam Pipe Line Fittings and Ancillaries

27.4.1 Steam separator

27.4.2 Steam flow meter

27.4.3 Steam control valve

27.4.4 Safety valves

27.4.5 Pressure reducing valves
27.4.6 Steam trap

27.4.6.1 Thermostatic steam trap
27.4.6.2 Mechanical steam trap

27.4.6.3 Thermodynamic steam trap
27.4.7 Steam strainer

27.5 Steam Pipe Expansion and Support

27.6 Steam Pipes Insulation

27.1 Introduction

We have already discussed the importance of steam as a safe and hygienic heating medium in food processing

industries. Steam is a very efficient heat carrying medium as it carries heat in the form of its large latent heat.

For example one kg water at 100°C carries an enthalpy equal to 419.1 kJ while dry saturated steam at

100°C carries an enthalpy equal to 2676 kJ. Steam is generated in a steam generator or boiler by burning of

fuel. Steam generators with their mountings and accessories have already been discussed in previous lessons.

After generation, steam has to be safely distributed to various points in the plant. This is done through a

network of insulated pipe lines.

Steam pipe lines are joined together with any type of pipe joints. Some flexible joints are also necessary for

bearing the thermal expansion of pipes and to save the pipe and other fittings from undue stress and strain.

These joints are called expansion joints. To control the steam or condensate flow, through pipes, valves are

also required. These control valves may be operated manually or automatically.

In most of the steam applications, electronically controlled pneumatic valves are used for flow and pressure

control. These valves are always fitted with a bypass line having manual valves, so that steam flow may be

carried out in case of faulty pneumatic valve. Flow metering is also done at some points with the help of flow

meters. For the safety of steam pipes, joints, fittings and steam using equipment and their safeguard against

blast due to higher pressure in steam distribution system, some kind of safety valves must be used.

As steam is a heat carrying medium and its temperature is sufficiently higher than outside temperature, it will

lose its heat while flowing through steam distribution system. However effective insulation is provided over the
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steam pipes, valves and fittings, still the losses cannot be reduced to zero and reasonable amount of heat

losses have to be taken into account, while calculating the steam consumption of equipment. On loosing heat

in the pipe line network, some of the steam condenses there itself and this condensate has to be removed

from the pipe line at strategic points. If this condensate is not removed properly, it may have serious

consequences as hindering the steam flow by reducing the effective area of steam flow and also increasing the

risk of water hammering. Water hammering produce disturbing noise and it may also cause blast producing

threat to life and property. Thus the condensate must be removed strategically from appropriate points in the

pipe line through steam trapping system. Faulty design of fitting points of steam trap may have serious concern

with the safe and efficient use of steam in the plant.

Some other pipeline ancillaries like isolation valve, pressure reducing valves, check valves, strainers,

separators, pressure gauges, temperature indicators, sight glasses, vacuum breakers etc are also required in

the steam pipe distribution system.

The purpose of steam distribution system in the plant is to ensure the supply of steam of right quality and

pressure to ‘steam using equipment’ in the right quantity.

27.2 Layout of Steam-Pipe Line Circuit

The purpose of steam pipe circuit is to carry the steam generated by steam generator at a given pressure and

supply to each steam using equipment in accordance with its requirement regarding quantity, quality and

pressure. In case of a pipe line used for liquid flow, the pressure difference at the inlet and exit points, is equal

to sum total of various losses occurred throughout the pipe line as per Bernoulli’s theorem. But in case of

steam flow, condensate is formed in the pipe line also due to heat loss by steam. Condensate has very less

volume as compared to that of steam, so the formation of condensate also causes pressure drop along with

pressure drop due to flow resistance. Quantity of condensate formed in the pipe line also effect the effective

area of flow of steam and so affect its velocity and pressure drop. Thus theoretical analysis of steam flow

through pipe line is somewhat difficult and its design is mostly based on experimental values of pressure drop,

condensation rate etc through pipes available in the form of tables. However theoretical values of pressure

loss or head loss in single phase flow through pipes is given by D’Arcy equation

Where hf = Head Loss due to friction (m), f = friction factor, L = Corrected Length of Pipe (m), u = Mean

Flow Velocity (m/s), d = Pipe diameter (m)

Value of ‘f’ can be read from Moody’s Chart.

One more factor affecting the flow is that specific volume of steam does not remain constant and vary with

variation of pressure.

Based on all the above mentioned factors and the quantity of steam flow rate required steam piping system is
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designed. A typical example of a basic steam pipe circuit is shown in figure 27.1. Initially there are one or

more main pipes which carry steam from boiler to plant. From the steam mains smaller branch pipes carry

steam to individual equipment. Branch pipes are always joined at the top of steam mains to avoid flow of

condensate.

Fig. 27.1 Basic steam pipe circuit

When the boiler main valve is opened after a long shut down period, steam flows through cooler pipes and

condensation rate is higher. Once the pipe has warmed up, condensation rate decreases. The resulting

condensate collects in the bottom portion of pipe and carried in the direction of steam flow. A down slope

normally of 100:1 is also given in the flow direction of steam to assist the condensate flow. Condensate

collection points are provided at suitable intervals depending on quality of condensate and also any low lying

point in the piping work. Condensate is collected through steam traps. This condensate however needs to be

extracted from steam flow lines, but it is not waste and serve as boiler feed water. It decreases the demand of

softening and preheating the feed water thus increases the energy efficiency. Therefore if possible this

condensate is collected in a common condensate return line and fed directly to boiler through feed pump as

shown in fig 27.1. In this way, steam circuit becomes a closed loop-circuit.

27.3 Steam pipe standards

There are a number of piping standards used around the world. One, API (American Problem Institute)

standard are widely used. Here pipes are categorized in schedule numbers bearing a relation with pressure
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rating. There are eleven schedules starting from 5 through 10, 20, 30, 40, 60, 80 to 160. Higher is schedule

number, higher is pressure rating, so higher is thickness of a given size pipe. Pipe size means their nominal

diameter in mm the 40 mm, 100 mm etc so a 40 mm steam pipe will have different value, each of thickness,

outside diameter and inside diameter for different schedule numbers. Pipes are normally flanged but in

European standard threaded steel pipes are also used which are identified by different colour band as heavy,

medium, or light etc. Red band is for heavy grade steel pipe and blue band is for medium grade steel pipe.

27.3.1 Pipe material

Steam pipes are commonly manufactured from carbon steel. For high temperature superheated steam mains,

additional alloying elements such as chromium, molybdenum are added to improve strength and creep-

resistance. Sometimes copper is also used as material of steam pipes in some applications.

27.4 Steam Pipe Line Fittings and Ancillaries

A typical steam pipe line from the steam mains to steam using equipment is shown here in figure 27.2

Fig. 27.2 Steam pipe line fittings

To carry out the different functions and to ensure the supply of right pressure, condensate free and right

quantity of steam from steam mains to steam using equipment, various types of control valves, safety valves,

steam separator, traps, strainers, condensate valves, air vents, pressure, temperature indicators etc are fitted

in the steam line as shown in fig 27.2. These are explained briefly one by one as follows:
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Fig. 27.3 Steam separator

27.4.1 Steam separator

Its function is to separate water particles from steam just before it is supplied to any processing equipment so

that it gets only dry steam. A simple type of steam separator is one as shown in fig.27.3, in which steam pass

on through baffle plates taking first downward and then upward flow. Due to this, heavy water particles, are

collected at bottom and may be drained through a valve.

27.4.2 Steam flow meter

It is used to measure the value of steam flow rate and is installed in a main line or branch line going to a

particular section or building.

27.4.3 Steam control valve

Automatic Steam control as per the process requirement is in itself a vast subject. Pneumatic steam control

valves are fitted in the steam lines which are operated automatically by electronic controls or PLC system.

Manually operated steam valves are also fitted in by pass to pneumatic valves. The working of a manually

operated steam stop valve has already been discussed in lesson 25.

27.4.4 Safety valves

Safety valve is also fitted in the branch line connected to steam using equipment. This valve is set as per the

maximum pressure rating of that particular equipment. In case the pressure exceeds beyond the maximum

safe pressure, it release the steam and saves the steam line steam jacket and other fittings from bursting and

damage. It is an essential safety fitting. Its working also has been already discussed in lesson 25.

27.4.5 Pressure reducing valves

Sometimes, if the pressure in steam mains remains higher and a low pressure steam is required in any

particular application, a pressure reducing valve is fitted to reduce the pressure of steam going to that

particular process equipment.  However many a times, control valve also act as a pressure reducing valve by

throttling of steam while passing through the narrow passage of valve.
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27.4.6 Steam trap

Steam trap is a very important fitting of a steam distribution system. Steam traps are necessary to be fitted in

the steam mains, steam header, branch lines and the lower end of steam jacket or coil of a process equipment

to remove the condensate and air etc. collected at the lower end and to trap the live steam escaping with

condensate. The discharging of condensate is allowed through an appropriate opening or valve but as soon as

after removal of condensate, steam starts escaping, the opening is closed automatically by any of the

methods, based on which steam traps are classified as:

(a)    Thermostatic Steam Trap

(b)   Mechanical Steam Trap

(c)    Thermodynamic Steam Trap

27.4.6.1 Thermostatic steam trap

In this type of trap, there is a temperature sensing metal strip or liquid filled element as shown in fig. 27.4,

which on higher temperature bends or expands and close the exit valve against its seat. The adjustment is

done in such a way that when the thermostatic element is in contact with condensate whose temperature is

less than that of steam, it keeps the exit valve of condensate in open position. But as soon as steam starts

escaping, element’s temperature increases due to increased heat transfer in contact with steam and it bends or

expends and close the exit valve thus preventing the outflow of live steam.

Thermostatic steam trap also helps in escaping of air at the startup as it remains open initially and closes only

when exposed to high temperature of live steam.

Fig. 27.4 Thermostatic steam trap

27.4.6.2 Mechanical steam trap

It operates by the movement of float, floating on condensate as shown in fig.27.5. Float operates the exit

valve for condensate by upward or downward movement with the changing level of condensate in the trap.

Its working is very simple. When condensate escapes, its level goes down and with that float also moves

down and closes the exit valve thus trapping the steam.
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Fig. 27.5 Mechanical steam trap

27.4.6.3 Thermodynamic steam trap

It is operated by the difference of forced applied by the condensate and by steam to lift a disc operating the

exit valve as shown in fig.27.6.  Condensate is liquid and so heavy and exerts more force through a narrow

hole as required to lift a disc and open the exit valve. But when condensate is escaped and steam starts

coming, its force through narrow hole on the disc is not sufficient to keep the disc lifted up because steam has

very high specific volume and so high velocity but less pressure energy. So the disc rests down and closes the

exit hole and trap the steam.

Fig. 27.6 Thermodynamic steam trap

27.4.7 Steam strainer

The purpose of strainer in steam pipe line is to arrest debris, rust, weld metal pieces etc and protecting the

control valves, traps and other instruments fitted in the line. Two types of strainers are mostly used as y-tube

strainer and basket type strainer. In both types, steam passes through cylindrical strainer, which does not

permit debris to pass on. These strainers are also a source of condensate collection which should be removed

from there, only by drain plug and not to be allowed to flow along steam. Steam strainers are fitted normally

before the steam trap.

27.5 Steam Pipe Expansion and Support
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We know that steam pipe undergoes thermal stress and their expansion or contraction takes place during full

flow of steam and shut off period. Thus the steam lines must be supported on flexible supports and should be

provided with suitable expansion joints to allow the expansion or contraction movement of steam pipe lines.

The pipe work in itself also should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate the movement of components. For

that the bends or loops are provided in the pipe line to absorb the movement as shown in fig.27.7. The

supports are chair and roller type in which pipe rests on a horizontal roller which carry the weight of pipe and

also allow sliding movements of pipe as shown in fig 27.8

Fig. 27.7 (a)

Fig. 27.7 (b)

Fig. 27.8 Roller type support

Special type of expansion joints or bellows as shown in fig.27.9 are also available which allow both

the linear and lateral movement of pipe.
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       Fig.27.9 Expansion joint

27.6 Steam Pipes Insulation

To bear the high pressure and temperature of steam, steam pipes are made of carbon steel. If not insulated

properly, the steam will lose a significant amount of its useful heat on the way to steam using equipment and

will be direct loss of energy. So, the pipes must be insulated properly to increase the heating efficiency of

steam system. Up to 90% of heat losses can be avoided by providing insulation. Insulation also enhances the

safety as it conceals the extremely hot surface of metal pipes.

There is a variety of materials that can be used to insulate steam pipes such as fiberglass, neoprene foam,

polyethylene, mineral wool, calcium silicate etc. Asbestos was also used in some older steam pipe system but

now its use is discarded because it poses risk to life if its dust is breathed into lungs. The effectiveness of most

of the insulation materials depend on minute air cells held in a matrix of insulation material. These air-cells may

be destroyed if insulation absorbs moisture. So to prevent insulations getting moisture and also to impart

strength to it, aluminum cladding is provided over insulation. Readymade insulation pieces in the shape of half

cylinders are available for different size pipes which are placed on pipe and bound by high temperature tape.

Then aluminum cladding is provided. Special shape insulation covers are available for other fittings also.
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Module 12. Boiler draught

Lesson 28

PRODUCTION OF DRAUGHT AND ITS LOSSES

28.1 Introduction
28.2 Methods of Production of Draught

28.2.1 Natural draught-chimney

28.2.2 Artificial draught28.2.2.1 Forced draught

28.2.2.2 Induced draught

28.2.2.3 Balanced draught

28.2.3 Steam jet draught

28.2.3.1 Forced steam jet draught

28.2.3.2 Induced steam jet draught

28.3 Advantages of Artificial Draught over Natural Draught
28.4 Draught Losses

28.1 Introduction

Boiler draught may be defined as the small difference between the pressure of outside air and that of gases

within a furnace or chimney at the grate level, which causes flow of air/hot flue gases to take place through

boiler.

The draught is necessary to force air through the fuel bed/ grate to aid in proper combustion of fuel and to

remove the products of combustion i.e. flue gases to the atmosphere after they have given their heat to water

being evaporated in boiler. Draught also provides velocity to flue gases and so increases the heat transfer co-

efficient in the boiler. Thus draught is essentially required in a boiler and can be produced by a number of

methods discussed in the next article.

28.2 Methods of Production of Draught

The draught may be classified on the basis of how it is produced and is illustrated as
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Fig. 28.1 Classification of the draught

28.2.1 Natural draught-chimney

Natural draught is obtained naturally by the use of a chimney. Chimney is a conical shape vertical tubular steel

or masonry or concrete structure having a large height as shown in fig 28.2. The flue gases after transferring

their heat in the boiler are guided by chimney to a considerable height in the atmosphere. As chimney has a

large height and is the only outlet from boiler, it remains filled by hot flue gases. These exhaust gases, however

have given their heat to water in the boiler, are still hotter than the boiler room air. Due to this, the exhaust

gases are lighter in weight than outside air and so lifts up naturally in the chimney and finally escape out in the

atmosphere from top of the chimney. As the flue gases lift up in the chimney, more gases from fuel bed flow

towards chimney to take their place. During this proces, they first flow through the boiler and do the job of

heating of water and produce steam. As flue gases flow through boiler and then to chimney, fresh air from

outside naturally enters the boiler and help in burning of fuel and production of hot flue gases. So, in this way,

a small pressure difference is naturally created between the base of chimney and the air inlet point of boiler

because of density difference between hot flue gases inside the chimney and fresh colder air outside the

chimney. This pressure difference is called natural draught, because it is produced naturally or automatically

by chimney without any external aid. However the amount of draught produced by chimney is very small and

is used in small boilers only, Chimney is also required otherwise to safely remove the harmful poisonous flue

gases in the atmosphere at a safe height, where they may not harm the freshness of air on earth.

In this way, a chimney performs one or more of the following functions:

i)     It produces draught due to the density difference between the column of hot gases inside the chimney

and the cold air outside the chimney.

ii)   It carries the products of combustion to such a height in the atmosphere, before discharging that they

will not be objectionable or hazardous to surroundings.
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Fig. 28.2 Natural draught system

28.2.2 Artificial draught

When the draught is produced by some external agency i.e. mechanical fan/blower or by steam jet itself, it is

called artificial draught. Artificial Draught is generally required in modern boiler installations, which require a

total static draught of 30 to 350 mm, which is impossible to produce by installing a chimney because the

maximum draught which can be practically produced in chimney is 12 mm of water. In modern commercial

boilers, more value of draught is required to increase the heat transfer co-efficient and hence the thermal

efficiency. So, artificial draught is must to use to overcome the flow resistance offered by large flue passages

through the boiler and also a number of other accessories pre-heater, economizer, super heater etc.

The Artificial Draught may be either mechanical draught (which is produced by fan/blower) or steam jet

draught (which is produced by using a high velocity jet of steam). Mechanical Draught is used in small

installations or in Locomotives. The artificial draught is further classified as

            (a) Forced (b) Induced (c) Balanced

28.2.2.1 Forced draught

It is a positive pressure draught in which fan is installed at the base of the boiler before grate which forces the

outside air through fuel bed, furnace and air pre-heater and then flue gases through flue passage, economizer

etc. The enclosure for the furnace has to be very tightly sealed so that gases from the furnace do not leak out

in the boiler house.

28.2.2.2 Induced draught

In this system a fan or blower is located at or near the base of the chimney which creates a partial vacuum in

the furnace and flue passage and thus the air and flue gases are drawn through the boiler due to comparatively
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higher pressure of outside air. It is convenient to produce induced draught and like in forced draught, any type

of fan/blower may be used.

28.2.2.3 Balanced draught

It is a combination of forced and induced draught. In this system, the forced draught fan overcomes the

resistance in air pre-heater and grate while the induced draught fan overcomes draught losses through boiler,

economizer and connecting flue passages etc. Balanced draught is most effective and used in large boilers.

Depending on the type of fuel burnt and type of boiler, the fan or blower used may be of any type as radial or

axial etc. It is usually run by an electric motor. In case of oil burners, air blower is fitted in the burner

assembly itself. Finally the flue gases pass on to chimney and escape to atmosphere because of pressure

created by fan.

Advantages of Mechanical Draught

1)   It is more economical and its control is easy.

2)   Desired value of draught can be produced by mechanical means which cannot be produced by

means of natural draught.

3)   It increases the rate of combustion by which low grade fuel can also be used.

4)   It reduces the smoke level and increases the heat transfer co-efficient on flue gases side thus

increases the thermal efficiency of boiler.

5)   It saves the energy and the heat of flue gases can be best utilized by it.

6)   In this way, it reduces the fuel consumption and makes boiler operation cheaper.

7)   It reduces the height of chimney which now is only controlled by the requirement of pollution norms.

Disadvantages of Mechanical Draught

1)   Initial costs of mechanical draught system are high.

2)   Running cost is also high due to requirement of electricity but that is easily compensated by the savings

in fuel consumption.

3)   Maintenance cost is also on higher side.

4)   Noise level of boiler is also high due to noisy fan/blower etc.

Table 28.1 Comparison between forced draught and induced draught

Forced Draught Induced Draught
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1) Fan or blower is placed before grate or situated

within the oil burner assembly in case of oil fired

boiler.

The fan or blower is placed after the grate or after

the flue passages and before chimney.

2) Pressure inside the flue passages is slightly more

than atmospheric pressure.

Pressure inside the flue passages is slightly less than

atmospheric pressure.

3) Due to above reason, there is serious danger of

fire to come out and injure someone if any leakage

in boiler flue passage take place.

Due to above reason, there is no danger of fire to

come out from boiler flue passage in case of a

leakage. Hence Induced draught is more safe.

4) It forces fresh air into the combustion chamber,

which helps in burning of fuel and production of hot

combustion gases. Due to this force, the hot flue

gases are further pushed through the flue passages

in boiler.

It sucks the hot flue gases from the combustion

chamber through flue passages and then passes on

these to economizer, air pre heater and chimney.

Due to this suction, fresh air is also sucked in to

combustion chamber.

5) Forced draught fan require less power because it

has to handle cold and dense air, the volume per

unit mass of which is less.

Induced draught fan requires more power because

it has to handle hot flue gases, the volume per unit

mass of which is more.

6) Flow of flue gases through boiler is more

uniform.

Flow of flue gases is less uniform

Fig. 28.3 Induced steam jet draught

28.2.3 Steam jet draught

It is a very simple and easy method of producing artificial draught without the need of an electric motor. It
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may be forced or induced depending on where the steam jet is installed. Steam under pressure is available in

the boiler. When a small portion of steam is passed through a jet or nozzle, pressure energy converts to

kinetic energy and steam comes out with a high velocity. This high velocity steam carries, along with it, a large

mass of air or flue gases and makes it to flow through boiler. Thus steam jet can be used to produce draught

and it is a simple and cheap method. Actually the steam jet is directed towards a fix direction and carries all

its energy in kinetic form. It creates some vacuum in its surroundings and so attracts the air of flue gases either

by carrying along with it. Thus it has the capacity to make flow of the flue gases either by carrying or inducing

towards chimney. It depends on position of steam jet.

28.2.3.1 Forced steam jet draught

Steam from the boiler after having been throttled to a gauge pressure of 1.5 to 2 bar is supplied to the jet or

nozzles installed in ash pit. The steam emerging out of nozzles with a great velocity drags air along the fuel

bed, furnace, flue passage and then to the chimney. Here steam jet is forcing the air and flue gases to flow

through boiler hence it is forced steam jet draught.

28.2.3.2 Induced steam jet draught

The jet of steam is diverted into smoke box or chimney. The kinetic head of the steam is high but static head

is low i.e. it creates a partial vaccum which draws the air through the grate, ash pit, flues and then to motor

box and chimney. This type of arrangement is employed in locomotive boilers. Here steam jet is sucking the

flue gases through boiler so it is Induced Steam Jet Draught.

Advantages

i)      It is quite simple and cheap.

ii)    It has the capability of using low grade fuels.

iii) It occupies very less space.

iv)  Initial cost is low.

v)   Maintenance cost is low.

vi) Exhaust steam from steam engine or turbine can be used easily in Steam Jet Draught.

Disadvantages

i)        It can operate only when some steam is generated.

ii)      Draught produced is very low.

28.3 Advantages of Artificial Draught over Natural Draught

1)      Easy control on combustion of fuel and evaporation of water.
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2)      Significant increase in capacity or evaporation power of boiler.

3)      Increase in fuel burning capacity of grate.

4)      Fuel consumption decreases sufficiently.

5)      Improvement in efficiency of plant.

6)      Reduced chimney height.

7)      Prevention of smoke.

8)      Low grade fuel can be used.

28.4 Draught Losses

The draught is required to overcome the various draught losses in boiler as discussed below:

a)      Loss due to the frictional resistance offered by flue gas passage to the flow of flue gases.

b)      Loss due to bends in gas flow circuit, which also offer flow resistance.

c)      Loss due to friction head in grate, economizer, super heater etc.

d)     Loss due to flow resistance offered by chimney.

e)      Loss due to imparting some velocity to flue gases, which is required to increase heat transfer in boiler

and also to throw away the flue gases from chimney.
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Module 12. Boiler draught

Lesson 29

NATURAL DRAUGHT

29.1 Determination of the Height of Chimney for a Given Value of Natural Draught
29.2 Determination of Diameter of Chimney

29.3 Efficiency of Chimney

29.1 Determination of the Height of Chimney for a Given Value of Natural Draught

For determination of the height of chimney required to produce certain amount of natural draught, we have to

determine the density of flue gases inside the chimney, ρg and that of cold air outside the chimney ρa.

A shown in fig 29.1, if ‘H’ is the height of chimney and Pa is the atmospheric pressure at the top level of the

chimney then

Fig. 29.1 Natural draught system

The absolute total pressure at grate level inside the chimney is given as

                

And total pressure at grate level outside the chimney

             

Then draught produced, given by its definition will be equal to

                N/m2  (Pa) 

                                                                                                                                            ......... (Eq.
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Where, ρa and ρg are in kg/m3

    g = acceleration due to gravity = 9.81 m/sec2

    H = Height of chimney in ‘m’

Calculation of ρa and ρg 

We know the combustion chemistry of carbon and hydrogen

 

From equation (i) & (ii) it is clear that volume of O2 supplied for combustion of a unit quantity of carbon is

equal to volume of CO2 produced at same pressure and temperature and volume of O2 supplied for

combustion of hydrogen is half of volume of steam produced at same temperature and pressure and volume

of N2 supplied remains same at same temperature and pressure, as it does not take part in combustion.

Now, the hydrogen content in the fuel is very less because of which only, the volume of combustion product

increases. So, it can be neglected and it is safely assumed that volume of products of combustion will be

equal to volume of air supplied when both reduced to same temperature and pressure conditions.

            Let m = mass of air required per kg of fuel burnt

            Then mass of chimney gases = (m+1) kg per kg of fuel burnt

            Let T = mean absolute temperature of chimney gases in K

            T1= Absolute temperature of outside air in K

                

29.1)

             

                                                                                                                    ......... [Sub Eq. (i)]

                Where, P is in N/m2, T in oK and Ra in J/kg K
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            And volume of (m+1) kg of flue gases will also be same at temperature T1 i.e. 

            But hot flue gases are at temperature T. So their volume at temperature T will be:

                

             

                                                                                                                                                                                                         .........

[Sub Eq. (ii)]

Here pressure P is in N/m2, Ra in J/kg K and temperature in K

Putting the value of density of fresh air at temperature T1 and of hot flue gases at temperature T2 in equation

29.1

                     

                       

                                                                                                                                   ......... (Eq. 29.2)

Putting the values of

Atmospheric Pressure P = 101300 Pa (N/m2)

Ra = Characteristic gas constant for air = 287 J/ kg K 

and       g   = Acceleration due to gravity         = 9.81 m/sec2

 Draught Produced

   

                              

   (Considering atmospheric Pressure Pa, Constant)

 Density of inside flue gases
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                                                                                                                ......... (Eq. 29.3)

By this formula the theoretical height of chimney required may be determined for producing a certain amount

of natural draught, if we know the absolute temperature of flue gases inside the chimney and of air outside the

chimney and mass flow rate of air per kg of fuel burnt.

Actual Draught produced by chimney is generally less than 12 mm of water.

From equation 29.2, it may be seen that the draught produced by the chimney becomes more effective with

increase in height of chimney and temperature of flue gases.

29.2 Determination of Diameter of Chimney

Let us find out the draught produced in terms of height of flue gases i.e. h meters.

So, it will be expressed as pd = ρg. g. h

And From Equation 29.2

                

            

            

 Putting the values of 

            

Now assuming that draught losses are Nil and all the draught contribute to imparting velocity to flue gases,

velocity of flue gases can be given by:

ρg from sub eqn (ii)
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If we take into account the frictional pressure losses in chimney and let it be hf, then  

              

                                                                                                                                          ......... (Eq.

29.4)   

               

Where k is a constant the value of which is given as

k= 0.825 for brick chimney, 1.1 for steel chimney

Also, the mass of flue gases flowing through any section of chimney will be given by

                

Or                                                        

            

            

              

                                                                                                                                                                                                         .........

(Eq. 29.5)

In this way, the height and diameter of chimney to produce a given natural draught can be estimated

theoretically.

29.3 Efficiency of Chimney

From equation 29.3, it is clear that for a given height of chimney draught depends on temperature of hot gases

leaving the chimney. Natural Draught is directly proportional to outlet temperature of flue gases. It increases

with the increase in outlet temperature. But high temperature of hot gases leaving chimney means the loss of

heat energy and hence thermal efficiency of boiler. Thus natural draught is created at the cost of thermal

efficiency.

However in artificial draught system, the flue gases can be made to leave the chimney at a reduced
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temperature, thus increasing the thermal efficiency or we can say that more heat of flue gases can be

harnessed and given to steam. Thus the efficiency of chimney can be calculated on this basis:

Let T = Temperature of flue gases in natural draught

     T2 = Temperature of flue gases in artificial draught

      = mean sp heat of flue gases in J/kg K

Then extra heat carried away by flue gases due to higher temperature required for producing natural draught

= Cp (T – T2) for one kg of flue gases.

Draught Produced in terms of height of column of exhaust gases                   

            

It can give maximum energy to one kg of flue gases = m. g. h 

Thus efficiency of chimney can be calculated as

                                    

                                                                                                                                                ......... (Eq.

29.6)

It is to be noted that even for a very tall chimney, the efficiency, will be less than 1%. So it is a very inefficient

mean to create draught. Due to this reason for and for demand of energy efficiency, natural drought is not

used in most of the commercial boilers.

Cp
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Module 12. Boiler draught

Lesson 30

POWER REQUIREMENT OF MECHANICAL DRAUGHT, NUMERICAL PROBLEMS

30.1 Power Required to Drive Fan in case of Mechanical Draught
30.1.1 In case of forced draught

30.1.2 In case of induced draught

30.2 Numerical Problems

30.1 Power Required to Drive Fan in case of Mechanical Draught

We have come to know that, natural draught is produced at the cost of wasting a sufficient part of heat of flue

gases through chimney. Moreover, maximum 1% of this energy can be used to produce natural draught and

rest goes waste. On the other hand, in case of mechanical draught this waste going heat energy can be

reduced significantly by using external energy of fans or blowers run by an electric motor. Heat energy of flue

gases can be used within the boiler to a maximum level by using mechanical draught in place of natural

draught. The energy or power required to drive a fan producing artificial draught can be calculated as:

            Let, pd = draught required to be produced in Pa (N/m2)

            hw = equivalent height of water column in mm. Such that pd = (ρw × g × hw) ÷ 1000  

            V = volumetric flow rate of air or flue gases in m3/sec

            Power imparted to air or flue gases by fan

             

                                                                                                                                                                                 ......... (Eq. 30.1)

Actual power required by fan will be more than this and is given as

                

      

Putting the value of ρw = 1000 kg/m3 and g = 9.81 m /sec2

            ηf = Efficiency of energy conversion of fan (Mechanical efficiency of fan)
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......... (Eq. 30.2)

Here V = volume flow rate of air or flue gases in m3/sec depending on the fan is blowing fresh air or flue

gases.

30.1.1 In case of forced draught

Fan is handling fresh air from boiler room at normal room temperature. So its volume can be calculated from

gas equation i.e.

                

Where m = mass flow rate of fresh air supplied

            T = Normal Room temperature

             

Using this volume in eq 30.2,  power of forced draught fan can be calculated.

30.1.2 In case of induced draught

Already we have assumed that volume of fresh air supplied is same as volume of flue gases produced, if both

are reduced to same temperature and pressure. Also, in the boiler, as draught is less so pressure of both fresh

air and hot flue gases may be assumed same for the purpose of calculation of volume of gas. But the

difference in temperature is significant which mainly cause the increase in volume of hot flue gases. Thus the

volume of hot flue gases can be calculated as

                

                

So power required by induced draught fan can be calculated by plotting the value of Vg in place of V in

equation 30.1

            Naturally as Tg > T so  Vg > V

Ra = Characteristic gas constant
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            Power of Induced Draught fan > Power of forced draught fan

Thus power of induced draught fan is more than the power of forced draught fan in the same ratio as the

temperature of flue gases is more than the temperature of fresh air, if all other factors mainly the efficiencies of

fans are same.

30.2 Numerical Problems

30.2.1 With a chimney of height 45 meters, the temperature of outgoing flue gases with natural draught was

370oC. The same draught was developed by induced draught fan and the temperature of flue gases was

150

Solution

Height of chimney, H = 45 m

        Absolute Temperature of flue gases with natural draught, T = 370+273

                                                                                                              = 643oK

        Absolute Temperature of flue gases with artificial draught T2 = 150+273

                                                                                                               = 423oK

       Outside air’s absolute temperature, T1 = 35+273 = 308 K

       Mass of flue gases formed, m+1 = 25 kg

       Mass of air supplied, m = 24 kg

       Sp heat of flue gases, Cp = 1004 J/kg K

      Now efficiency of chimney is given as:

                

                              

            

℃.  Mass of flue gases formed is 25 kg per kg of coal fired. The boiler house temperature is 35oC.

Assuming Cp = 1.004 kJ/kg K for the flue gases. Determine the efficiency of chimney.
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        = 0.2%   (Ans)

30.2.2 Determine the height and diameter of the chimney used to produce a draught for a boiler which has an

average coal consumption of 1800 kg/hour and flue gases formed per kg of coal fired are 14 kg. Total

pressure losses through the system are given as 20 mm of water.

            Pressure head equivalent to velocity of flue gases passing through the chimney = 1.3 mm of water.

            The temperature of ambient air and flue gases are 35oC and 310oC respectively. Assume actual

draught is 80% of the theoretical.

Solution

            Average coal assumption = 1800 kg/hour

            mass of flue gases formed per kg of coal, (m+1) = 14kg

            mass of air supplied per kg of coal, m = 13kg

            Total pressure losses through the system, hf = 20 mm of water

            Pressure head equivalent to velocity of flue gases = 1.3 mm

                 

            Temperature of ambient air, T1 = 273 + 35 = 308 K

            Temperature of flue gases, T = 310 + 273 = 583 K

            Now Draught required theoretically in N/m2

                

            = 261.2 N/m2

            and which is given as

                

             Actual Draught required 
(pd)ac = 20+1.3 = 21.3 mm
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            = 261.2 N/ m2

                

            = 261.2

Or        4.846 H = 261.2

                

 Diameter of Chimney

                

                

Now mf = mass flow rate of flue gas in kg/sec

             

            

                

                                                       

            

            = 0.65 kg/ m3

Now velocity head of flue gases, h = 1.3 mm of water
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            = 2 m of flue gases

                

            = 6.26 m/sec

Putting all the values, diameter of chimney

            

             = 1.479 m            (Ans)

 30.2.3 A chimney of height 32 m is used for producing a draught of 16 mm of water. The temperature of

ambient air and flue gases are 27oC and 300oC respectively. The coal burnt in the combustion chamber

contains 81% carbon, 5% moisture and remaining ash. Neglecting losses and assuming the value of burnt

gases equivalent to volume of air supplied and complete combustion of fuel, find the percentage of excers air

supplied.

Solution

Draught produced, pd = 16 mm of water                                  

                                                   = 156.96 N/m2

            Height of chimney, H = 32 m

            Temperature of ambient air, T1 = 273 +27 = 300 K

            Temperature of flue gases, T = 300 +273 = 573 K

            Now Natural Draught produced in chimney is given as

                

Or 

            

 Or
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Or

            m+1 = 1.098 m

Or

            

 Mass of air supplied per kg of coal, m = 10.2 kg

Fuel analysis

            Element Weight (kg)                                                      

            C= 0.81 kg   

            Amount of O2 in kg

                

Total Amount of air for complete combustion

            

            Actual Amount supplied = 10.2 kg

                

  30.2.4 Calculate the power of motor needed to drive a fan for maintaining an artificial draught of 60 mm of

water if the fan is working as a

a)      Forced Draught Fan

Also if it is working as an

b)      Induced Draught Fan

Use the following data of boiler:

            Temperature of flue gases leaving the boiler = 250 oC
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            Temperature of boiler house = 20

            Air supplied per kg of fuel = 19 kg

            Mass of coal burnt per hour = 1800 kg

            Efficiency of fan = 85%

Solution

Given that

            Absolute temperature of flue gases, Tg = 250 + 273 = 523 K

            Absolute temperature of air, Ta = 20 + 273 = 293 K

            Mass of air used, ma = 19 Kg/Kg of fuel

            Mass of fuel used, M = 1800 Kg/hour

            Value of artificial draught, hw = 60 mm of water

            Efficiency of fan,  = 85% = 0.85

Case I:  Power of forced draught fan

            We know that the power of fan is given by

                

Where hw = Draught in terms of mm of water

             Va = Volume of air supplied in m3/sec

Volume can be calculated from gas equation as

                

          

 oC 

ηf
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            = 5461 W

Or        = 5.46 KW (Ans.)

Case II:  Power of induced draught fan

If the fan is used as Induced draught fan, than it has to handle volume of hot flue gases, which will be more

than fresh air.

Volume of flue gases produced can be calculated as
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Module 13. Air compressor

Lesson 31

AIR COMPRESSORS

31.1 Introduction
31.2 Use of Air Compressor in Dairy Industry

31.3 Classification of Air Compressor

31.3.1 On the basis of principle of working

31.3.2 On the basis of number of stages

31.4 Positive Displacement Type Compressor

31.4.1 Reciprocating compressor

31.4.2 Rotary compressor

31.5 Centrifugal Compressor

31.6 Single Stage, Single Cylinder, Reciprocating Air Compressor
31.6.1 Construction

31.6.2 Working
31.7 Comparison of Adiabatic, Polytropic and Isothermal Compression

31.8 Various Terms & Efficiencies Used in Air-Compressor
31.8.1 Free Air Delivery: (F.A.D.)

31.8.2 Volumetric efficiency

31.8.3 Isothermal efficiency

31.8.4 Isentropic efficiency

31.8.5 Mechanical efficiency

31.8.6 Overall isothermal efficiency
31.8.7 Clearance ratio

31.8.8 Pressure ratio

31.9 Multistage Compression

31.9.1 Advantages of multistage compression

31.1 Introduction

An air compressor is a mechanical device which produces the compressed air i.e. which increases the

pressure of air above the atmospheric pressure as per the requirement and stores it in a high pressure vessel.

In air compressor, normal atmospheric air is sucked and compressed continuously. It can be run or derived

by an electric motor, IC engine or steam engine etc.  The high pressure air or compressed air has numerous

applications in industry as well as in our daily life.

Some of the applications of compressed air are given as below:

(i)           Dusting/cleaning in home, shops etc.

(ii)         Inflation of tires.

(iii)       Operating tools in factories.

(iv)       Operating heavy drills, execrators etc.
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(v)         Boring and developing of tube wells.

(vi)       Starting Diesel engines with air starter motor.

(vii)     Operating brakes of buses, trucks or other heavy vehicles.

(viii)   Operation of pneumatic valves in automated processing industries

(ix)       Drying industry.

(x)         Air conditioning.

31.2 Use of Air Compressor in Dairy Industry

Dairy Industry is a type of food processing industry, where milk is processed to produce a number of milk

products. The process control is carried out by keeping the operating parameters like pressure, temperature,

concentration etc., in optimum range by automatically controlling the flow rate of milk/ milk product, steam

and cooling water or refrigerant etc. through pneumatic (air operated) valves. Many a times, some other type

of automated mechanical movements are required to be carried out in a processing or packaging machine

automatically for the purpose of process control. These movements are carried out precisely with the help of

air-motors run by compressed air for example in a pouch filling and packing machine. Compressed air is also

used in general dusting and cleaning purpose in a plant. Compressed air is also required in cleaning and drying

of milk storage and processing equipment. Thus compressed air finds very important application in modern

dairy processing plants and is an important utility

31.3 Classification of Air Compressor

Air compressor is actually an air pump just like a water pump, which pumps the air continuously from low

pressure to high pressure. Air compressors may be classified on various basis as mentioned below. (Fig.

31.1)

31.3.1 On the basis of principle of working

A.  Positive Displacement Type

B.   Centrifugal Type

31.3.2 On the basis of number of stages

31.3.2.1 Single stage

When the compressor compresses the air straightway from atmospheric pressure to discharge pressure in a

single stage is called a single stage compressor.

31.3.2.2 Multi stage
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When the compressor compresses the air from atmospheric pressure to final discharge pressure in more than

one step by using more than one single stages of compressor is called Multi-stage compressor. Here the

discharge of first stage enters the suction side of next stage and so on until the air is discharged to required

pressure of final stage.

31.4 Positive Displacement Type Compressor

In positive displacement type compressor, a moving mechanical component, displaces or compresses the air

positively against high pressure. These are further of two types as discussed below:

31.4.1 Reciprocating compressor

It is called so because here an air tight component i.e. piston reciprocates continuously in its counterpart

closed component i.e. cylinder. With the help of operation of automatic valves, piston sucks fresh air inside

cylinder in one stroke called suction stroke and pushes or discharges it to high pressure air tank in the next

discharge stroke. Thus piston is made to reciprocate with the help of a connecting rod and crankshaft rotated

by an electric motor. The construction of a reciprocating air compressor is basically similar to an IC engine.

Here also the basic components are same i.e. cylinder piston, connecting rod, crankshaft, cylinder head

valves etc. One main difference is that the engine produces power but air compressor consumes power. A

reciprocating air compressor is further classified as single acting or double acting based on that piston sucks

and compress the air from one side only or from both the sides of piston like IC engine, compressor may also

be single cylinder type or multi cylinder type. Multi cylinder compressor may also further be having many type

of arrangements or designs like In-line or V-type etc.

31.4.2 Rotary compressor

In this compressor a rotating mechanical component displaces the air positively and continuously through the

casing of air compressor in which it is rotating. By this rotating movement, air cavities are formed which move

from one place to another place or which shrink continuously and compress the air. Based on the

construction of casing, rotating part and principle of cavity movement, these are further classified as:

a)         Roots Blower Compressor or Lobe Type Compressor

b)        Sliding Vane Compressor

c)         Screw Compressor

d)        Spiral Compressor

31.5 Centrifugal Compressor

Centrifugal compressor is one which imparts rotational energy to air. This rotational energy is converted to

centrifugal force by which the air flows against pressure in the discharge side. The rotating mechanical

component which imparts rotational energy to air is called impeller. The impeller consists of curved vanes
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which facilitate the flow of air through it. The fixed vanes of diffuser in the centrifugal casing convert a part of

this rotational energy of air into pressure energy and air is discharged against high pressure. The main

components of centrifugal compressor are centrifugal casing, impeller, main shaft, diffuser, suction and

discharge ports etc.

In a centrifugal compressor, the flow of air takes place through compressor in a direction normal to the axis of

rotating shaft. But if the flow takes place parallel to the axis of main shaft, it is called axial flow compressor.

Construction wise, centrifugal compressor can also be named as rotary compressor or a rotary compressor

can be of both types as positive displacement type and centrifugal type.

31.6 Single Stage, Single Cylinder, Reciprocating Air Compressor

31.6.1 Construction

The basic construction is similar to as that of an IC engine i.e. there is cylinder, piston, connecting rod,

crankshaft and suction and discharge valves etc as shown in (Fig. 31.1). The main shaft or crank shaft is

rotated by some external prime over i.e. an IC engine or an electric motor. The crank with the help of

connecting rod gives the reciprocating motion to piston in the cylinder. Where the piston moves away from

the closed end of cylinder, where the suction and delivery valves are located, it sucks the atmosphere air in

the cylinder through suction valve operated by pressure difference. During suction stroke, delivery valve

which connects the cylinder to compressed air tank remain closed due to high pressure in the tank and low

pressure in the cylinder but the suction valve remains open.

After the suction stroke, when the motion of piston is reversed, the volume in cylinder starts decreasing thus

increasing the pressure. Now the suction valve remains closed. When the pressure reaches above a value as

in compressed air tank, delivery valve opens and this high pressure air is discharged in the air tank for the rest

of stroke. The cycle on which air compressor works is shown on PV diagram in fig 31.2.

The compression cycle 1-2-3-4 has four processes as:

Fig. 31.2 P-V diagram of single stage reciprocating air-compressor
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            V1 = Total volume of Cylinder

            VC = Clearance volume of Cylinder

            V1 – VC = Swept Volume (VS)

            V1 − V4 = Effective Swept Volume

31.6.2 Working

1-2: Pure-compression

This process is most important in the overall working of a compressor. During this process, both suction and

discharge valve remain closed and compressor acts as a closed system. On the upwards movement of piston

from BDC volume of air inside the cylinder shrinks and so pressure rises. The compression may happen

theoretically as any of the isentropic, isothermal or polytropic processes. In actual compressor it is always a

polytropic process and try is made to keep it as close to isothermal process as possible by external cooling.

Piston work is least in case of isothermal compression.

2-3: Compressed air discharge

When the pressure in the cylinder reaches to a value of pressure in compressed air vessel, somewhere in

between the stroke of piston, discharge valve opens and compression becomes an open system. On further

upward movement of piston, compressed air is simply discharged to compressed air tank through the

discharge valve. This process ends when the piston reaches to the top end position, TDC and stroke is

completed.  During this process compressor acts like a pump which discharges the compressed air but does

not compress it further.

3-4:Expansion of air trapped in clearance volume

This process starts as soon as the piston starts moving down towards BDC and cylinder volume starts

increasing. Due to increase in volume pressure falls down and discharge valve close but some high pressure

air remains in the clearance volume which could not be discharged. On downward movement of piston, this

clearance volume air expands polytropically or isothermally or isentropically doing some work on the piston.

When somewhere in between the downward stroke of piston during expansion, pressure falls below the

outside normal air pressure, suction valve opens and expansion process ends. During this process

compressor acts as a closed system. This process is reverse of compression process 1-2 and it also takes

place for a part of the stroke of piston. Due to this process the effective suction of air is reduced and

volumetric efficiency becomes less than 1.

4-1: Suction of air

On further downward movement of piston after opening of suction valve, atmospheric air is sucked in the

cylinder until the piston reaches to bottom dead centre (BDC). In this process, compressor acts as an open
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system and fresh mass of air is sucked from atmosphere. At the end of this stroke cycle completes. The

theoretical work consumed by compressor during one cycle is given by area of enclosed cycle 1-2-3-4.

In this way, when the piston is reciprocated continuously in the cylinder by rotating the crankshaft with the

help of an electric motor, it completes one working cycle in two strokes of piston or one revolution of

crankshaft. The expansion of high pressure air, trapped in the clearance volume (C.V.) in the previous stroke,

and suction of fresh air from atmosphere takes place during downward stroke of piston from TDC to BDC,

Then compression of air and its discharge to air tank take place during upward stroke of piston from BDC to

TDC.

With the running of compressor, normal atmospheric air is continuously compressed and accumulated in high

pressure air tank. The construction of suction valve and discharge valve is geometrically similar but they act

in the opposite direction under the action of two forces, one is spring force and other is force due to

pressure difference. Normally the spring keeps the suction valve pressed on its seat in upward direction in

closed position and it opens against spring force only when vacuum is created inside the cylinder during

suction stroke. Conversely the spring keep the discharge valve pressed on its seat in downward direction in

closed position and it opens against spring force only when pressure in cylinder is higher than that in

discharge port or air tank. Suction valve opening is connected to an air filter placed in open atmosphere.

Discharge valve opening is connected to closed discharge port connected to air tank on other side.

Reciprocating air compressor is a similar but simpler machine than an I.C. engine. Similarity exists only in

basic design and construction but purpose of both are altogether different.

31.7 Comparison of Adiabatic, Polytropic and Isothermal Compression

We have discussed the working of an air compressor in the previous article. The working cycle is shown on

P-V chart in fig 31.2 and work required by compressor in one cycle is given by area of cycle 1-2-3-4 on P-

V chart. If the compressor is considered as an open system then the flow work is given by compression work

minus expansion work. This work depends on the pressure ratio i.e. the ratio of discharge pressure to suction

pressure and the type of compression process. The compression process 1-2 is a non-flow process and may

be any of the isothermal, adiabatic and polytropic processes. We know that isothermal compression line 1-2”

is more flat than an adiabatic and polytropic line which depends on the value of polytropic index ‘n’. The

compression index in isothermal compression is ‘1’ and in adiabatic compression is ‘γ’. If n < γ, polytropic

compression line will come in between isothermal and adiabatic line and if n > γ it will be more steep than

adiabatic line. From the fig 31.3, it is clear that work will be least in most flat curve i.e. in isothermal

compression. In adiabatic compression, work will be maximum. However, an actual process with sufficient

cooling of compressor will be polytropic and fall in between the two curves. More and more cooling is used,

more and more it will be towards isothermal line and work required will minimize. It shows the importance of

external cooling in air compressor.

Small air compressor is generally air-cooled for which the fins are provided on the cylinder walls while large

size air compressors are water cooled for which water jackets are provided around the compressor’s

cylinder and cylinder head.
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: Polytropic Compression

: Adiabatic Compression

: Isothermal Compression

Fig. 31.3 Single stage Air Compressor with zero clearance volume

In another way, it can be concluded that, in case of an isothermal compression i.e. compression without any

rise in temperature, compressor has to work against the rise in pressure of air or gas due to shrinkage of

volume only and so work is least. In case of isentropic compression, compressor has to work against the rise

in pressure due to shrinkage of volume of air or gas and also due to rise in temperature thus more work is

required. If some cooling is done, temperature rise will be less and so pressure rise will also be less thus

lesser work will be required. In all these three cases, we are talking about the work required against

compression of gas only without considering any internal or external friction and other losses. Considering all

these losses, the actual work requirement will further increase. Overall, it can be concluded that work

required in compression can be minimized by choosing such design of compressor, where friction and other

losses are least and cooling is more and more effective.

31.8 Various Terms & Efficiencies Used in Air-Compressor

31.8.1 Free Air Delivery: (F.A.D.)

It is the volume flow rate of compressor expressed in m3/min as reduced to intake pressure and temperature.

31.8.2 Volumetric efficiency
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It is the ratio of volume of free air delivered per stroke to the swept volume of compressor. As some part of

swept volume is used up in the expansion of clearance volume gas, volumetric efficiency is always less than

one. Volumetric efficiency is also reduced due to resistance offered by suction valve and heating up of suction

air in the compressor.

31.8.3 Isothermal efficiency

It is the ratio of work required by compressor in case of isothermal compression in an air compressor to the

actual indicated work of compression.  Indicated work of compression means the work represented by

indicator P-V diagram of compressor.

31.8.4 Isentropic efficiency

It is the ratio of isentropic work of a compressor i.e. work consumed considering isentropic compressor to

the actual work required by compression. This term is mostly used in refrigerant compressor.

31.8.5 Mechanical efficiency

It is the ratio of indicated power of compressor to the actual shaft power of compressor. Shaft power of

compressor means power required to be given to its driving shaft. It accounts for the loss of power due to

friction in moving parts.

31.8.6 Overall isothermal efficiency

It is the ratio of compression work in case of isothermal compression to the actual work required by the

compressor.

31.8.7 Clearance ratio

It is the ratio of clearance volume to the total swept volume of an air compressor. It is denoted as K or C.

            

31.8.8 Pressure ratio

It is the ratio of discharge pressure to suction pressure of a compressor or one stage of a multistage

compressor. In general, in a compressor, the compression process is polytrophic and it lies in between

isothermal and isentropic, if effective cooling is done in compressor. In this case efficiency of compressor

(Ratio of theoretical work to actual work) used is isothermal efficiency. Otherwise in real conditions, the

actual work is even more than the isentropic work due to friction and other losses and efficiency used is

isentropic efficiency. 

31.9 Multistage Compression

As mentioned upto now is the single stage compression i.e. the pressure is raised from atmosphere to the
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required value in one stage. But when the requirement is of very high pressure, single stage compression has

some disadvantages as mentioned below:

1)   With the increase in delivery pressure, the high pressure air remained in clearance volume takes more

part of piston stroke to expand upto suction pressure thus decreasing the effective swept volume and

hence the mass flow rate through compressor. It is clear from figure 31.4 that if the delivery pressure is

too high, there may not be any discharge of air and the compression and expansion processes 1-2 or 2-

1 may takes place in full strokes of piston. In that case valve will not operate and delivery of air would

become zero.

2)   With the increase in delivery pressure delivery temperature also increases which if not required is a dual

energy loss.

Fig. 31.4 Compression cycles with different values of delivery pressure

3)   High delivery pressure will also require heavy working parts and more unbalancing.

The only solution to this problem is to increase the delivery pressure not in single stage but in multistage. First,

the atmosphere air is compressed to a reasonable intermediate pressure level in the first stage and is delivered

as suction of 2nd stage where the pressure is further increased reasonably and so on until the final pressure is

reached. There may be two, three or more stages depending on the delivery pressure required. Between the

stages, the air may be cooled so as to keep the overall compression curve close to isothermal curve thus to

decrease the compression work also. The combined compression cycle of multistage compressor is shown in

fig 31.5
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Fig. 31.5 Three stage compression cycle

In this way the multistage compression has various advantages over single stage as mentioned below:

31.9.1 Advantages of multistage compression

·         The air can be cooled at intermediate pressure between the stages of compression, thus decreasing

the work required for next stage. Hence, the power required to drive a multistage compressor is less

than that required for a single stage compressor delivering the same quantity of air at the same

delivery pressure.

·         Multistage compressors have better mechanical balance. So lighter flywheel is required.

·         The pressure and temperature range may be kept within desirable limits which results in

i).      Reduced losses due to air leakage

ii).    Improved lubrication

iii).  Improved volumetric efficiency

·         For higher delivery pressure, in a single stage compressor, cylinder, piston and other moving parts

must be robust enough to withstand the higher load. However in multistage compressor, the low

pressure cylinder may be lighter in construction.

·         The size of different stages of compressor may be adjusted and designed independently depending

on volume of air handled in different pressure range.

Disadvantages
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The multistage compressor with intercoolers is more expensive in initial cost than a single stage, compressor

of same capacity, but its running cost is less.
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Module 13. Air compressor

Lesson 32

AIR COMPRESSOR’S WORK, NUMERICAL PROBLEMS

32.1 Volumetric Efficiency in terms of Clearance Ratio ‘K’
32.2 Work Equation for Single Stage Compressor (Neglecting clearance Volume)

32.3 Theoretical Work Considering Clearance Volume

32.4 Multistage Compression with Inter Cooling

32.5 Numerical Problems

32.1 Volumetric Efficiency in terms of Clearance Ratio ‘K’

Refer to the diagram 32.1. It is clear that after expansion, the clearance volume gas takes the volume V4 at

which suction valve opens. So, the fresh air is sucked only from volume V4 to V1.

Fig. 32.1 P-V Diagram of single stage reciprocating air-compressor

So effective volume sucked of fresh air = V1 - V4

The pressure and temperature of this volume are P1 and T1.

If this air is reduced to intake or outside atmospheric pressure and temperature Pa and Ta, the actual volume

of air sucked will be
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As per the definition of volumetric efficiency:

                

                

            

                                                                                                                                                    .........

(Eq. 32.1)

                

            or  P2Vn
C = P1V4

n

            

Substituting this value in equation (1)

              

                                                                                                                                                           .........

(Eq. 32.2)

If the ambient and suction conditions are same (i.e., considering only the effect of Clearance Ratio)

            P1 = Pa and Ta = T1

               

                                                                                                                                                                   

......... (Eq. 32.3)

This is the equation for volumetric efficiency in terms of Clearance Ratio.

32.2 Work Equation for Single Stage Compressor (Neglecting clearance Volume)

The theoretical cycle for single stage compressor without clearance volume is shown on P-V diagram as:

           

Consider the polytrophic expansion process 3-4
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: Polytropic Compression

 Adiabatic Compression

: Isothermal Compression

Fig. 32.2 Compression cycle 1-2-3-4

Consider the polytropic compression ‘1-2’

Work done per cycle is area 1-2-3-4-1

W = Area under curve 1-2 + Area under curve 2-3 – Area under curve 4-1.

            

                

                

                

                 

                                                                                                                   ......... (Eq. 32.4)

32.3 Theoretical Work Considering Clearance Volume
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The theoretical cycle of a single stage air-compressor with clearance volume is already shown in fig 32.1.

From the diagram, it is clear that

            Work done per cycle = Area under 1 2 3 4 1

            Or W = Area 1-2-5-6-1 – Area 3-5-6-4-3

                

                

Now V1-V4 = Effective swept volume due to presence of clearance volume.

                

                

It usually varies between 60 to 85%

32.4 Multistage Compression with Inter Cooling

Fig 32.3 Multistage compression with zero value of C.V.

Neglecting clearance volume, the overall cycle diagram for multistage compression is as shown in fig 32.3
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Work done in 2-stages of compression

            = Work done in 1st stage + work done in 2nd stage

            

                                                                                                                           ......... [Sub Eq. (i)]

We know P1V1= P3V3 for isothermal Process 1-3. Also for minimum work, pressure ratio per stage is equal

i.e.,

                

Putting this in equation (1)

                

                

                

                

For ‘x’ number of stages of compression

When Pr= Total Pressure Ratio

32.5 Numerical Problems

32.5.1 A single stage reciprocating air compressor takes in 8m3/min of air at 1 bar and 300 C and delivers it

                   

                                                                                                                                                  ......... (Eq.

32.5)
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at 6 bar. The clearance is 5% of the stroke. The expansion and compression are polytropic with the value of

n=1.3. Calculate: (a) the temperature of delivered air; (b) volumetric efficiency, and (c) Power of the

compressor.

Solution

Given that v1-v4 = 8 m3/min

                                       p1 = 1 bar = 1x105N/m2

                                       T1 = 300 C = 30+273 = 303 K

                                       p2=6 bar = 6x105 N/m2

                                       vc =5% vs = 0.05 vs

                                        n= 1.3.

·         Temperature of delivered air

Let T2= Temperature of the delivered air.

We know that for a polytropic compression process 1-2

·         Volumetric efficiency

We know that clearance ratio,

·         Power of the compressor

Volumetric efficiency,
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We know that work done by the compressor,

32.5.2. A single stage single acting reciprocating air compressor is required to handle 50 cum of free air

delivery per hour measured at 1 bar pressure. The delivery pressure is 6.5 bar and the speed is 500 r.p.m.

Allowing a volumetric efficiency of 75%; an isothermal efficiency of 70% and a mechanical efficiency of 90%;

Calculate the indicated mean effective pressure and the power required to drive the compressor.

Solution

Given: v1=50 m3/ hour

 p1=1 bar = 1x105 N/m2

 p2=6.5 bar = 6.5 x 105 N/m2

 N = 500 r.p.m

 ηv = 75% = 0.75

 ηi = 70% =0.70

 ηm = 90% = 0.9

1)       Indicated mean effective pressure:

            The expression for isothermal work done is given as 
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            = 9359×103 J/h = 9359 kJ/hr

                

We know that swept volume of the piston,

                

                

                

            = 200 kN/m2

            = 2 bar (Ans.)

2)      Power required in driving of  the compressor:

Actual work done by the compressor is given as

                

                

32.5.3 A single stage double acting air compressor delivers 5 m3 of free air per minute at 1 ata and 200 C to

7.5 bar with the following data;

R.P.M. = 300; Mechanical efficiency = 0.9; Pressure loss in passing through intake valves = 0.04 bar;

Temperature rise of air during suction stroke = 120 C ; Clearance volume = 5% of stroke volume; Index of

compression and expansion, n=1.3; Length of the stroke = 1.3 times the cylinder diameter.

Calculate: 1. Power input to the shaft; 2. The volumetric efficiency; and 3. The cylinder diameter.

Solution

Given:  Va= 5 m3/min
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 pa =1 ata= 1.013 bar

 Ta= 200 C =20 +273 = 293 K

 p2= 7.5 bar;

N = 300 r.p.m

 ηm=0.9

Pressure loss = 0.04 bar

                           Temperature rise = 120 C

vc = 5%

vs =0.05 vs

n = 1.3

                           L = 1.3 D

Let V1=Volume of free air at the suction conditions.

As there is a pressure loss of 0.04 bar in passing through intake valves, therefore net suction pressure will be

equal to

p1= pa-0.04 = 1.013-0.04 = 0.973 bar = 0.973 x 105 N/m2

Given that there is a temperature rise of 120 C of air during suction stroke, therefore temperature at the

beginning of compression of air will be

            T1 = Ta + 12 = 20 + 12 = 320 C = 32 + 273 = 305 K

By Ideal gas equation

                

                

1. Power input to the shaft
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We know that indicated work done

 

 

           

              

2. Volumetric efficiency

            We know that clearance ratio,

                

                

                

                

3. Cylinder diameter

            Let D = Cylinder diameter, and

            L = Stroke length = 1.3 D …………. (Given)

            We know that swept volume per stroke

                

Since the compressor is double acting, therefore number of working strokes per minute = 2N =2x300=600

and swept volume per minute
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We know that volumetric efficiency (ηv),

                

                

And
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